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indiana Michigan
Power Company
P.O. Box 16631
Columbus, OH 43216

INDIANA
NICHIGANIaaf

AEP:NRC:1060A

Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant Units 1 and 2
Docket Nos. 50-315 and 50-316
License Nos. DPR-58 and DPR-74
INSPECTION REPORTS 50-315/88003(DRS) AND 50-316/88004(DRS);
RESPONSE TO VIOLATION

U.ST Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Washington, D AC. 20555

Attn: A. B. Davis

April 29, 1988

Dear Mr. Davis:

i

This letter is in response to Mr. H. J. Miller's letter of March
30, 1988, which forwarded the results of the NRC staff evaluation

—of items identified in the 'subject NRC Inspection Reports:. regarding fuse/breaker coordination in the 250 VDC safety buses'nd the local shutdown and indication (LSI) panels. Mr. Miller's
letter identified a Severity Level IV violation of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B, Criterion III. Mr. Miller's letter also expressed
concerns regarding the application of our design control measures
throughout our engineering organization and our process of
selecting qualified individuals who provide design input and
perform the design review. Therefore, we were requested to
respond to the concerns on design control in addition to
describing the specific action to correct the noted violation.
The actions taken to correct the specific violation are addressed
in Attachment 1 to this letter. The steps we will take to address
the design control and personnel qualification concerns are
contained in Attachment 2 to this letter. In addition, as stated
during the Enforcement Conference, a copy of our Safety System
Functional Inspection (SSFI) 'dated October 5, 1987,*is included in
Attachment 3. (Note: Attachment 1 - Project Management Plan and
Attachment 2 - D. C. Cook Inspection Plan have not been included
with the SSFI because our contractor requested these plans be
marked and treated as proprietary. These inpsection planning
sections which do not contain substantive inspection results will
be made available to you at your request). Our evaluation and
plans to address generic design control issues .identified by the

SS05030214 SS0429
PDR ADOCK 05000315
Q DCD
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SSFI are contained in our letter dated November 18, 1987, and is
included as Attachment 4. Our plans for confirmation that no
other electrical coordination discrepancies exist are included in
Attachment 1 to this letter as part of our response to the
specific violation.

This document has been prepared following Corporate procedures
which incorporate a reasonable set of controls to ensure its
accuracy and completeness prior to signature by the undersigned.

Sincerely,

C

M. P. Ale ch
Vice Pre ident

eh

CC: D. H. Williams, Jr.
W. G. Smith, Jr. - Bridgman
R. C. Callen
G. Bruchmann
G. Charnoff
NRC Resident Inspector - Bridgman
A. B. Davis - Region III
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bc: P. A. Barrett/B. P. Lauzau
S. H. Horowitz/T. 0. Argenta/R. C. Carruth
J. J. Markowsky/S. H. Steinhart/P. G. Schoepf
V. A. Lepore
B. H, Bennett
R. W. Jurgensen
J. G. Feinstein
R. F. Kroeger
M. L. Horvath - Bridgman
J. F. Kurgan
J. B. Shinnock
J. F. Stang, NRC - Washington, D.C.
AEP:NRC'1060A
DC-N-6015.1
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Response to NRC Notice of Violation

NRC Violation

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, as implemented by the Donald
C. Cook Nuclear Plant Operations Quality Assurance Program,
requires that design control measures be provided for verifying or
checking the adequacy of design including design changes.

Contrary to the above, the licensee failure to ensure that
adequate design control measures were provided as follows:

The licensee failed to perform adequate initial design
reviews regarding electrical isolation between the Local
Shutdown and Indication (LSI) panels. Consequently, a local
fire could have opened the feeder breaker without, isolating
the fault between the LSI panels, This could have led to the
loss of all control room T-Hot and T-Cold temperature
indication.

B. The licensee implemented design changes to Unit 1 (on
December 29, 1987) and to Unit 2 (on December 30, 1987) to
correct design deficiencies associated with electrical
isolation between LSI panels (see Violation A. above).
During reviews of these design changes, the licensee failed
to verify the coordination between the LSI panel feeder
breaker and the newly installed fuses. Consequently, a
circuit fault could have opened the feeder breaker without
isolating-the fault between the LSI panels. This could have
led to the loss of all control room T-Hot and T'-Cold
temperature indication.

C. The licensee discovered (on September 17, 1987) during a
Safety System Functional Inspection (SSFI) review, that a
fuse-breaker miscoordination existed on each safety-related
250 VDC bus for both units. Thus, in the event of a fault in
certain Balance of Plant (BOP) cables, which would involve
distribution panels from both independent trains, a loss of
control power on both independent trains of related Essential
Safety System (ESS) panels could have occurred. ESS loads
that could have been affected were certain containment
isolation valves, reactor head vent valves, post-accident
sampling valves, and steam generator stop valve dump valves.
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Res onse to Violation

Our procedures require that the adequacy of. designs, including
design changes, be verified or checked. For the items cited, our
reviews have concluded that each item was an isolated occurrence
involving personnel error. For Items A and B, our design change
procedures were implemented and involved experienced personnel who
should have identified the cited inadequacies during the design
change process. Item C involved a misapplication of circuit
breakers during the original design of the plant.

(1) Corrective Action Taken and Results Achieved

Items A and B were corrected by the installation of design
change RFC 12-2992 Supplement 1; This design change
installed fuses which do properly coordinate. These fuses
provide proper isolation to ensure the minimum required
instrumentation for T-Hot and T-Cold control room temperature
indication is met. This work is completed.

Item C was corrected by the separating of BOP and ESS loads
on the subj'ect 250 volt DC panels. This was accomplished 'by
design change RFCs 01-4087 and 02-2981. This work is
completed.

(2) Corrective Action Taken to Avoid Further Violation

The design controls in place provide for independent review
and verification of all safety related design changes. As a
result of the problems cited in the notice of violation, we
have reviewed our present procedures to augment quality
controls both at the design and at the design verification
phases. As a result of this review we have added to our
electrical engineering procedures a mechanism by which any
deviations from our accepted engineering practices can be
identified explicitly and reviewed by electrical engineering
management for incorporation, as appropriate,'nto future
training sessions.

We have completed training for electrical engineering
personnel in the areas of immediate concern related to the
three findings and have instituted a program to insure prompt
feedback on future training needs uncovered in the
verification process.

To confirm that no other adverse electrical coordination
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exists, we hav'e initiated, as a result of the SSFI, a study
(supported by an independent contractor) of electrical
protection coordination for the Cook Nuclear Plant to include
all essential and balance of plant equipment for all 250 VDC
panels and motor control centers and all AC buses from the
4160 volt level to the 120 volt AC instrumentation level. We
expect this study to be completed in the next 2 to 3 months.

Additional enhancements to strengthen our Quality Assurance
oversight (e.g., performance-based audits with increased
engineering expertise) are being developed, as discussed in
Attachment 2 to this letter. These enhancements will provide
another means for increased management awareness of the
performance level of our design control practices.

(3) Date When Full Com liance Will be Achieved

Full compliance was achieved for Items A and B on March ll,
1988, for both units. Full compliance was achieved for Item
C on September 21, 1987, for Unit 1 and October 2, 1987, for
Unit 2. The specific training discussed above was completed
by March 18, 1988.
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Design Control and Personnel Qualification

Design control throughout the engineering organizations supporting
the Cook Nuclear Plant is based on the implementation of the
American Electric Power Service Corporation (AEPSC) General
Procedure on design control. The implementing procedures are
reviewed on a routine basis by the AEPSC Quality Assurance
Department to ensure compliance with the design control
requirements established by the General Procedure. In addition,
inherent to our procedures is considerable management overview to
ensure that the quality of the engineering practices is
maintained.

Recent initiatives taken by AEPSC to perform safety system
functional inspections (SSFIs) have provided a mechanism by which
a broad based technical assessment of the adequacy of our plant
design and design control can be made. The SSFI recently
performed on the Cook Nuclear Plant auxiliary feedwater system
identified certain deficiencies in the design control area (The
SSFI report and our responses and plans for future action are
included as Attachments 3 and 4 to this submittal respectively).
As noted in our response to the SSFI report, the identified
deficiencies were largely confined to the 'documentation of design
changes rather than the control of design per se. In addition, in
1985 a review of a random sample of 52 of the approximately 421
design changes implemented between 1975 and 1983 was completed.
This review was performed to provide assurance that items
important to safety had not been overlooked and to demonstrate
proper design control; no significant problems were noted.

In order to ensure acceptability of our design control activities,
on January 6, 1988, we issued a directive (in response to our
SSFI) to our design organizations emphasizing existing
programmatic controls that govern the methods, extent and
documentation of design verification, as well as emphasizing
existing controls governing documentation and traceability of
design inputs and design analyses. We will continue to maintain a
high degree of emphasis on design control requirements in all of
our engineering disciplines that support the Cook Nuclear Plant.
This emphasis will be demonstrated by having a second'SFI
performed in'early 1989 (after our Unit 2 steam generator repair
outage and the next Unit 1 refueling outage). We also intend to
continue enhancements to our design control and verification
programs by increasing the engineering expertise of our Quality
Assurance Department. This enhancement to QA is currently in the
planning stage of development. As part of this effort to confirm
the adequacy of our design control programs we intend to initiate
an audit program 'that shifts emphasis from compliance based to
performance based.
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We anticipate that the initial implementation of this audit
program will be directed to the conduct of performance based
audits of the Steam Generator Repair Project (SGRP) for Unit 2.
These audits 'will focus on the technical aspects of SGRP
engineering and design activities.

Concerning the process for selecting qualified individuals to
provide design inputs and perform design reviews, each engineer
h'as a job description which defines the duties, responsibilities

'and experience level required for the position. Associated with
the job description is a periodic review of all engineering/design
personnel which is performed at least annually. The performance
review provides an objective assessment of each individual's
performance. Findings of the recently completed SSFI stated that
our personnel were found to be knowledgeable and competent in all
technical areas reviewed. This finding is particularly
significant in view of the fact that the scope of the SSFI cut
across all of our engineering disciplines. To ensure the
continuance of a hi.gh level of personnel qualification we will use
the QA engineering enhancements discussed previously to review the
technical ac'tivities associated with design control to verify that
appropriate engineering practices are maintained. This initiative
has been communicated to engineering management to increase their
sensitivity to the need for maintaining quality engineering
practices.
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DONALD C. COOK NUCLEAR PLANT

SAfETY SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL INSPECTION

October 5, 1987

1.0 Background

On June 18, 1987, the American Electric Power Service Corporation
(AEPSC), on behalf of the Indiana 8 Hichigan Electric Company ( IEHECo),
contracted with WESTEC Services Inc. (WES3'EC) to conduct a Safety System
Functional Inspection (SSFI) at ISHECo's Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant
(Contract No. C6912). The contract required an assessment of the operation-
al, readiness of the Unit No. 1 Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFW), including
crosstie interfaces with Unit No.'2. The assessment was to utilize U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) SSFI techniques and criteria, as de-
tailed in the NRC IE Hanual Chapter 2515, including an NRC type schedule of
activities to determine:

1. The capability of the AFW to perform its safety functions as
requir'ed by its design bases.

2.

=4

5.

If the as-built design and installation of the AFW is consistent
with the current design/licensing basis requirements.

If,the current AFW testing is adequate to demonstrate that the
'ystemwould perform all of its required safety functions.

If the current maintenance practices are adequate to ensure AFW

operability under postulated accident conditions.

If operations, maintenance, surveillance, and test documentation
(including procedures) completely and accurately support a deter-
mination that the AFW is capable of performing its safety func-
tions.

6. If the training of operations and maintenance department personnel
is adequate to ensure proper AFW operations and maintenance of the
AFW.

7. If human factors considerations and procedures are adequate to
ensure proper AFW operations (normal, abnormal, emergency condi-
tions),

8. If management controls are adequate to ensure that the AFW will
fulfill the safety function required by its design bases.

2.0 Methodology

An SSFI is an interactive inspection in which a team of highly quali-
fied and experienced inspectors focus on a single sample system over a 10 to
11 week period. The team of 9 contractor inspectors, supplemented by 5



AEPSC engineers, examined plant activities in essentially three areas;

two basic principles:
'esign,

operations, and management. The inspection meth d 1

1. Through the interaction (at daily team meetings) of a relativel
small number of senior, experience inspectors, deficiencies can be
identified which otherwise have remained undetected.

2. By conducting a detailed review of a single sample system (called
a deep vertical review), conclusions can be drawn as to th
overall lan

nas o e

controls.
p t design process, and operations and manageme tn

Prior to commencing the inspection, both a project management lan

intent o
(Attachment I) and an inspection plan (Attachm t 2>

of the inspection plan was to provide a framework t
following questions:

w o answer the

I, How is the system operated compared with how it was d
'

operate?
esigne to

2,

3.

6.

7.

in a mann
Have modifications since the plant was licensed lt d th

n er such that it may not function as expected?
a ere e design

P

Are system components and components of essential su t t
properly maintained?

ppor sys ems

Does post-modification testing functionally verify th d
a modification,

Does surveillance testing confirm the readiness of .th t 'fo . e sys em if
design basis?

pon. Does acceptance cri teri a accurately ref 1 t the ec e

Are modifica
'ave

the operators been properly trained to operat th t ?
tions accurately reflected in training documents?

e e sys em?

Are management control programs effective to insure that the
system will function on demand?

8. Have modifications to essential support systems lt d th
likelih'od that the safety system will function as expected?

p
'

cdance to the reviewers, not as aThe inspection plan was rovided as u'
g p 'he var>ous directions that the- is u as a startin oint for t

ig a e. ere weaknesses were identified, the inspection was
i ~e in e areas of weakness, including reviews outside of the

sample system'(AFW), to determine the extent of potential weakness. In
addition, the review was not limited to the licensing b

' th 1

xtended beyond the original licensing basis in order to
determine the functionality of'he system.

In the case of D.C. Cook, lant en inee '

, ocated in Columbus Ohio, while the plant site is in



Bridgman, Michigan. Consequently, this inspection was conducted in two
locations, with the design reviewers in Columbus, and the plant reviewers
(i.e. maintenance, operations, testing, training) in Bridgman. Team meet-
ings were conducted each evening via telephone conference call.

3,0 The Inspection Team

The inspection team was comprised of the following contractor members:

Position

Team Leader
Design Team Leader
Mechanical Design
Electrical 'Design
18C Design
Operations
Maintenance
Surveillance Testing
Training

~Ins ector

G. Overbeck
T. OelGaizo
S. Klein
S. Kobylarz
R. Porter
M. Beers
W. Levis
R. Boyd*
C. Walenga*

* R. Boyd and C. Walenga are employees of another division of ERC
International (WESTEC's parent company), ERCI's Systems Integra-
tion and Management Corporation (SIMCO),

The contractor team represented a total of 168 staff-years of engi-
neering experience, 133 staff-years of which represent nuclear plant engi-
neermg experience. A number of these inspectors have participated in NRC
sp'onsored design inspections since 1982, including Integrated Design Inspec-
tions, Independent Design Verification Programs, Safety System Functional
Inspwtions, and Safety System Outage Modification Inspections. Specifical-
ly ~. the case of Safety System Functional Inspections, one or more team
members participated in NRC sponsored SSFIs at the following nuclear units:

Turkey Point
Arkansas Nuclear One
Pilgrim 1

. Palisades
TMI-1
Trojan
Oconee 1,2,3
Robinson
Monticello
Cooper

In addition to contractor inspectors, the team was supplemented by a
number of AEPSC personnel. These individuals participated in all phases of
the inspection, attended all team meetings, and were contributing members of
the inspection team.



Name

R. Vasey-
D. Powell
K. Munson
P. Mangan
D. Kruer

4.0 Schedule

AEPSC Division

Nuclear Safety & Licensing
Mechanical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
guality Assurance
guality Assurance

Technical Area

Team Leader
Mechanical Design
Electrical Design
Operations
Testing

The schedule of activities included three weeks of actual on-site
inspection, three additional weeks of inspection conducted at WESTEC's
offices, and several weeks of final evaluation and report writing. The
actual schedule f'ollows:

Week of Jul 6. 1987

Team meeting to review objectives and the program pl'an.
Preparation of individual check-lists.
Site specific training and badging.
Walkdown of sample system.
Obtain key documents (FSAR, P&EOs, systems descriptions, etc.).
Commence design portion of the review.

Meek of Jul 13 1987

Continue review in WESTEC's offices, using information gathered in
-previous week.

Week of Jul 20. 1987

conduct interactive review using SSFI techniques. Design team in
Columbus, Site team at O.C. Cook.

Week of Jul 27, 1987

Continue review in WESTEC's offices, using informatioh gathered in
previous week..

Week of Au ust 3, 1987

Continue interactive review. Design team in Columbus, Site team at
O.C. Cook. Exit meeting with AEPSC and I&MECo in Columbus on August 7,
1987.

Weeks of'u ust 10 and 17 1987

Complete technical review and finalize observations. Prepare draft
report.

Weeks of Au ust 17 and 24, 1987

Discuss final report with AEPSC and I&MECo. Complete and submit final
report to AEPSC.



5.0 General Conclusions

The inspection involved review of a substantial number .of design,
operations, and management related documents (the preliminary document list
is shown in Attachment 3), walkdowns of the sample system and interfacing
equipment, and interviews with engineering, licensing, operations, mainte-
nance and management personnel. Where questions arose or weaknesses were
perceived, inspection observations were prepared, using the inspection
observation form given in the project management plan (Attachment I). As
additional information was developed relative to a specific observation, the

'bservation was revised appropriately. The final form of each of the
inspection observations is included as Attachment 4 to this report. (Note:
As additional information was obtained, — some observations were determined to
be invalid. All observations, including invalid observations, are contained
in Attachment 4 for,.continuity). In addition to specific observations,
individual summaries of each of the disciplines or technical areas reviewed
are contained in Section 6.0. These summaries include both strengths and
weaknesses noted in the specific reviews.

In order to evaluate the overall results of the inspection and assist
in drawing general conclusions from the specific observations, the individu-
al observations were classified into a number of generic categories such as
design related, design process related, equipment qualification related,
etc.. The results of this classification process is shown in the matrix of
Attachment 5. Considering the information of Attachments 4 and 5, the
following general conclusions are provided:

In spite of a number weaknesses identified, as'numerated in this
report, the AFW system was demonstrated to be capable of
functioning in accordance with its design requirements. In
certain instances design margins were reduced or
failure-modes-and-effects analyses were required to demonstrate
functionality. Nevertheless, functionality was demonstrated.

2. Generic weaknesses were identified which, 'when corrected, will
improve plant reliability. These areas include (I) the lack of a
well documented plant design basis, (2) weaknesses in the formal
documentation of interface information (both interdiscipline
interfaces and engineering/site interfaces), and (3) weaknesses in
the design control and verification process. Each of these areas
is discussed further below.

Oesi n .Basis

The original design of D.C. Cook was performed in the early 1970s.
Consequently, much of the documentation of the original design
basis of the plant fails to meet current day standards and conse-
quently, the actual design basis requirements are difficult to
identify, particularly if there is no recourse to personnel
involved in the original design. In view of the above, there is a
risk that future plant modifications can be prepared which might
unknowingly eliminate certain necessary design features. To
preclude this possibility, future design modifications should
consider the original design basis of the system or equipment



being modified, including preparation of calculations or analyses
as necessary to establish the design basis.

Interface Information

Technical information which is transmitted between engineering
disciplines (e.g. electrical to HVAC, etc.) or between AEPSC
engineering and the site (e.g. torque switch setting data, etc.)
has not been formally controlled; Oiscrepancies in the transmis-
sion of this inf'ormation which were observed were minor and did
not impact upon the functionality of the system. Nevertheless,
there is a concern that unless this i.nformation is formally and
rigidly, controlled, erroneous information can be transmitted which
can adversely impact the functionality of safety grade equipment.

Oesi n Control Process

3 l

The design control process encompasses a wide variety of activi-
ties needed to achieve and document the validity of the design,
vis-a-vis the design requirements, criteria, or commitments.
Ouring the inspection, instances of inability to trace design
input to its source (without recourse to the originator), insuffi-
cient design verification activities, and a general lack of
stand-alone documentation packages were noted. As was pointed oOt
in the discussion of design basis documentation above, much of the
O.C. Cook design documentation predates a number of regulatory
requirements in this area. However, even in more recent design
documentation, several weaknesses in design control were noted.
While documentation prepared within the past several years
indicates considerable improvement oVer documentation as recent as
the early 1980s, there is sti'll need for improvement.

In view of the nature and technical depth of the inspection, a
similar inspection of another safety system may reveal a.

comparable number of deficiencies but it can not be concluded that
such concerns would be of greater safety significance or that the
functionality of the system would be in doubt.. Nevertheless, an
on-going program of such inspections would ( 1) provide
confirmation of functionality of other safety systems (2) verify
the effectiveness of corrective actions from this inspection and
(3) might reveal the existence of concerns upon which further
improvements can be based.

6.0 Specific Technical Area Summaries

The following subparagraphs summarize the observation, findings, and
conclusions of the several contractor inspectors in their respective techni-
cal areas. Since a major objective of this inspection was to identify areas
where improvements are needed, strengths or positive items which were
observed are only briefly mentioned while weaknesses or deficient areas are
emphasized. Also, for the convenience of the reader, Sketches No. I through
No. 4 are attached to the end of this section of the report.



6. 1 Electrical Design

6.2 Mechanical Design

6.3 Instrumentation 5 Control Design

6.4 Operations

6;5 Maintenance

6.6 Surveillance Testing

6.7 Training

6. 1 Electrical Design

A.. Review and Approach

The electrical system design in support of auxiliary feedwater system
components was reviewed during the design inspection. The object of the
review was to evaluate whether the electrical design adequately ensures that
the auxiliary feedwater system will perform as required. The review focused
on both the changes to the design of the auxiliary feedwater system and the
design features of major el'ectrical equipment supporting the AFW, such as .

the station batteries. Documents reviewed include the FSAR and Technical
Specifications, RFCs, design calculations, equipment specifications and
vendor data, flow diagrams, and one-line and elementary diagrams. The team
also~erformed plant walkdowns to verify equipment layout and nameplate
information, and to observe the desig'n features of the installed equipment.

gn various discussions with the electrical section personnel the team
foun4' knowledgeable and competent staff, with the necessary awareness. and
focus on the required safety aspects of the electrical design. The team
also found that, the staff was aware of the need to improve the design basis
documentation for the electrical systems. The plans to implement ASOOP
(Auxiliary System Design Optimization Program) and plant bus load studies in
the section were considered by the team to be important strengths. The team
also identified, for consideration by the section, the concept of a con-
trolled calculation file or notebook as a useful element in the documenta-
tion of the design bases.

The team found that weakness in the documentation of the plant electri-
cal design bases was a factor which contributed to the problems identified
in the design and design verification activities which were observed during
the inspection.

B. Summar of Si nificant Findin s

I. Potential For Common Node Failure of Safet -Related 250 VOC
Circuit Breaker Distribution Panels

The team identified two (2) separate design problems which subject the
safety-related 250 VDC circuit breaker panels to potential common mode
failure. .



a. The circuit breakers do not coordinate with upstream fuses, and in
the case where a circuit breaker feeds another circuit breaker
panel, the breakers may not be coordinated.

b. The circuit breakers are not rated for application at 250 VDC.
The capability to interrupt faul'ts on the system on which they are
applied has not been demonstrated by test. Preliminary calcula-

~ tions by AEPSC engineers indicate that the fault current available
at 250 VDC exceeds the manufacturers published interrupting
capability of 5,000 amperes at 125 VDC.

The safety-related circuit breaker panels in question are as follows:
.CCV-AB, CCV-CD, SSV-Al, SSV-A2, and SSV-B. The'ircuit 'breaker panels feed
both ESS (safety-related) and BOP (non-safety-related) circuits. BOP

circuits can be postulated to fail non-mechanistically or in the case where
circuits from redundant distribution panels may come together in close
proximity, such as in the cable spreading area, they can fail from a single
event such as a fire. Since the circuit breakers which feed the BOP cir-
cuits are not electrically coordinated with upstream circuit breakers or
fuses (as applicable), the upstream protective device could operate (trip or
fuse open) to clear the faulted circuit, thereby causing the loss of power
to the entire circuit breaker distribution panel, which includes the power

'o

the ESS circuits fed from the panel. The loss of power could occur in
both of the redundant ESS trains due to the common failure of the BOP

circuits in each train. Likewise, since the circuit breakers do not have an
adequate rated fault current interrupting capability, the same postulated
failure scenario, as described above, could result in circuit breaker
failure on attempting to clear faulted circuit conditions in the BOP cir-
cuits. The faulted circuits, on failure of the breaker, would be cleared by
upstream fuses in panels MCAB and MCCD. Again, the failure mode could be
commoz to both ESS trains resulting in a loss of power to redundant,ESS
circ~ts.

4

Electrical protective device coordination is necessary to satisfy the
requirement for independence of onsite electric d'istribution systems re-
quired by General'esign Criteria (GDC) 17 of 10CFR50 Appendix "A", as well
as the requirements for shutdown capability and associated circuits of
10CFR50 Appendix "R". The adequacy of protective device rating is consid-
ered to be a requirement of GDC 17 to ensure the capability of the onsite
distribution system to function when required. In addition, since the
potential for breaker failure on fault conditions exists, secondary effects
due to the breaker failure can occur, such as equipment damage to the
circuit breaker panel. Since this equipment damage can occur in both
trains, this failure mode should be evaluated for compliance with the
requirements of Appendix "R", Section III.G. For example, equipment provid-
ed to satisfy Section III.G.I.a must remain free of fire damage, which does
not allow for any repai~ action, such as fuse replacement, from being taken
to achieve and maintain hot shutdown conditions.

II. Lack of Motor 0 crated Valve Overload Protection

RFC-12-2180 changed the overload protection criteria for motor operated
valve motors to trip on 200% of full load current. This change was initiat-
ed as a result of a commitment made to the NRC in the response to Question
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40.7, Appendix Q, Unit 2 FSAR. Question 40.7 requested the degree of
conformance of the design to Regulatory Position C(2) of Regulatory Guide
1. 106, "Thermal Overload Protection for Electric Motors on Motor-Operated
Valves." The plant response states that an overload device setting at 200%
of nameplate current will be provided and will prevent permanent damage to

-motors due to "correctable mechanical failures" of the valve. The team
requested to review a design basis analysis which documents and demonstrates
,the compliance on the above commitment, but apparently no such analysis was
ever performed.

On review of the overload relay heater coil selection data and informa-
tion contained in RFC-12-2180 the team found that the heater coil selection
tables utilized applied to continuous duty motors with 1. 15 service factor
ratings. Typical motor operated valve motors, as supplied by the Limitorque
corporation are 5 minute or 15 minute duty motors, with 10 to 15 second
allowable stall times. Also, a specification for valve motor starters,
which was used as part of RFC-12-2222 which upgraded the Turbine Oriven
Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Motor Operated Valves from AC to OC, stated that
"Heaters shall be provided to operate at 200% of full load current and shall
trip off in not less than twice the valve travel time at stalled rotor
current." The requirements of this specification were meant to implement
RFC-12-2180. criteria, The 4eam found that the heaters provided on
RFC-12-2222 for FMO-221 and FM0-231, as an example, would trip the overload
relay in a minimum of 30 to 40 seconds on stalled/locked rotor current
conditions. The existence of stalled rotor current for a duration of this
magnitude has a definite potential for causing damage to a typical valve
motor in most applications. The team considers this operating time to be a
typed'al result of the RFC- 12-2180 heater sizing criteria, resulting in a.
lack of adequate stalled/locked rotor protection for valve motors.

=The team considers the lack of analysis to document the design. basis
for-%he overload relay protection scheme for motor operated valve motors to
be an'.example of the weakness in design basis documentation. The lack of
adequate motor over load protection subjects valve motors to potential
damage, which may go undetected, during the normal operation of the plant.
This lack of motor overload protection is in apparent conflict with the
plant licensing commitment on conformance with Regulatory Guide 1. 106.

III. Inade uate Batter Ca acit at Minimum Oesi n Ambient Tem erature

RFC-01-2764 sized the e~isting 1-AB Battery based on a minimum room
ambient temperature above 70 F. HVAC Engineers have indi~ated that the
minimum design ambient temperature for 1-AB Battery is 60 F. At 60 F .the
existing battery is undersized by 7%. However, 1-AS Battery surveillance
records indicate that between Oecember 1984 and March 198), during winter
months 1-AB battery cell temperatures have been below 70 F, generally in
the 6' range< and on certain occasions in 1984 and 1'985 have been as low
as 47 F and 43 F respectively. At 43 F the existing battery is undersized
by over 20%. Plant personnel were aware that a problem existed with minimum
battery temperature but aggressive action to correct the situation had not
been taken.

The subject RFC also indicated that low temperature alarms would be
provided for the battery rooms. No low temperature alarms were found to be



included in the design. The team considers the failure to adequately
translate design'mbient .temperature requirements and alarm requirements
into the plant design as a significant weakness from both the design and
design process aspects.

IY. Incorrect East Auxiliar Feedwater Pum Motor Volta e Ratin

On review of motor data for the East Motor Driven Auxiliary Feedwater
Pump the team noted a motor rating of 4160. volts. On a plant walkdown the
team confirmed the motor nameplate rating of 4160 volts. The D.C. Cook
Voltage Performance Study, dated December 1985, shows on Exhibit 9 and 10
for case (d): Shutdown and accident auxiliary load of one unit with shut-
down auxiliary load of the other unit, 92.7% voltage on transformer 101CD
low side (on a 4000 volt base) or 3708 volts. The minimum continuous
operating voltage for the East AFPM is 90/ of 4160 volts or 3744 volts at
the motor terminals. The sizing of the feeder cable from bus T11D to the
East AFPM allows a drop in voltage of 19 volts. Therefore, the calculated
minimum steady state voltage available at the motor terminals is (3708-19)
or 3689 volts (neglecting the voltage drop in the feeder from the transform-
er to the bus), 3689 volts is 88.7/ on a 4160 volt base, which does not
satisfy the minimum operating motor terminal voltage requirement of 90/
rated voltage. The West Motor Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump motor is
c'orrectly rated as a 4000 volt motor .

The East Motor Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump motor is not rated by
NEMA (National Electrical Manufacturers Association) to operate continuously
with less than 90% rated voltage at the terminals. The minimum voltage at

, the motor terminals should be determined based on an analysis which includes
all Pgnificant elements of impedance, such as the feeder fr'om the auxiliary
transformer, and the motor capability to operate continuously at this
voltage should be confirmed.

Insufficient Control of Motor Overload Rela Heater Coil Selection
Data

The team noted that different heater coil data, for the same coil
catalog number, exists for the Cutler Hammer Type ST overload relays. This
observation resulted from a comparison of the manufacturer's coil selection
data on RFC-12-2180 and RFC-12-2903. The difference in data is of suffi-
cient magnitude to account for different heater coils to be selected
depending on which table is utilized. Since the coil tables apparently
apply to hardware manufactured during different time frames, design control
of the use of the proper selection table for the hardware installed, or to
be installed, is required.

An error made in the use of the wrong heater coil selection table for
the hardware installed results, at most, in being off by one coil size or
catalog number. This error would not be safety significant for motor
operated valve motor protection due to the intentional margin in the over-
load selection criteria (200% of motor full load amperes). However, fan and
pump motor protection should be reviewed to ensure that adequate overloads
were provided in accordance with the applicable manufacturers heater selec-
tion criteria.
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VI. Discre anc in Instantaneous Rela Settin for West Motor Driven
Auxiliar Feedwater Pum Motor

On plant walkdown on 8/5/87, the team noted that the subject pump motor
breaker instantaneous relay, Type PJC, was set at 27 amperes. The setting
at 27 amperes did not agree with the prior required setting of 23 amperes as
noted on the relay setting sheets maintained by. AEPSC Engineering. The
relay setpoint is safety related and any change in a setpoint is required to
be approved by AEPSC Engineers and recorded in the engineers relay setting

. book. No evidence of approval could be found for the change in setting from
23 amperes to 27 amperes which occurred on 7/ll/87.

Since the change in relay setting increased the relay trip setpoint,
which is in a conservative direction to ensure motor starting, the team
considers that this relay setting change was not safety significant.
However, the design control measures which were apparently violated on this
change should be reviewed and strengthened to preclude any similar
occurrences;

C. Conclusions

The team believes that improvement in plant design can be directly or
indirectly realized as a result of strengthening the observed weakness in
the design bases documentation. As an example, on changeout of the AB and.
CD station batteries on RFC-01-2764, updated DC short circuit calculations
were not performed, even though the battery manufacturer .was changed and
higher capacity battery cells were installed. As a result, the fault
current available from the CD battery increased by 43%. Subsequent design
veri&cation of the increased short circuit level would have identified the
inadequacy in the circuit breaker interrupting capability described in
Section 6.1.B.I.b above.

Design verification activity can also be improved. The process of
speci &ication, procurement, receipt inspection, and finally RFC closeout
should be structured to ensure that the equipment nameplate data problems
observed during the inspection are eliminated.

Finally, the technical evaluation as part of the Unreviewed Safety
guestion Evaluation, 10CFR50.59 reporting requirements, should be strength-
ened as evidenced by observations of inaccurate technical information in a
safety evaluation, and an incomplete evaluation in the partial completion of
a design change (RFC).

6.2 Mechanical Design

A. Review and A roach

The mechanical systems portion of the design inspection included a
review of a wide range of design documents. Portions of the FSAR related to
the auxiliary feedwater system and its support systems (emergency service
water, main steam, condensate storage) were reviewed to identify regulatory
commitments, design requirements, and design criteria. System descriptions
and flow diagrams were also reviewed to determine how these requirements
were implemented in the systems design.



h

The inspection focused on modifications made (and in progress) to the
auxiliary feedwater system. Detailed reviews were conducted of selected
modification packages to identify areas which deserved further investiga-
tion. Based on these reviews, supporting documentation was identified for
inspection to assure that modifications were being made consistent with
original design basis requirements. The team reviewed analyses, .licensing
letters, and design documentation supporting the modifications made to the
auxiliary feedwater system.

During the course of the inspection, the team had the benefit of
interchanges with AEPSC engineering personnel and found that they were
competent and understood the technical and safety significant issues in-
volved. Other strengths were identified during the inspection, e.g. a

MOYATS program to supplement work conducted on motor operated valve torque
switch settings, and the development of design basis documentation for HVAC
systems. However, the team identified weaknesses in the documentation
supporting the design of the auxiliary feedwater system. In many instances,
design documentation for modifications made to the auxiliary feedwater
system was deficient, or in some cases, did not exist.

B. Summar of Significant Findin s

I, Errors in Motor 0 crated Valve Desi n Bases Documentation

, The team identified a number of inspection observations related to the
auxiliary feedwater system and its ability to function as intended. The
team found several instances where motor operated valves had not been
properly evaluated for worst case maximum differential pressures. For
example, the team reviewed a calculation developed in response to I.E Bulle-
tin 85-03 to establish the maximum differential pressures against which the
safe@ related flow ret'ention valves must open or close. The team found
errors in the calculation related to the source of the AFW supply. The
calculation reduced the maximum differential pressure across the valve by
the emergency service water system supply pressure, However, the emergency
service water system is the alternate source. of auxiliary feedwater if the
condensate storage tanks are not available. Therefore, the emergency
service water system supply. pressure should be included in the maximum
differential pressure across the valve. An incorrect steam generator back
pressure was also used for the AFW turbine steam supply in determining the
worst case maximum differential pressure for the flow retention valve in the
turbine driven AFW pump discharge line. The combination of these errors

. significantly increased the maximum differential pressure across the valves.
The team found that the valve data sheet used to procure new flow retention
valves as part of a current plant modification did not reflect the same
maximum differential pressures as those in the calculation reviewed.
However, a letter from the valve manufacturer, Hammel Dahl, indicated that
the vendor is supplying a valve with a design differential pressure equal to
the maximum specified inlet pressure. For the conditions evaluated in the
calculation, the inlet pressure is, coincidentally, the same as the maximum
differential pressure. Therefore, there is no safety concern relative to
the actual capabilities of the new flow retention valves.

The team reviewed a status report provided to the NRC in response to IE
Bulletin 85-03 identifying maximum differential pressures for motor operated
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valves in, the auxiliary feedwater and safety injection systems. The listing
included the maximum differential pressure, 600 psig, for the steam admit-
ting valves to the turbine driven AFW pump turbine. These valves isolate
flow to the turbine. The rationale given for the differential pressure was
that 600 psig is the low steam generator pressure alarm setpoint at which
the operator would close the valve in the event of a steam line break
downstream of the valves (outside containment). However, during power
operation,,pressures can reach 1097 psig under conditions causing safety
relief valve actuation. Although this is a personnel safety issue rather
than one of plant safety, the team was concerned that this was another case
of inadequate evaluation and documentation of worst case design differential
pressures for critical safety related motor operated valves.

The team found that these were examples of weaknesses in the licensee's
design control process, design bases documentation, and the control of
information flow across interdiscipline interfaces.

II. Inconsistent Pi in Oesi n Pressures

A number of discrepancies were identified in the review of the .Pipe
Haterial Specification related to design pressures for piping systems. For
example:

o The team found that in several instances, the design pressures
listed were not consistent with maximum pressures in the system.
The AFW suction line design pressure is specified as 105 psig,
however the suction line relief valve is set at 150 psig.

There was no documented basis to substantiate the rationale for
AFW system design pressures. The turbine driven AFW pump dis-
charge line design pressure does not include consideration of the
overspeed trip set point for the AFW turbine. Higher than normal
turbine speed during an overspeed condition could affect maximum
system pressures.

o There was no documented analyses to substantiate the selection of
piping wall thickness for AFW piping, including recent system
modifications.

o There was no documentation to substantiate the size of AFW suction
line relief valves.

III. Lack of HVAC Oesi n Basis Documentation

In the area of HVAC, the team was unable to identify design documenta-
tion to substantiate the design of critical; safety related HVAC systems
supporting the AFW system. There was no documentation of design basis
requirements, system descriptions, flow diagrams, or design criteria. There
was no analysis to confirm that design requirements had been met. (Note:
AEPSC is aware of the need to develop design basis HVAC documentation and is
proceeding to correct this situation. HVAC calculations and analyses were
observed for in progress design modifications.)
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IV. Deficiencies in-,Various Desi n Anal ses

The team reviewed design basis documentation 'and analyses supporting
FSAR commitments to supply adequate flow to the steam generators in the
event of postulated accidents such as feedline or steam line breaks. Much
of this documentation was -based on early analyses with significant gaps in
traceability in the data used. Undocumented engineering judgement and a
lack of substantiation for design input was identified in several cases.
For example:

o There was no traceability to source documents used as input
to computerized hydraulic analyses;

o Superseded calculations were used as referenced sources;

o The output results of one computer analysis was used as the
input to another, however the numbers used as input did not
agree with the output printout.

In general, the team found that, contrary to ANSI N45.2. 11, calcula-
tions could not be reviewed without recourse to the originator for further
explanation of the documentation, analysis, and methods used. The lack of
traceability of design input indicates a weakness in the licensee's capabil-
ity to document the design basis for the plant and modifications made to the
plant design. This deficiency in the design control process can impact
future design changes since the engineers using design documentation may
utilize incorrect design analyses and data to develop additional plant
modifications. This could result in design deficiencies which'compromise
the ability of safety related equipment to perform their safety functions.

C'onclusions

Bleed on the documents reviewed and discussions with AEPSC engineering
personnel, the team concluded that weaknesses exist in the design bases
documentation for the auxiliary feedwater system. The team was concerned
that:

o The design of the AFW system was not adequately documented to
assure that future modifications made to the system would be
consistent with the original design intent,

o Existing design analyses are not documented in a form which is
traceable and auditable.

o Design efforts are not being consistently coordinated and docu-
mented to assure that essential design information is accurately
communicated across interdiscipline boundaries.

o Inadequacies in design verification have resulted in incorrect
engineering evaluations and analyses.

o The design and modification of safety related motor operated
valves has largely been performed on a component basis without



adequate systems engineering input. In some instances; this has
resulted in the development of an inadequate design for these
valves.

The team found that these weaknesses contributed to a lack of control
of the design process which can result in design deficiencies and compromise
the ability of safety related systems and equipment to perform their intend-
ed function.

6.3 Instrumentation and Control Design

A. Review and Ao roach

The instrumentation and controls systems portion of the inspection
included a review of a wide range of design documents. Portions of the FSAR
related to the auxiliary feedwater system and its support systems (essential
service water, main steam, condensate storage) were, reviewed to identify,
regulatory commitments, design requirements, and design criteria. I.E.
Notices/Bulletins related to O.C. Cook were reviewed for applicability to
these systems. AEP to NRC letter 0773S dated June 29, 1987 regarding
"Additional Information and Requests For Deviations From Regulatory Guide
1.97. Rev. 3 Recommendations" was reviewed to determine AEPs plans for
implementing Reg Guide 1.97. System descriptions, flow diagrams, elementary
diagrams, functional diagrams, panel layouts, engineering calculations,
instrumen't piping diagrams and modifications related to the condensate
storage tank were also reviewed to determine how these requirements were
implemented in the systems design.

The inspection focused on modifications made (and in progress) to the
condensate storage tank. Detailed reviews. were conducted of selected
modikication packages to identify areas which deserved further investiga-
tion-. Based on these reviews, supporting documentation was identified for
inspehtion to assure. that modifications were being made consistent with
original design basis requirements'he team reviewed analyses, licensing
letters, and design documentation supporting the modifications made to the
auxiliary feedwater system.

. Ouri'ng the inspection, the team interfaced with AEPSC engineering
personnel on technical issues and found them to be competent, responsive,
and cognizant of the technical and safety significant issues involved.
While the inspection was in progress, AEP initiated a review of all tank
setpoints to identify possible safety significant design deficiencies.
However, the team identified weaknesses in the design approach and documen-
tation supporting the design of the auxiliary feedwater system.

B. Summar of Si nificant Ins ection Findin s

I. Instrument Errors Not Considered in Set oint Calculations

Instrument errors were not considered in calculating the setpoints for
tank level setpoints for controls and alarms on the condensate storage tank
and the refueling water storage tank. This can lead to an overlap between
setpoints which are close together, causing the wrong setpoint to operatefirst; or lead to a control action or alarm too late to take corrective
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action. .For these tanks, this is not a plant safety problem because of
design margins involved, but the team believes that this is a generic item
which should be addressed. AEP's I&C department started a review of tank
setpoints calculations during the inspection.

II. Inconsistent Units of Measure

Various units of measure, which are used in the plant operating proce-
dures and o'n control panel indications, present confusing information to the
operators. This confusing information could lead to misinterpretation by
the operator during a critical time and result in him taking incorrect
action; or pausing to analyze the data from other sources, delaying his
action.

III. Inconsistent Calibration Procedures

Functional and calibration tests in the plant calibration procedure
allow instrument setpaints to be set inconsistently with the technical
specification trip setpoints for steam generator water level low-low and
high-high. The technical specifications call for equal to or greater than
values while the procedure allows plus and minus manufacturer's error. The
team believes that this indicates a reluctance by AEP to recognize the
technicalities of satisfying technical specifications and design basis
requirements. These types of inconsistencies can lead to erroneous calibra-
tions on instruments, which do not have safety margins planned into a value.

IV. Failure to Meet FSAR Re uired Water Volume

The FSAR requirement to have sufficient'ater in the condensate storage
tank for 9 hours at hot shutdown conditions, above the low-low level alarm
setpoin4 is not satisfied. This is identified in the technical specifica-
tion aw 175,000 gallons of water above the low-low level setpoint. In fact,
there is'- less. than this available. Although this is not a plant safety
problem, since the actual water volume required is less, the design basis
for the condensate storage tank level setpoints is unclear and the real
oper ation requirements are not completely justified.

V. Oesi n Control Process Weaknesses

y)

The design control process for preparation, checking and verification
of design calculations needs to be improved. The original design calcula-
tions for O.C. Cook are early 1970's vintage with revisions in the early
1980's. These are deficient by today's standards with regard to traceabili-
ty of design input information back to the design basis, formal independent
design verification and formal interdisciplinary review of modification
packages. This situation is acceptable if the design of the system can be
demonstrated to be functional. 'owever, calculations completed in 1985,
although they indicate a sensitivity to instrument errors, have not always
factor'ed errors into the setpoints. The new calculations have been added to
the originals as addenda with no cover sheet control and with new page
numbers starting as page I. It is difficult, at best, to know if one has a

complete calculation and what changes to the original calculations are
caused by new addenda. There is no independent or interdisciplinary review
sign off sheets attached to the calculations.
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C. Conclusions

The team believes that improvements to the plant design can be achieved
by well documented setpoint calculations which incorporate instrument errors
and by controlled transmission of this information into a form which is
useful to plant operations.

6.4 Operations

A. Review and Ao roach

In the area of operations, the inspection team evaluated the adequacy
of shift manning; control of ongoing maintenance and operations activities;
normal operating; emergency operating; and off normal operating procedures;
operator familiarity with the physical location of various electrical and
mechanical components; equipment operation in abnormal situations; reactor
system status verifications; and operator training. This evaluation focused
on how each of these elements interfaced with operation of the AFW system
under various operating conditions.

The inspection team observed licensed reactor operators and auxiliary
equipment operators perform portions of their shift rounds on six occasions
and shift turnovers, on two occasions. On the basis of the sample reviewed,
the team considered that these operations personnel were knowledgeable of

'lantconditions, electrical and mechanical equipment locations, capabili-
ties of the AFW system and plant operations in general. The inspection team
observed a Unit 1 control room and auxiliary equipment operator turnover on
August 3, 1987 and on August 5, 1987. These were accomplished in accordance
with administrative requirements and appeared to be effective. While moni-
toring operations in the control rooms and tours through the plant, opera-
tors were observed to be familiar with procedures and drawings and could
effecMively answer questions related to plant operations. The o'verall level
of prafessionalism by the operators was satisfactory and access to the
control rooms appeared to be controlled effectively.

The team conducted a review of the experience level of the licensed
operators which included licensed personnel on shift and off shift. The
summary provided to the team revealed that O.C. Cook presently has a total
of 84 licensed personnel for both units. Of this total, 50 are on shift
with SRO licenses and 16 with RO licenses. The average experience level for
on shift personnel since their licensing date was 4.6 years for SRO and 1.9
years for RO. The average experience level for all licensed operators was
4.8 years for SRO and 2. 1 years for RO. The maximum time 13 years (SRO) and
the minimum 6 months. Although the average RO experience level is generally
low, the team noted that the number of supervisory personnel (SRO) on shift
well exceeded the Technical Specification requirements.

The team performed a review of the control room log for the period
2-11-84 through 7-5-84 and 5-27-87 through 7-10-87. The review focused on
out of specification and open item log entries. No discrepancies were noted
during the review. A review was performed on the Non Conforming Equipment
log in the Unit 1 control room. The entries appeared to be in accordance
with administrative requirements.
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The team conducted a review of the normal operating and emergency
procedures for the AFW system and other related emergency procedures. The
team observed that numerous revisions had recently been performed on most of
the procedures reviewed. Interviews conducted with operations personnel and

procedure coordinators revealed that most emergency and abnormal procedures
were undergoing a format change. While the majority of the procedures re-
viewed were adequate, the, following weaknesses were noted. with the dir ec-
tions provided to operations personnel.

B. Summar of Significant Ins ection Findin s

I. A arent Weaknesses in Detectin AFW Steam Bindin

In response to IE Bulletin 85-01, AEP developed procedure OHP

4022,056.001, Steam Binding in Auxiliary Feed Pumps, and added steps to OHP

4021.056.002, Operation of Auxiliary Feed Pumps, and OHP 4030;STP.017T,E,W,
Auxiliary Feed Pump Operability Tests. The operating and surveillance.
procedures direct the operator to verify after AFP operation that the AFP
discharge lines are at ambient temperature by observing that "Teletemp"
indicators affixed to the AFP discharge lines are less than 140 degrees F.
The team observed that many of the temperature indicators were missing and
that one indicator on a Unit 2 line was black (greater than 180 degrees F)
and had not been replaced. The team is concerned that the procedures to
detect steam binding and therefore verify operability of the AFW system are
weak.

II. Yarious Procedural Inconsistencies

There is inconsistency in various procedures i.n the required operator
response for the Condensate Storage Tank level associated alarms and
switchover to alternate AFW supply. Procedures OHP 4023 ECA-O.O, Loss of
All EC Power, and OHP 4023 ES-0.2, Natural Circulation Cooldown, direct the
operator to switch to alternate.AFW supply at 13% CST level. OHP
4024. 116.043, CST LO-LO Level Alarm, response says that the SRO should
consider shifting suction to the other Unit CST. This alarm setpoint is
slightly lower than the 13% value. OHP 4024.113.016,017.018, AFP Suction
Low/Trip Alarm response manual action says that the SRO should consider
cross-tieing Unit 1 and Unit 2 CST's. This alarm setpoint is at approxi-
mately 5.7%. The team is concerned about the confusion to the operator as
to the required response depending on what procedure is in use or referred
to.

~

'rocedure

OHP4021.056.002, Operation of Auxiliary Feed Pumps during
Plant Startup and Shutdown, directs the operator to: adjust bearing cooling
water outlet valves as necessary to maintain bearing temperature at about
140 degree F. The inspection team observed that there is no temperature
indication associated with the pump bearings. If bearing cooling is de-
sired, the team recommends that guidelines be provided to the operator such
that cooling water flow can be adjusted in a minimum amount of time if the
Auxiliary Feedwater are required to operate in an emergency situation.

A walk through was performed of the Auxiliary Feedwater portion of OHP

4023.001.001, Alternate Emergency Shutdown and Cooldown Procedure Due to
Loss of Normal and Preferred Alternate Methods, and OHP 4023.ECA-O.O, Loss
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of All AC Power. The Unit Supervisor and Reactor Operator who conducted the
walk through were very knowledgeable with the details of the procedures, and
location of controls and components. The implementation of OHP 4023.001.001
requires stripping wires from various terminal strips throughout the plant
and installing jumper wires at the terminal strips in order to gain local
control of the component. Attachment 812 is a Modification Equipment List
which shows the location and content of dedicated tool boxes to accomplish
the necessary local control. The team noted that there are no dedicated tool
boxes located in the Auxiliary Building or dedicated jumpers at the TDAFP
Turbine Subpanel TFP. The team noted that there is a dedicated tool box at
the Shift Supervisors office. The procedure could be expedited if more
dedicated tool boxes were placed at the locations required.

C. Conclusions

A substantial review of plant operations associated with the AFW System
revealed some minor inconsistencies which should be rectified. In general,
however, the system is being operated satisfactorily and no major weaknesses
were noted..

6.5 Maintenance

A. Review and Ap roach

The maintenance portion. of the inspection included a review of plant
maintenance procedures, work orders associated with the auxiliary feedwater
system since 1981, condition reports concerning maintenance practices for
the last 3 years, the response to IE Bulletin 85-03, and recent MOVATS test
d'ata.. In addition, a'alkdown of selected auxiliary feedwater system
components, review of warehouse stored items, and review of supporting
equipment, qualification procedures and system component evaluation work-
sheets was conducted when necessary to verify and clarify plant actions.

4

%tailed review of the work orders was conducted to determine if
present plant maintenance practices were sufficient to ensure the continued

'perabilityof the auxiliary feedwater system. Plant actions were compared
against the vendor requirements and an assessment was made to determine if
current maintenance practices corrected noted discrepancies and if root
cause determination of equipment failures and its generic implications were
evaluated.

Several strengths were noted with regard to the maintenance program.
The performance of MOVATS testing on motor operated valves was considered to
be a significant asset. In addition, the maintenance personnel interviewed
were knowledgeable and had a good understanding of their equipment. Plant
procedures were generally good, and the system of processing work orders was
recently improved to provide further instructions for those components which
are Technical Specifications related or are required to be environmentally
qualified. The following findings constitute what the team considers to be
significant with regard to the maintenance area.
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B. Summar of Si nificant Findin s

I. Lack of Control of MOY Lubricants

The lubrication program for motor operated valves (MOY's) did not
adequately control lubricants or provide coverage for all safety related
valves. Present plant maintenance procedures allow the use of an unquali-
fied .lubricant, create the potential of mixing greases with different soap
bases and do not require the lubrication inspection specified by the vendor
for all safety related MOV's.

.II. Weaknesses in Control of Electrical Ta e S lices

The reliance on skill of the craft to install environmentally qualified
tape splices is a weakness which has resulted in some inadequate tape splice
installations. Although a qualified configuration exists, and an electrical
design standard addresses the installation of the splice, the potential for
incorrect installation exists due to the presence of unqualified tapes in
the storerooms and the reliance on skill of the craft to select the proper
tapes and apply them correctly without requiring the installation procedure
to be in hand.

III. Weaknesses in Control of MOV Tor ue Switch Settin s

The program for control of MOV torque switch and limit switch setpoints
was not controlled and placed excessive reliance on skill of the craft to
establish the switch settings. This has resulted in actual torque switch
settings differing from design values and in improper limit switch settings.

IY. Non Performance of Vendor Recommended. Maintenance

Vhndor recommended preventative maintenance is not being performed for
all safety related MOV's. The current requirement for MOV preventative
maintenance is to perform the vendor recommended maintenance on 20% of the
environmentally qualified motor operated valves each refueling outage.

V. Weaknesses in Installation Practices

Weaknesses were found with regard to installation practices of environ-
mentally qualified equipment. Although plant procedures require that the
actual installation configuration be consistent with the tested and vendor
required configuration several examples were found when this was not the
case.

y)

C. Conclusions

Based on documents reviewed and the weaknesses previously noted, the
team concluded that the maintenance program for MOV's is weak. Maintenance
activities to date have been heavily slanted toward corrective maintenance;
repairing components only after they have failed. In light of the large
number of condition reports generated concerning MOV failures (44 from 1985
to July 1987) and the MOV discrepancies, such as lubrication breakdown, a
more proactive posture with regard to preventive maintenance is recommended.
The team recognizes that it is not always practical, economically feasible,
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or technically justified to- perform all of the vendor recommended mainte-
nance. This determination, however, should be the result of engineering
evaluation combined with plant operating history with sufficient flexibility
to allow changes as more data becomes available.

6,6 Surveillance and Testing

A. Review and A roach

The surveillance and testing portion of the inspection included a
review of the surveillance test procedures, special tests, maintenance and
operating procedures. Portions of the FSAR and Technical Specifications
were reviewed to identify design criteria and regulatory commitments for
testing the Auxiliary Feedwater System. Flow diagrams, elementary, and
functional diagrams were also reviewed to verify testing and system opera-
tion as directed by the different procedures.

This portion of the inspection focused mainly on surveillance testing
of the aux.iliary feedwater system. Detailed reviews of specific tests were
conducted when weaknesses were observed in these areas, Licensing letters,
audit responses, internal memoranda and past completed tests were reviewed
and personnel interviews conducted to ascertain the background for areas
where weaknesses were thought to exist.

Host of the procedures reviewed were found to have been revised within
the past two years. These revisions ranged from typographical to changes
required to comply with testing as required by Technical specifications.
Hew procedures had been developed to test the system in areas where testing
had been previously overlooked. Weaknesses, however, were identified in the

'reasof response time testing and the application of human factor princi-
ples to the procedures. Plant personnel from the IKC, Performance, and
ProduCtion departments were found to be competent and very knowledgeable of
the %P system and their associated procedures. However, weaknesses wereidentified at the interfaces between these departments.

B. Summar of Si nificant Findin s

I. Res onse Time Testin Deficiencies

The team identified several inspection observations relating to the
testing of the auxiliary feedwater system to ensure its ability to function
as designed. In most instances, the surveillance test procedures were found
to be technically adequate. Several of the technical deficiencies discov-.
ered in the procedures were at the interface of different departments. For
example, the team reviewed the surveillance test procedures associated with
time response testing of the Turbine Driven AFW Pump on an RCP Bus
Undervoltage. The team found that the time associated with a time delay in
the circuitry to actuate was not being included in the test. The time delay
was being physically actuated in the test, but was not included in the
response time of the circuit. The two departments responsible for response
time testing this circuitry were under the impression that the other .was
including the time delay in their test. Further investigation showed thatthis time delay was not being calibrated or was any calibration data avail-
able for the time delay. A preliminary indication of the possible maximum
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delay associated with the time delay was thirty seconds, which is half of
the Tech spec allowable limit of < 60 seconds for this function. However, a
review of past completed tests showed that assuming a maximum time of 30
seconds for the time delay, the Tech Spec allowable limit would not have
been exceeded. Therefore, since the time delay has been verified to actuate
during the response time testing of the loop, there is no safety concern to
the ability of the Turbine Driven AFW Pump to respond within the time
re'quired.

'hese are examples of typical SSFI findings at the interface in testing
involving different departments where there is a reliance upon other
departments to ensure adequate testing is being performed.

II. Non Com liance With Technical S ecification Surveillance Re uire-
ments

The team also reviewed the other response time test procedures associ-
ated with the AFW System and found some procedures in noncompliance with the
Technical Specification Surveillance Requirements. for example:

o Start of the Motor Driven AFW Pumps on Loss of Hain Feedwater
Pumps includes only the east Hain FPT stop valve c'losure relays
being timed in response time testing with the west Main FPT stop
valve closure relays being omitted. Tech Specs require each
channel to be response time tested.

When comparing the response time for the Hotor Driven AFW Pumps to
start on 4160 Volt Emergency Bus Loss of Voltage to the Tech Spec
allowable limit, the time from sensing the loss of voltage to the
start of the diesel generator is being omitted. The time is small
in magnitude but must be included in order to ensure compliance
with the Tech Spec.

4

0 The AFW Pumps are being response time tested (pump start to
pressure time) until the pump discharge pressures reach existing
steam generator pressure. This does not ensure that test condi-
tions will be the same for each test, nor that the pumps are tied
until reaching the required pressures/flow, as assumed in the
accident analysis.

III, S ecial Test Instrumentation

The team reviewed tests of the flow retention valve. setting, turbine
'echanicaland electrical overspeed, preoperational test of the AFW system

and the addition of the west HDAFP. The flow retention and overspeed tests
have just been developed and performed for the first time within the past
couple years and will be performed on an outage basis. Prior to performing
the mechanical overspeed test, this setting was 125% as set by the manufac-
turer. Throughout review of the surveillance test procedures that required
operation of any of the AFW pumps, a limitation appears that requires a
minimum flow of > 50 gpm for each pump. There are no instruments available
that give indication of flow through the emergency breakoff lines which are
used at times as the only means of pump discharge flow, The minimum flow
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has not been checked in any of the tests including the preoperational tests
of the east and west MDAFP, and TDAFP.

IV. Human Factors

A number of procedural deficiencies in the area of human factors were
i'dentified that are included in NUREG/CR-1369 and INPO Guide 85-026. For
example:

o When specifying test equipment, the phrase "or equivalent" is
frequently used. This increases the possibility of using test equipment with
accuracies less than that of the equipment being tested.

o When referencing from one document to another, the section,
paragraph, page, steps or specific data to be retrieved is not being speci-
fied. This increases the possibility of the personnel performing the
procedure to use the wrong part of the referenced document.

o Some steps direct more than one action or three functionally
related actions. This increases the potential for oversight of instructions
and errors in misinterpretation.

o Items requiring restoration are not being individually specified,
verified and checked off or signed off. These are some of the major contri-
bution factors to misalignment.

8. Conclusions

While the past testing at D.C. Cook appeared weak and in noncompliance
with Technical Specifications in some areas, new procedures and revised
procedures have made a significant improvement that should ensure that the
AuxiH ary Feedwater System can meet its intended design. However, based on
the documents reviewed and discussions with D.C. Cook plant personnel, jtesti+ improvements can be made as follows:

o Time response testing of the AFW system was not being adequately
reviewed, in whole, to ensure the complete system is tested and each partial
response time is included in the comparison with Technical Speci fication
values. The testing process should be structured to ensure that at some
point, a reviewer or other responsible person verifies that all required
partial time responses have been tested and the total response is within
allowed limits.

6.7 Training

A. Revie~ and A roach

An assessment of the training of operators and maintenance department
personnel was conducted for areas identified by the inspection team as being
potential weaknesses in the plant' activities. This selective review
approach enabled a more focused, in-depth review of each area of the team's
concern. In general, the training lessons for each area of concern, the
records of the training conducted, the experience level of'he specific
group involved, the task qualification and requalification program used by
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that group, and the documented work activities of the group were reviewed to
determine if weaknesses in the training program may have contributed to the
concerns identified by the inspection team.

Several strengths were noted during the review. An 'extensive training
development program had been undertaken by D.C. Cook. The training program
was scheduled to be reviewed by INPO for accreditation in September, 1987.
A new training complex had just been completed onsite and had been av'ailable
for training since Hay, 1987, although many of the hands-on labs are not yet
fully functional. Also, the training staff exhibited an aggressive attitude
towards developing and conducting relevant

training.'.

Summar of Si nificant Findin s

I. Excessive Reliance on "Skill of the Trade"

A potential weakness in the training program was identified in the
electrical maintenance group's high degree of reliance on skill of the
trade. This degree of reliance on ski11 of the trade may not be justified

'n

that the team identified problems with environmentally qualified splices
and in the maintenance of Limitorque motor-operated valves. While the
electrical maintenance group has a very experienced staff, the waiving of
many, if not all, of the new task qualification matrix requirements for the
senior staff members; coupled with the recent development of very detailed
training programs in these areas, indicates possible inconsistencies in the
implementation of the training program. It was noted that for the new task
qualification matrix, no member of the electrical maintenance group had
taken the courses and completed the practical demonstration required for low
voltage terminations and motor-operated valves. Since requalification
training enforces the attention to the details of a procedure, this reliance
on skill of the trade requires reconsideration.

C., Conclusions

The newly-developed training program for INPO accreditation represents
a significant improvement that should enhance the efficiency of plant
operations. The emphasis on both the development of a training program and
the building of a dedicated training center reflects management's awareness
of the critical importance of personnel training. It was apparent that the
training staff understands their mission and is highly motivated to properly
implement the training program.
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NUMBER: SFK-1
REVISION: 1

DATE: '8/10/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Electrical Design

INSPECTOR: S. F. Kobylarz

ISSUE: Error in motor data resulting in incorrect required
instantaneous relay setting for West Motor Driven Auxiliary
Feedwater Pump (MDAFP).

REQUIREMENT: Relay setting chosen must ensure motor star ting at maximum
bus voltage conditions, and considering asymmetrical starting
current.

DISCUSSION: RFC- 12-2862 was initiated as a result of spurious tripping of
4Kv safety motors during surveillance starting. The RFC
established the instantaneous (Type PJC) relay setting based
on motor full load current. The RFC 'used a value of current
of 62 amperes for the West MDAFP, apparently assuming that
the current was the same as the East HDAFP full load current
value of 62 amperes. The team noted during a plant walkdown
that the West MDAFP had a full load current value of'6
amperes based on motor nameplate data. The RFC calculation .

based on the erroneous input data resulted in a relay setting
requirement of 31 amperes, whereas using 66 amperes full load-
current and RFC-.12-2862 criteria results in a relay setting
of 33 amperes, which is 6% higher.

EXAMPLES: West Hotor Driven Auxiliary Feed Water Pump
4Kv Circuit Breaker T11A2
BUS T11A

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY
SIGNIFICANCE'he

error in the recommended relay setting could result in
spurious motor tripping on starting. During accident
conditions, and considering a single failure of the redundant
Auxiliary Feedwater Pump (Turbine or Motor Driven), a
spurious trip of the West HDAFP on starting would result in a
minimum of 50% flow of auxiliary feedwater to the steam
generators (assuming Turbine Pump failure) when required.
However, the operator could attempt to manually restart the
motor from the control room.
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INSPECTION OBSERVATION

NUMBER: SFK-2
REVISION: 1

DATE: 8/11/87

AREA: Electrical Design

INSPECTOR: S. F. Kobylarz

ISSUE: Inadequate 1-AB Battery Capacity at Minimum Design Ambient
Temperature

REQUIREMENT: Battery shall have adequate capacity at minimum design
ambient temperature for the design load in accordance with
10CFR50, Appendix "A", General Design Criterion 17, "Electric
Power Systems"

DISCUSSION: RFC-01-2764 sized the existing 1-AB Battery based on a
minimum room ambient temperature above 70 F. HVAC Engineers
have indicated that th~ minimum )esign ambient temperature
for 1-AB Battery is 60 F. At 60 F the existing battery is
undersized by 7%. However, on review of 1-AB Battery
surveillance records the team notes that between December
1984 through March 1986, during wint~r months, 1-AB battery
cell temperatures have been below 70 F, generally in the 60 F
ra~ge, and 8n certain occasions in 1984 and 1985 as low as
47 F and 43 F respectively. At 43 F the existing battery is
undersized by over 20%.

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

For design ambient temperatures below 70 F, the 1-AB Battery
does not have adequate capacity to satisfy the design load
profile of RFC-01-2764.

The apparent failure to translate design ambient temperature
requirements into the plant design is a violation of ANSI
N45.2. 11-1974, Section 3, Design Input requirements.
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.INSPECTION OBSERVATION

NUMSER: SFK-3
REVISION: '

DATE: 8/20/87

AREA: Electrical Design

INSPECTOR: S, F. Kobylarz

ISSUE: Potential for undetected damage to valve motors and
inadequate-overload protection provided by vendor for FMO-221
and FM0-231.

REQUIREMENT: RFC-12-2180 provides criteria to select overload relay heater
coils for safety related motor operated valve protection.
Specification DCCEE-182-gCN, Revision 3, 250 VDC Valve
Control Centers, issued as part of work related to
RFC-12-2222, instructed the motor control equipment vendor to
provide heaters to operate at 200% of full load current, in
accordance with RFC- 12-2180 criteria.

DISCUSSION: Overload relay heater selected by vendor, Coil No. H1040, for.
FMO-221 and FM0-231, minimum trip current is between 17.38
amperes and 18.5 amperes, which does not comply with the
specification requirement to trip at 200% of full load
current (i.e., 2 x 7.4 amperes - 14.8 amperes), Also, the
team estimates that the overload relay provided would operate
in a minimum of approximately 30 to 40 seconds with motor
stall/locked rotor current flowing. The team contacted Mr.
J. Drab of Limitorque Corporation, the valve actuator
manufacturer, and found that the typical allowable locked
rotor/stall time for Limitorque provided direct current
motors is approximately 10 seconds. Therefore, the overload
protection provided on RFC-12-2222 and, in general, provided
by RFC-12-2180 does not protect the motor from damage due to
locked rotor conditions which exceed the motor allowable
stall time.

COMMENTS AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

The overload relay protection provided is intended to satisfy
Regulatory Guide 1. 106 requirements to ensure valve motor
operators perform the required safety .function during acci-
dents. However, since effective motor stall or overload
protection is not provided, valve motors could be damaged
during normal plant operation which may go undetected.



INSPECTION OBSERVATION

NUMBER: SFK-4
REVISION: 1

DATE '/11/87

AREA: Electrical Surveillance

INSPECTOR:

ISSUE:

S. F. Kobylarz

Battery Technical Specification Surveillance

REQUIREMENT: Technical specification 4.8.2.3.2 d surveillance requires,
once per 18 months, verification that battery capacity is
adequate for the emergency loads and the times specified in
Table .4.8- 1A.

DISCUSSION: The Diesel Inverter provides field flashing to the standby .

emergency diesel generators. Diesel Inverter load, 6 amperes
for 8 hours duration, is missing from Table 4.8-1A of the
Surveillance Requirements for the AB and CD station

batteries'OMMENT

AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

Verification of AB and CD battery capacity is important to
\ plant -safety.



NUMBER: SFK-5
REVISION:
DATE: 8/21/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Electrical Design

INSPECTOR-: S. F. Kobylarz

ISSUE: Inadequate voltage rating of the East Motor Driven Auxiliary
Feedwater Pump

REQUIREMENT: Motor shall be rated at 4000 volts in accordance with
specification DCCEE- 101-gCN Requirements

DISCUSSION: On review of motor data for the East Motor Driven

Auxiliary�

'eedwaterPump the team noted a motor rating of 4160 volts.
On a plant walkdown the team confirmed the motor nameplate
rating of 4160 volts. The D.C. Cook Voltage Performance

'Study, dated December 1985, shows on Exhibit 9 and 10 for
case (d): Shutdown and accident auxiliary load of one unit
with shutdown auxiliary load of the other unit, 92.7% voltage
on transformer 101CD low side (on a 4000 volt base) or 3708
volts. The minimum continuous operating voltage for the East
AFPM is 90% of 4160 volts or 3744 volts at the motor termi-
nals. The sizing of the feeder cable from bus T11D to the
East AFPM allows a drop in voltage of 19 volts. Therefore,
the calculated minimum steady state voltage avai.lable at the
motor terminals is (3708-19) or 3689 volts (neglecting the
voltage drop in the feeder from the transformer .to the bus),
3689 volts is 88.7% on a 4160 volt base, which does not
satisfy the minimum operating motor terminal voltage require-
ment of 90% rated voltage. The West Motor Driven Auxiliary
Feedwater Pump motor is correctly rated as a 4000 volt motor.

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY S IGNIF ICANCE:

The subject motor is not rated to continuousl'y opera'te with
less than 90% rated voltage at the terminals. The motor is
subject to potential failure if operated during accident
conditions at less than 90% rated voltage.
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INSPECTION OBSERVATION

NUMBER: SFK-6
REV IS ION: 1

DATE: 8/11/87

AREA: Electrical/HVAC Design

INSPECTOR: S. F. Kobylarz

ISSUE: Lack of battery room low temperature alarm for 1-AB and 1-CD
Batteries

REQUIREMENT: RFC-01-2764 which replaced the 1-AB and 1-CD Batteries
stated in the design package that battery room low
temperature alarms will be provided on RFC-12-2788.

~ DISCUSSION: Battery performance is dependent on maintaining a minimum
battery cell temperature. RFC-01-2764 sized the safety
related batteries assuming adequate ambient temperature
control and low temperature alarms will be provided on
ventilation RFC-12-2788, No battery room low temperature
alarms have been provided in the design, .and an inadequate
minimum design ambient temperature has been utilized in the
HVAC design for the 1-AB Battery Room (Observation SFK-2).
Also, the 1-AB battery cell temperature has been observed to
be over twenty-five (25) degrees less than the required
minimum design temperature, and approximately fifteen ( 15)
degrees less than the stated HVAC design ambient minimum
temperature.

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

Inadequate instrumentation or alarms are provided to the
operator to identify that environmental conditions
detrimental to the safety related performance requirements
for the station batteries exist in the plant. The low
ambient temperature conditions which adversely affect battery
performance have not been adequately addressed in HVAC design
and also have been observed to be significantly less than
anticipated.

The lack of adequate alarm(s) to alert the operators to take
appropriate action is considered to be a design deficiency
and a violation of ANSI Std N45.2, 11-1974 identification of
Design Input and Design Verification Requirements,



NUMBER: SFK-7
REVISION: 2
DATE: 8/14/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Electrical Design

INSPECTOR: S. F. Kobylarz

ISSUE: Technical errors in safety review memorandum RFC DC-12-2934

REQUIREMENT: 10 CFR 50.59 approval requirements

DISCUSSION: Subject memorandum dated 11/20/86 on RFC DC-12-2934 states
that as justification to remove the open torque switches from
de-energizing the valve motors on the opening stroke, a heat
sensor in the motor will turn off the motor and prevent
damage to the motor if the valve sticks when the operator
attempts t'o open it.

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

A -thorough technical review to determine the potential for an
unreviewed safety question has not been performed.

In a strict technical sense, the heat sensor described
indicates integral (internal) motor stator protection which
is not a design feature of the motor operated valves on
RFC-12-2934. Al.so, the safety evaluation is based on
the motors being protected for mechanical failure of the
valve which is erroneous since the motors are neither
protected for stuck valve conditions, which would exceed the
motors rated stall time, nor for conditions of mechanical
overload, such as due to stem binding, or valve disc/wedge
binding, or tight packing, , or dirty or inadequate stem
lubrication. (See also Observation SFK- 10).



NUMBER: SFK-8
REV IS ION: 1

DATE: 8/14/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Electrical'esign

INSPECTOR: S. F. Kobylarz

ISSUE: Potential for common mode failure of 250VDC circuit breaker
panels.

REQUIREMENT: Circuit breakers shall have adequate interrupting capability
on systems on which they are applied.

D I SCUSS ION; On replacement of station batteries AB & CD (Reference
RFC-01-2764) higher capacity batteries were furnished and
'installed. Short circuit current calculations were not
performed at that time to verify adequate system capability
for the new batteries. On review of the 250 VDC system the
team noted the use of circuit breakers which do not have a
high DC interrupting capability, 'he circuit breakers
utilized are Heinemann Type 2X0415, cat'alog No. 41-598.
These circuit breakers are not rated by the manufacturer for
250 VDC service. On discussion with Heinemann's Engineer the
team was advised that the catalog No. 41-598 is a special
number utilized for AEP, whereby two (2) breakers are wired
in series (By AEP) to achieve a 250 VDC rating. No testing
was performed by Heinemann to verify this breaker-in-series
capability. Likewise, no documentation was. available from
AEP files to demonstrate successful fault testing of this
arrangement.

Also, on review of the 250 VDC main one-line diagram and
wiring diagrams, and on verification on a field walkdown, the
team observed that two-in-series circuit breakers per leg
have not been shown on drawings or installed in the 250 VDC
panels. The actual Heinemann model of breaker utilized in
the panel could not be verified.

At the teams request, a 250 VDC system short circuit calcula-
tion was performed to determine the fault current available
at a "worse case" panel CCV-CD fed from the CD battery. The
calculation, preliminary and unverified, showed that over
5,200 amperes at 250 VDC are available at the panelboard.
The published interrupting rating for the breaker is 5,000
amperes at 125 VDC. However, the team found in the published
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literature, Bulletin 3105, dated February 1969, that this
interrupting rating applied to breakers rated at up to 3
amperes continuous. The circuit breakers utilized on the 250
VOC panelboards are rated 10 amper es continuous. Therefore,
the team finds that the published interrupting capability for
the circuit breakers in use is questionable.

In summary, the circuit breakers applied on the subject
panels, Heinemann catalog number 2X0415, are neither designed
nor tested for application at 250 VOC. The interrupting
capability For the subject breakers at 250 VOC is not known.
Preliminary calculations indicate that the fault current
available at the subject breakers exceeds the manufacturers
published capability at 125 VDC, let alone 250 VOC.

Therefore, the circuit breakers are subject to failure on an
attempt to interrupt faults. Failure of the circuit breaker
to interrupt faults would require an upstream protective
device to clear the fault, which would cause the interruption
of power to the entire panelboard. Also, possible damage to
the panelboard could result due to the circuit breaker
failure.

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

Postulated failure of BOP circuits fed from redundant circuit
breaker distribution panels (CCV.-CD and CCV-AB for example},
and postulated subsequent failure of those panels due to
circuit breaker failure.due to inadequate rating, and subse-
q'uent upstream automatic fuse. operation results in loss of
power to redundant train ESS circuits. The safety signifi-
cance of this failure mode needs to be evaluated.



NUMBER: SFK-9
REVISION; 2
DATE: 8/14/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Electrical Design

INSPECTOR: S. F. Kobylarz

ISSUE: Failure to evaluate the consequences of a partial
implementation of design change to ensure successful starting
of ESS Motors

REQUIREMENT: Safety related motors must start on demand to mitigate design
basis accident conditions

DISCUSSION: The setting of motor overload/fault current protection must
ensure successful motor starting for all design conditions,
such as during maximum bus voltage conditions. The plant
experienced nuisance trips of safety bus motors on'tarting
resulting in 1) a change in tap setting of an offsi.te trans-
former'o lower the auxiliary bus voltage, and 2) a'eview of
the motor instantaneous or PJC Relay settings. RFC-12-2862
was initiated to increase the motor PJC Relay settings in
accordance with standard industry practice. Previously the
relays were set by testing which did not provide sufficient
starting current margin to account for current asymetry,
thereby resulting in relays set too low which contributed to
nuisance/spurious motor trips.
A memorandum dated August 30, 1985 on 4Kv safety motor
protection circuits, RFC-12-2862 PJC Calibration, and
RFC-01-2213 Cable Replacement, acknowledge that the implemen-
tation of RFC-12-2862 relay setting changes during the outage
may not be completed, since cable replacement changes re-
quired to eleviate current transformer saturation problems.
may also not be completed. The memorandum recommended an
intermediate measure to improve the probability that the PJC
Relay would operate on a fault but which would not completely
resolve the PJC tripping problem on motor starting. No
analysis was performed at that time to demonstrate that the
remaining safety motors had adequate relay settings to ensure
motor starting. On 7/24/87 at the request of the team, a
preliminary calculation was done to show that for the West
Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Hotor the P'JC Relay would probably



not trip spuriously with the existing setting on August, 30
1985.

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

On partial completion of RFC-12-2862 a safety evaluation
should have been performed to ensure that an unreviewed
safety question did not exist in the olant, in accordance
with the requirements of IOCFR50.59, for the "temporary fix"
as descri,bed in the subject August 30, 1985 memorandum.



NUMBER: SFK-10
REVISION: 1

DATE: 8/17/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Electrical Design

INSPEOTOR: -S. F. Kobylarz

ISSUE: 1) Inadequate motor overload protection in accordance
with licensing commitment on conformance with Regulatory
Guide 1.106, Regulatory Position C(2)

2) Lack of design basis documentation to support 200%
overload protection for motor operated valves

REQUIREMENT: Response to NRC Question 40.7 (Appendix Q, Unit 2 FSAR)
states that an overload device setting at 200% of motor
nameplate current will prevent permanent damage to motors due
to "correctable mechanical failures."

DISCUSSION: RFC- 12-2180 increased the overload trip setpoint on safety
related motor operated valves to 200% of full load current.
No design basis calculation/analys,is is available to demon-
strate that the motors are protected from damage due to the
correctable mechanical failures. The overload relay heater
coil selection tables utilized in the RFC were noted by the
tham to apply to continuous duty motors with 1. 15 service
factors. Typical motor operated valve motors, as supplied by
Limitorque Corporation, are 5 minute or 15 minute duty
motors. The selection criteria in the RFC did not account
for this difference in the motor duty requirements. Also,
specification DCC EE-182-QCN, Revision 3, as part of
RFC- 12-2222, indicated in part VI.E., Thermal Overload
Heaters, requirements on the selection of motor overload
protection meant to satisfy RFC-12-2180 criteria, Part
VI.E. 1 stated that "heaters shall be provided to operate at
200% of full load current and shall trip off in not less than
twice the valve travel time at stalled rotor current." The
typical allowable stall time for Limitorque supplied motors
is 10-15 seconds. Overload tripping in not less than twice
valve travel time at stalled/locked rotor conditions will in
most applications significantly damage or destroy a typical
valve motor.



On review of the overload protection provided on RFC-12-2222
the team found that the overload relay would. operate in'
minimum of 30 to 40 secords on stalled motor conditions (See
Observation SFK-3). The team considers this operating time
to be a typical result of the RFC-12-2180 heater sizing .

criteria, resulting in a lack of adequate stalled/locked
rotor protection for valve motors.

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

Inadequate motor overload protection exposes valve motors to
potential damage, during normal plant operation, which may go
undetected. A design basis analysis, which demonstrates the
adequacy or the motor overload protection scheme for motor
operated valves, should be provided to satisfy ANSI Std
N45.2. 11-19?4 Requirements in accordance with pl'ant commit-
ments on conformance with Regulatory Guide 1. 106, "Thermal
Overload Protection For Electric Motors On Notor Operated
Valves." ..



NUMBER: SFK-11
REVISION: 1

DATE: 8/17/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Electrical Design

INSPECTOR'. F. Kobylarz

ISSUE: Inadequate protective device coordination on safety related
250VDC System

REQUIREMENT: Protective device coordination is required to satisfy 10CFR50
Appendix "A" General Design Criteria 17 and Appendix "R"
design requirements.

DISCUSSION: Inadequate protective device coordination between molded case
circuit breakers on panels SSV-Al or SSV-A2 and CCV-CD, and
breaker panel CCV-CD and fuse panel MCCD was noted, Protec-
tive device coordination between BOP and safety related (ESS}.
protective devices is required to satisfy the requirements
for isolation devices in implementing the single failure
criteria of 10CFR50 Appendix "A" General Design Criteria 17
and Appendix "R" design requirements for associated circuits
and shutdown capability.

EXAMPLES: DRAWING 1-12071-1, CCV-CD & SSV-A1 & A2
1-12061-1, CCV-AB & SSV-B
1-12060-2, MCAB
1- 12070-2, MCCD

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

Since the circuit breakers which feed BOP circuits from
distribution panels (SSV-Al and SSV-A2, and CCV-CD; or SSV-B
and CCV-AB} are not electrically coordinated with upstream
protective devices, a postulated single failure of the BOP
circuits would cause the loss of power to redundant train ESS
circuits.

A loss of power to redundant ESS trains occurs due to the
automatic operation of main upstream protective devices in
clearing the faulted downstream BOP branch circuits, which
are fed from each of the redundant panels. When the main



protective device operates (fuse open or circuit breaker trip
~ as applicable) the power to the entire panel is lost. This
failure mode is common to both ESS trains since distribution
panels in both trains power BOP branch circuit's.

The safety significance of the postulated failure needs to be
evaluated for Appendix "A", General Design Criteria 17 and

,Appendix "R" des gn requirements,



NUMBER: SFK-12
REVISION: 1

DATE'/21/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Electrical. Design

INSPECTOR: S..F.
Kobylarz'SSUE:

Lack of "ocumentation on PJC relay setting of safety related
breaker T11A2 Nest Motor Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump
Motor

REQUIREMENT: Protective Relays shall be set in accordance with relay
setting sheets for each breaker

DISCUSSION: On plant walkdown on 8/5/87, the team noted that the subject
breaker instantaneous relay, Type PJC, was set at 27 amperes,
The setting at 27 amperes did not agree with the prior
required setting of 23 amperes as noted on the relay

setting'heetsmaintained by AEPSC Engineering.

COflt1BIT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

No direct impact on plant safety. The relay was set at an accept-
able point to avoid motor tripping. However, the relay setpoint
is safety related and any change in a setpoint is required to be
approved by AEPSC Engineers and recorded in the engineers relay
setting book. No evidence of approval could be. found for the
change in setting from 23 amperes to 27 amperes which occured on
7-11-87.
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INSPECTION OBSERVATION

NUMBER: SFK-13
REY IS ION: .I
DATE: 8/21/87

AREA: Elec rical Design

INSPECTOR: S. F. Kobylar

ISSUE: Difference ir overload relay heater coil selection data
between RFC- 12-2!80 and RFC-12-2903

REQUIREMENT: Heater coil selection should be based on the applicable coil
selection table for the hardware supplied.

DISCUSSION: The team noted that different heater coil data, for the same
coil catalog number, exists for the Cutler Hammer Type ST
overload relays. This observation resulted from a comparison
of the manufacturers'eater coil selection data on
RFC-12-2180 and RFC-12-2903. The difference in data is of
sufficient magnitude to account for different heater coils to
be selected depending on which table is utilized. Since
apparently the coil tables apply to hardware manufactured
during different time frames, design control of the use of
the prover selection table for the hardware installed, or to
be installed; is required.

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

An error made in the use of the wrong heater coil selection
table for the hardware instilled results, at most, in being
off by one coil size or catalog number, This error would not
be safety significant for motor operated valve motor protec-
tion due to the intentional margin in the overload selection
criteria (200'l. of motor full load amperes).

Fan and pump motor protection should be reviewed to ensure
that adequate overloads were provided in accordance with the
applicable manufacturers heater selection criteria.



protective device operates (fuse open or circuit breaker trip
as applicable) the power to the entire panel is .lost. This
failure mode is common to both ESS trains. since distribution
panels in both trains power BOP branch circuits.

I

The safety significance of the postulated failure needs to be
evaluated for Appendix "A", General Design Criteria 17 and
Appendix "R" design requirements.



NUMBER: SFK-14
REVISION: 1

DATE: 8/17/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA'lectrical Design

INSPECTOR: S. F. Kobylarz

ISSUE: Valve nameplate data differences in design data resulting in
drawing inconsistencies and incorrect overload relay heater
coil selection

REQUIREMENT: Equipment nameplate data should be verified.

DISCUSSION: The team noted on RFC-2222 and RFC-2903 that nameplate data;
determined during a plant walkdown, differed from the design
data utilized in the RFC and as shown on the one-line
diagrams.

EXAMPLES: 1) Nameplate data for FMO-221 and 231 (for example) which
were installed on RFC-2222 showed a nameplate horsepower (HP)
of 1.805 Hp. Drawing 1-12065-1, Revision 1, showed the
valves as 1.6 Hp, These valves were replaced on RFC-2903.

2) Nameplate data on FM0-231, 232, 221 and 222 on Hp and
full load amperes was found to differ with the certified
"approximate" data utilized in RFC-2903 design
calcul.ations which impact .the selection of the motor
overload heater coils.

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

Design verification of as-installed or equipment nameplate
data is required by ANSI STD. N45-2. 11-1974 and is important
to safety. The above noted discrepancies are not safety
significant.



, INSPECTION OBSERVATION

NUMBER: SMK-1
REVISION: 2
DATE: 8/10/87

AREA: Mechanical

INSPECTOR: S. M. Klein

ISSUE: Incorrect Evaluation of Maximum Differential Pressure Across
Flow Retent'ion MOV's

REQUIREMENT: Flow retention valves FHO 211, 212, 221, 222, 231, 232, 241,
and 242 must open. and close against maximum anticipated
differential pressures existing during worst case accident
scenarios to satisfy their safety function.

DISCUSSION: The AFW flow retention valves are designed to limit flow to
levels which do not exceed the runout capacity of the AFW
pumps during 'a main steam line or main feed line break. In
addition, the valves must isolate an affected steam generator
in the event of a main feedwater line -break accident.
Therefore the valves must open against maximum anticipated
differential pressures resulting from maximum pump discharge
pressures and minimum steam generator pressures during the
worst case accident. Contrary to this requirement, engineer-
ing analyses did not identify the worst case maximum valve
differential pressures against which the valves must open and
close.

EXAMPLES: In response to IE Bulletin No. 85-03, Calculation HXP860522AF
dated 5/22/86, was developed to establish the maximum differ-
ential pressures across the flow retention valves, The
calculation incorrectly adjusted the maximum differential
pressure across valves FMO 212, 222, 232, and 242, for the
120 psi emergency service water pump discharge pressure which
was included in the maximum MDAFW pump discharge pressure,
1550 psig, appearing on the AFW flow diagram. This adjust-
ment was made since the emergency service water system is not
the normal preferred source of auxiliary feedwater. However,
the emergency service water system is the alternate source of
auxiliary feedwater if the condensate storage tanks are not
available. Consequently, maximum HDAFW pump discharge
pressure could be raised by 120 psi when the emergency
service water system is used as the source of cooling water
to establish the maximum differential pressure against which



these FHO's must close. Similarly, the maximum differential
pressure against which the valves must open. must be increased
by 120 psi to account for the emergency service water system
pressure.

For the maximum differential pressure across valves FHO 211,
221, 231, and 241, 'he calculation incorrectly deducted
emergency service water pressure from maximum TDAFW pump
discharge pressure. In addition, the calculation erroneously
adjusted the result for a minimum steam generator pressure of
310 psig. This was based on the minimum pressure required to
operate the AFW turbine and achieve AFW required flows for
this accident scenario. However, the TDAFW pump is capable
of providing much lower flows through the emergency leak off
line at much lower steam pressures, near 165 psig. The
combined effects of these errors significantly increase the
opening and closing maximum differential pressures across
these FHO's.

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

A review of the valve data for the existing FMO'S indicate
that the maximum differential pressures provided to the valve
manufacturer was incorrect (1200 psig). Therefore the
existing valves might have been incapable of performing their
safety function. The valve data sheets for the new valves
purchased.to replace the old FMO's indicate maximum differen-
tial pressures which are less than those specified in the
analysis, and appear substantially less than those required
considering the effects of the errors identified. However,
the valve manufacturer provided a valve capable of opening
against 1550 psid, which is sufficient to open the valve
against maximum differential pressure. Therefore, there is
no safety concern relative to the actual capabilities of the
new

valves'OST

INSPECTION:

Subsequent to the completion of the inspection, AEP provided
additional information concerning these valves:

1. AEP stated that since these valves are normally open and
automatically travel to a preset position, a faulted steam
generator's FHO would not be closed .against a pump operating
at shut-off. AEP noted, however; that during pump surveil-
lance testing, the FHO valves are closed for the pump being
tested. AEP stated that the valves would be opened automati-
cally, or manually if required, and the FMO valve to the
faulted steam generator would be left closed. Consequently,
the valves which are opened would be operating against
pressurized steam generators.

~ .



2. AEP noted that in the event ESW is supplied to the,AFW
pumps, the'aximum pressure supplied should be at operating
conditions for the ESW pumps, rather than ESW pump shutoff.

The team has reviewed the AEP information and has the follow-
ing additional observations:

1. 'he team is concerned that the inability of 'the FMO to
open against the depressurized steam generator in an accident
which might occur during surveillance testing may impose
additional unnecessary burdens on the operator at this time.
In addition to identifying the faulted steam generator, the
operator would be required to conclude that the reason for
one FMO not opening is that it is in the feedline to a
depressurized steam generator. The team is concerned that
this may cause further distraction to the operator. The team
concludes that a system design which defeats the safety
function of critical motor operated valve during a postulated
accident scenario is not sound.

2. Although the team notes that taking credit for ESW system
pressure losses in establishing maximum AFW system pressures
and maximum differential pressures across the FMO's is not
conservative, the team agrees that this is a reasonable
approach. However, AEP should assure that a revised calcula-
tion for the maximum differential pressures across the FMO's
should include, but not be limited to the following consider-
ations:

o Evaluation of all operating conditions for the valves to
open and close and the worst case differential pressures for
each condition;

o Traceability and specific reference to any dependent
calculations of ESW pressure and the specific values used for
the cases considered;

o Justification for reliance on the ESW system pressure
losses. (The team notes that most hydraulic analyses employ
methods to maximize system pressure drops to assure conserva-
tive results to meet minimum system flow requirements.
However, this would not produce conservative results for
system design pressures or maximum differential pressure
across the FMO's.)

3. The team is concerned that a rational documented. basis for
the maximum (design) d,ifferential pressure across the flow
retention valves still does not exist.

I



INSPECTION OBSERVATION

NUMBER: SMK-2
REVISION: 1

OATE: 8/11/87

AREA: Mechanical

INSPECTOR: S. M. Klein

ISSUE: No design calculations to substantiate the size of the AFW

suction line pressure relief valves which were added as part
of a modification to the plant design.

REQUIREMENT: ANSI N45.2, 11 requires that "design acitivities shall be
documented in sufficient detail to permit verification and
auditing" and that "methods shall provide for relating the
final design back to the source of design input."

OISCUSS ION: RFC 12-2540 is a modification to the AFW system in which the
existing check valves FW 153 and 160 in the motor driven
auxiliary feed pump emergency leakoff lines were replaced
with swing check valves. The MDAFW pump suction line. relief
valves'V 169E and 169W were added in this modification.

EXAMPC<S: The team could find no documented evidence to substantiate
the size of the suction line relief valves. There is no
analyses to confirm that the valves are adequately sized to
accommodate flows necessary to maintain pressures within
system design pressures.

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

There is no documented evidence that the MOAFW pump suction
line relief valves are sized to relieve 'flows which could
result from potential check valve leakage during instances
such as emergency leak off check valve leakage which would
impose an operating MOAFW pump discharge pressure on an idle
MDAFW pump's suction potentially exceeding . suction line
design pressures.





NUMBER: SMK-3
REVISION: 1

DATE; 8/11/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

'AREA: Mechanical

INSPECTOR: S. M. Klein

ISSUE: Incorrect and inconsistent design pressures in Pipe Material
Specifications.

REQUIREMENT: ANSI'31. 1 requires that system design pressures should be
identified and include consideration of the maximum possible
pressure which can exist in the system under all operating
modes.

0 I SCUSS ION: AEP Pipe Material Specification OCCPV104QCS, Revision 10
identifies system design pressures and temperatures for
various system applications. The AFW pump suction line
design presssure is specified as 105 psig. This pressure is
not consistent with worst case maximum pressures which might
result from leakage through the emergency leak off line check
valve. RFC OC-12-2540, Rev. 2 added suction 'line relief
valves the MDAFW pump suction lines to preclude such occurrences.
However, the set pressure for these valves is 150 psig.

EXAMPLES: The team was advised that design pressures and temperatures
listed in AEP Pipe Material Specifiction DCCPV104(CS, Rev. 10
may not necessarily reflect worst case maximum operating
conditions. In some cases, such as for the AFW pump suction
line, normal operating conditions are listed. There was no
documented evidence that worst case conditions had been
evaluated to establish system design pressures for modifica-
tions made to the plant design. The team was unable to
identify what conditions the plant design reflected as
related to piping design. In addition, there was no
documentation'o substantiate whether appropriate piping wall
thicknesses had been calculated for the suction line (or other)
piping ~



COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

The team was concerned that system design pressures could be
exceeded during instances when check valves leaked or other
situations in which maximum system pressures had not been
properly evaluated, thereby compromising the integrity of the
AFQ system.



NUMBER: SHK-4
REVISION: 1

DATE: 8/11/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Mechanical

INSPECTOR: S. H. Klein

ISSUE:

\

Worst case maximum differential pressure not identified for
MOV's MCM-Z21 and '231

REQUIREMENT: IE Bulletin 85-03, "Motor Operated Valve Common Mode Failures
During Plant Transients Due to Improper Switch Settings,"
requested licensees "to develop and implement a program to
insure that switch settings on certain safety-related
motor-operated valves (MOVs) are selected, set and maintained
correctly to accommodate the maximum differential pressures
expected on these valves during both normal and abnormal
events within the design basis."

0 I SCUSS ION: In response to IE Bulletin 85-03, the licensee provided a
'tatus report (AEP:NRC:0966) identifying maximum differential

pressures for motor operated valves in the auxiliary
feedwater and safety injection systems. Contrary to the
above requirement, the licensee did not identify the maximum
differential pressure for the worst case which could be
expected on several valves.

EXAMPLES: Table II of AEP:NRC:0966 lists the following motor operated
.valves in the auxiliary feedwater system with their associat-
ed design differential and maximum operating differential
pressures in the opening and closing directions, as follows:

MOV Valve No.

Steam Admitting MCM-221, 131
Valves
Mechanical Trip QT-506
and Throttle

1190 1190

Design
Close Open

758 758

1097 1097

Hax Operating
Close Open

600 0



The steam admitting valves, MCM-221 and 231 are used to
isolate a faulted steam generator. The rationale for the 600
psi maximum differential pressure across the 'alve is given
as the maximum differential pressure across the valve during
a steam line break downstream of the valve. Th

'ustification is that operator action to .close the valve
would occur following low steam generator pressure alarm at
600 psi. However, this is not the maximum pressure which
could occur in the steam generator to which the valve would
be exposed. During power operation, pressures can reach
levels in excess of 700 psi and, during hot standby, over
1000 psig (as described in a memorandum from J. O. Hoffman to
M. Harrocc'o on April 2, 1986),

During power operation, under conditions which cause steam
generator safety relief valve actuation, pressures can reach
1097 psig, In such situations, the operator would be unable
to isolate the break since the maximum differential pressure
would exceed the capability of the operator. In fact, this
is exactly the rationale offered in note 4. of Table II for
the maximum differential pressure across the trip and throt-
tle valve, gT-506. Even assuming normal operating pressure
levels of,750 psig, the operator would be faced with equally
unattractive alternatives. Since the steam generator woul'd
maintain steam pressure at saturated conditions by continuing
to boil off water through the break, his choices would be
limited to tripping the reactor or boiling dry the two steam
generators supplying the turbine.

Refer to Inspection Observation SHK- I for details concerning
incorrect maximum differential pressures identified for other
motor operated valves.

COMMENT AS, TO SAFETY
SIGNIFICANCE'n

the event of a steam line break described above, the break
could be isolated only through alternatives which require
unnecessary challenges to plant safety systems, as well as
presenting the potential for personnel safety hazards to
those who might be in the vicinity of the break.

Further, IE Bulletin 85-03 requires that the maximum antici-
pated differential pressure be identified for all motor
operated valves. For valves HCH-221 and 231, the licensee
failed to identify the maximum differential pressure for
several valves indicating the potential for 'a weakness in the
design process which establishes these parameters for motor
operated valves,



INSPECTION OBSERVATION

NUMBER: SMK-5
REVISION: 2
DATE: 8/12/87

AREA'echani cal

INSPECTOR: S. M. Klein

ISSUE: Various deficiencies in design analyses and design input.

REQUIREMENT: ANSI N45.2. 11 requires that design "activities shall be
documented in sufficient detail to permit verification and
auditing as required by this standard," and that "methods
shall provide for relating the final design back to the
source of design input." Contrary to these requirements,
design analyses were performed with out providing adequate
documentation of design input.

DISCUSSION: The team reviewed a number of calculations performed to
substantiate modifications to the plant design for the AFW

system.

EXANRt.ES: Calculation No. HXP860522, dated 5/22/87. The subject of
this calculation was to "determine max delta-p's (open/close)
for the auxiliary FW FMO valves." The calculation was
performed to determine the maximum differential pressure
across the flow retention valves, FMO 211, 212, 221, 222,
231, 232, 241, and 242, in response to IE Bulletin 85-03

'heteam found that in addition to the deficiencies identi-
fied in Observation SMK-1 related to the methodology used, in
several cases, design input was not substantiated. For
example, the maximum discharge pressure for the emergency
service water system was given as 120 psig. No reference to
the source of this design number was identified'he minimum
pressure required to operate the turbine driven auxiliary
feed pump was given as 310 psi. However, no basis was given
for this value. The team was advised that this value repre-
sented the pressure required for the TDAFW pump to develop
required AFW flow. As noted in Observation SMK-1, this value
was not the correct value to be used in this calculation
since the TDAFW pump would be developing a flow lower than
required AFW flow with the FMO valves shut. The lower
required steam pressure would increase the maximum differen-
tial pressure across the valve.



Calculation HXP841005AF, Rev. 1, dated 10/5/84. This calcu-
lation was performed to "redo the 1980 analysis performed

for'EP:NRC:0300C,"which supported the capability of the auxil-
iary feedwater system to develop required flows during the
accident conditions identified. The team found that objec-
tives and conclusions of the calculations were generally
presented in a clear and concise manner. The purpose was
clearly stated, and the particular cases examined were
identified in the text preceding the computerized output.
However, a number of deficiencies were identified:

J

o No basis or reference was given for the flow retention
pressure drops used;

o There was no traceability to the source documents used as
input to the computerized hydraulic analyses included in the
calculation. The team could find no L/D values or calcula-
tions used to substantiate the values in the calculations. A
package which appeared to be the previous revision of this
calculation which included some of this design input attached
to the calculation, but this portion of the calculation was
stamped "SUPERSEDED," One sheet of the computer output did
contain the following notation:

"See File 10.4.4 for pipe friction calc sheets:

TDFP Disch - 1/25/73
E:NMDAFP Disch - 10/29/80
Suction pipe - 11/20/79"

However, the 10/29/80 calc sheets were the attached calcs
which were stamped superseded. The other sheets were not
included. The team questioned whether the data used in the
1/25/73 calculation was still valid since these calculations
may have been affected by changes to the plant design since
that time.

~ i

The team was advised that the calculations stamped superseded
should have been stamped "superseded for results only" and
that the input data was still valid and applicable to the
revised calculation. However, upon further review, the team
found that only certain portions of the superseded calcula-
tion were applicable. It was not obvious which portions
could be used and which'ould not without recourse to the
originator. The team found that it would be necessary to
rebuild a complete calculation set from many pieces. in order
to complete the review.

The team noted that the output of one computer analysis was
used as input to another computer program. However, in
comparing output to input, the team determined small unex-
plained differences between the output values obtained and
those used as input to the second program. This compounded
traceability problems. ~ .



The team found that many of the calculation sheets were not
legible and included computer printout sheets that were not
adequately labelled. The team found that all of .these
factors contributed to the conclusion that the design 'analy-
ses was not traceable b'ack to the design input as required by
ANSI N 45.2.11.

Calculation HXP841026AF1, dated 10/26/87. This calculation
was performed to "re-evaluate the feedwater line..break

,
analysis to include operator action" in response to a West-
inghouse owners group question. The calculation did not
include any references or substantiation for the computerized
input used in the analysis. The team was unable to determine
design input for the computer input without recourse to the
originator. The team was advised that all calculations
shared the pipe friction data used as the bases for Calcula-
tion HXP841005AF, Rev. 1, dated 10/5/84. However, the
calculations did not specifically indicate this, or how they
should be .applied.

In general, the team found that it was not obvious which
calculations were the latest and final calculati.ons for the
design of the AFW.

The team also reviewed a preliminary calculation "to deter-
mine the total heat gain in the auxiliary feedwater pump
rooms and to verify the adequacy of installed cooling capaci-ty.'", The calculation was not identified by any number
(notation after E/C IO No. "N/A"), but it was given a subjectfile number of 3,N.8-1. This calculation was initiated
during the inspection in apparent response to a lack of
documentation for the HVAC associated with modifications made
to the AFW system. The calculation was unchecked and unveri-
fied. The team identified several concerns with the calcula-
tions:

1. No basis is given for the turbine room area (supply air)
temperature of 110 .F;

C

2, No basis is given for the turbine surface area of 30
square feet;

3. 'No justification is provided for the use of engineering
judgement to account for miscellaneous heat gains from
supports, hangers, etc. through the use of a 15% safety
factor applied to total heat gain;

4. Undocumented engineering judgement is also used to account
for electrical heating loads, e,g., lighting by the applica-
tion of an additional 10% safety factor to total heat gain;

5. An assumed motor efficiency (93%) is used rather than the
actual motor efficiency without any substantiation;



6. An additional 5% safety factor is applied to the calculat-
ed motor heat rejection rate to account for further unidenti-
fied "misc. electrical loads" without justification of ,his
factor.

The room temperature determined from this calculation was
119.31 'F compared to the 120 'F design temperature. Because
of the small indicated margin and the extensive use of
undocumented engineering judgement throughout this calcula-
tion, the team was concerned that unaccounted for and uniden-
tified miscellaneous heat loads could result in temperatures
which might exceed the 120 'F design temperature. The team
found that the use of an arbitrary safety factor to account
for miscellaneous heat loads without adequate substantiation
was not acceptable. There was no justification demonstrated
for the factor used and no reason given to assure that these
loads might not exceed the values used.

~In general, the team found that, contrary to ANSI N45.2. 11,
calculations could not be reviewed without recourse to the
originator for further explanation of the documentation,
analysis and methods used. Inadequate. documentation of
design input further exacerbated this problem.

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

The lack of traceability of design input indicates a weakness
in the licensee's capability to document the design basis for
the plant and modifications made to the plant design. This
deficiency in the design control process can impact future
design changes since the engineers using design documentation
may utilize incorrect design analyses and data to develop
additional plant modifications. This could result in design
deficiencies which compromise the ability of safety related
equipment to perform their safety functions,.



NUMBER: SMK-6
REVISION: 2
DATE: 8/12/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Mechanical

INSPECTOR: S. M. Klein

ISSUE: Potential loss of valve backseat capability not considered in
safety review of RFC-DC-12-2934.

REQUIREMENT: 10 CFR 50.59 requires that design modifications to plant
systems should be reviewed to evaluate unreviewed safety
issues which might be introduced as a result of the change.
AEP NSL Procedure 7, Appendix B identifies the review, process
and provides a checklist for the review of ,safety related
modifications to the plant design. For modification
RFC-DC-12-2934, neither the completed checklist or the safety
review memorandum addressed the effects of potential leakage
of radioactive liquid through valve packing which might
result from the design change.

DISCUSSION: RFC-DC-12-2934 is a modification which removed'he open
torque switches and associate'd bypass limit switches from all
Limitorque motor operated valves which use the open torque
switches in the open circuit. The purpose of the change is
to preclude problems described in INPO SER 12-86 and IE
Bulletin 85-03. A June 18, 1986 memorandum included in the
RFC package notes that since the open torque switches will
not be used, limit witch settings will not be changed in
response to IE Bulletin 85-03, and the valve position indica-
tion lights will remain accurate, eliminating the problem
described in INPO SER 12-86. However, removal of the open
torque switch effectively eliminates reliance on the torque
switches for backseating the valve during valve opening. In
discussions with AEPSC engineering, the team was informed
that none of the valves . rely on the backseat to assure
positive wide open position of the valve. The valve stroke
is limited to a position less than wide open by the open
limit switch. External valve leakage is precluded by the
valve packing. The team was informed that the only time the
valve could be backseated is to facilitate maintenance on the
packing.

The team was concerned that the valve backseat might be
relied upon to prevent leakage during operation, but the wide
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open position for the valve may be inaccurately established
using a limit switch setting to determine when the valve is
fully backseated, rather than using a torque switch setting.
If the limit switch setting is not used to fully backseat the
valve, i.e., the valve is not fully backseated, the team was~
concerned that complete failure of the valve packing (during~
operation, when the valve is in the open positi.on) could
result in excessive leakage of reactor coolant from valves
which are in lines containing reactor coolant.

The team found that this aspect of the design modification
had not been properly addressed in the 10 CFR 50.59 Safety
Review Evaluation performed for modification RFC-OC-12-2934.

EXAMPLES: Modification RFC-OC-12-2934 includes a list of motor operated
valves which use the open torque switches in the open cir-
cuit. The change will remove the open torque switch from
these valves. However, some of the valves, such as IHO-128
and ICH-129, contain reactor coolant. Yal ves IHO-128 and
ICH-129 are in the suction line to the residual heat removal
pumps and are open during a plant cooldown.

Contrary to this fact, the team found that both the ALARA
Review Checklist and the 10 CFR 50,59 Safety Review Checklist
indicated that the change did not involve piping carrying
radioactive fluid. Further the 'SaFety Review Memorandum did
not address the potential for radioactive leakage should the
valve packing fail when the valve is wide open and not fully
backseated. The team identified se'veral other. deficiencies
in the safety review checklist:

1, A "YES" answer to I.A, I.B, I.C, or I.O requires answers
to three additional questions in section III.A on the check-
list. Only question III.A.2 was answered on the form.
guestions III.A.1 and III.A.3 (concerning whether changes in
Tech Specs or the FSAR were involved) were not answered.

2. No consideration was given to the interconnection with the
reactor coolant system through these valves as provided in
the guidance given under '"key points" for question III.B,1.

3. The responses to question III.8.2,3,4, and 5 were "N/A",
apparently based on the "No" response to III.B.1. The team
found that a "Yes" or "No" answer may have been more appro-
priate considering that the proper response to III.8.2 is
II Yes II

4. guestion III.B.16, which involved fail safe modes of
electrical or control equipment, was not answered.

The team also found that the Safety Review Memorandum (dated
November 20, 1986) erroneously indicated that if "the valve
sticks when the operator attempts to open it, a heat sensor



in the motor will turn off the motor and prevent damage to
the motor." No such protection is provided in the motor (See
Inspection Observation SFK-7).

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SI.GNIFICANCE:

The effect of relying on valve packing rather than the valve
backseat to prevent excessive leakage of reactor coolant for
valves such as IMO-128 and ICM-129 has not been adequately
evaluated. Removal of the open torque switches from motor
operated valves in lines containing reactor coolant removes
the capability to prevent such leakage without relying on the
packing itself. The safety evaluation for this modification
should have addressed these issues.
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INSPECTION OBSERVATION

NUMBER: SMK-7
REVISION: 1

DATE: 8/12/87

AREA'echa'nical

INSPECTOR: S. M. Klein

ISSUE:

REQUIREMENT:

Incorrect Valve Specification Data Sheet

ANSI N45,2. 11 requires that "design activities shall be
documented in sufficient detail to permit verification and
auditing" and that "methods shall provide for relating the
final design back to the source of design input."

DIS'CUSSION: The AFW flow retention valves are designed to limit flow to
less than AFW pump runout levels during a main steam line or
main feed line break. The Control Valve Specification Data
sheet, Revision 2,'ated ll/12/86 (for new flow retention
valves currently being provided . under modification
DC- 12-2903) indicates the following pressures under "Design
Operating Conditions":

Inlet Pressure: 1550 psig 1450 psig
given

Outlet Pressure: 200 psig 1050 psig

Maximum Inlet Pre'ssure: 1550 psig
Maximum Outlet Pressure: 1150 psig

(Two conditions

on data sheet,)

The data sheet does not specifically indicate the design
maximum differential pressure across the valve under which
the valve must open or close. However, the team was advised
that the maximum differential pressure across the valve is
the difference between the inlet and outlet pressures, or a
maximum of 1350 psig for the conditions specified. As backup
documentation for these values, the team was provided a
memorandum dated November 25, 1985 from A. Feliciano to R. D.
Kadlec concerning the flow retention valves. This memorandum
only addressed the pressure drop across the valves under
certain flow conditions. However, some data was penciled in
across the bottom of the page indicating the pressure drop at
100 gpm. The team was advised that this represented the
maximum differential pressure to which the valves would be
subjected since this was the approximate flow through



the emergency leakoff line when the pumps are started and the
flow retention valves are closed. The maximum differential
pressure specified on the memorandum was 1390 psid which
exceeds the 1350 psig indicated by the valve data sheet. In
addition there was no rational basis for the data given in
the memorandum. A calculation developed subsequent to this
memorandum indicated a maximum differential pressure of 1430-
psig, 'but this calculation was found to include errors
(Observation SMK-1). Based on information provided to the
team and the data given in the calculation discussed in
Observation SMK-1, the team independently. determined that the
maximum differential pressure across the valve is 1550 psi9
(adjusting for the errors in the calculation).

The team reviewed a letter from the valve manufacturer,
Hammel Oahl, Inc., dated March 13, 1987,, which indicated that
the vendor had selected the maximum inlet pressure,
coincidentally, 1550 psig, as the design differential
pressure across the valve, rather than the maximum difference
between the specified inlet and outlet pressures on the data
sheet.

The team also noted that the original data sheets for the
(old) flow retention valves dated 3/23/70 indicated a
differential pressure of 1200 psig. This indicates that the
valves ori.ginally purchased may not have had the capability
to open or'lose under design differential pressure
conditions.

EXAMPLES:
4

Flow retention valves 211, 212, 221, 222, 231, 232, 241, and
242.

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

The lice'nsee failed to adequately document the rational used
to establish the design maximum differential pressure across
the flow retention valves. Had the vendor used the data
provided to size the valves, the valve may not have been
capable of performing its safety function. This indicates
weaknesses in the licensee's design control process, design
bases documentation, and the ability of the licensee to
control the flow of information across interdiscipline
interfaces.

J



INSPECTION OBSERVATION

NUMBER: SHK-9
REVISION: 3
DATE: 8/12/87

AREA:

Mechanical'NSPECTOR:

S. H. Klein

ISSUE: No design basis documentation for HVAC design.

REQUIREMENT: ANSI N45.2.1 1 requires that "design activities shall be
documented in sufficient detail to permit verification and
auditing" and that "methods shall provide for relating the
final design back to the source of design input."

DISCUSSION: The team found that there was no evidence of documentation to
substantiate the design of HVAC systems supporting the
auxiliary feedwater system. The team could find no system
flow diagrams, system descriptions, or analyses to confirm
that design requirements have been met. The team could fi.nd
no design bases document which established critical system
parameter's. For those modifications reviewed, the team found
that modification packages did not include adequate design
documentation, but that calculations were in the process of
being developed.

EXAMPLES: There were no calculations or other design bases
documentation to substantiate the design of HVAC systems.
Modification RFC DC 12-2868 did not include analyses
supporting the changes made.

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

The team was concerned that original design bases
requirements have not been clearly documented for HVAC

systems at 0. C. Cook. In addition, there is no documented
evidence that the HVAC systems supporting the AFW. system can
meet design requirements or commitments. (Note: The team
noted that AEPSC had previously recognized that there is a

problem with HVAC design documentation and is taking steps to
rectify the situation.)
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INSPECTION OBSERVATION

NUMBER: SMK-10
REVISION: 1

DATE: 8/12/87

AREA: Mechanical

INSPECTOR:

ISSUE:

S. M. Klein

Inadequate design differential pressure for IMO-390

REQUIREMENT: In the event of a design basis accident during a cooldown,
IMO-390'ust open to permit the residual heat removal pumps
to take suction from the refueling water storage tank.

DISCUSS ION: IMO-390 is a normally open motor operated valve'n the
suction line from the refueling water storage tank to the
residual heat removal (RHR) pumps. The valve is open during
normal power operation to permit the RHR pumps to take
suction from the tank in the event of a design basis acci-
dent. The valve has an equalizing line connecting the space
between the valve disks. to a point downstream of the valve.
This equalizing line has a check valve (SI-150) which pre-
vents backflow from the downstream connection to the valve
disks. However, several Condition Reports (e.g., 86-899,
87-393, 87-747 indicate this check valve is leaking and can
impose high downstream pressure in between the valve disks
when the valve is closed. This condition causes the disks to
be subjected to high closing forces which exceed the capacity
of the valve operator. The reports indicate that under these
conditions the valve operator is incapable of opening
IM0-390.

EXAMPLES: The team reviewed the valve specification data sheet and
found that the design differential pressure for the valve is
700 psi. The team found that although this valve is normally
open, it is closed during plant cooldown (See Procedure
OHP4021.017002).'ince the check valve has a history of
leaking, there is a significant potential for the valve to
leak during a plant cooldown. This leakage can impose high
downstream pressures (in excess of 350 psig) in between the
valve disks of IMO-390. This doubles the load on the valve
disk, effectively increasing the imposed differential pres-
sure to 700 psi or more, exceeding the design differential
pressure. Consequently, the valve operator will not have the
capability to open the valve under these conditions. Should



a LOCA occur during these conditions, the RHR pumps will not,
be able to take suction from the refueling water storage
tank, precluding injection of borated water as required.

COMHENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

The loss of safety injection capability under the conditions
described could be safety significant. Other steps would be
required to bleed off the pressure separating the discs in
order to continue with safety injection. These additional
steps would increase the burden imposed on operators during
this critical time period in an accident.



NUMBER: TDG-1
REVISION: 1

DATE 8/03/87

AREA: Mechanical

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

INSPECTOR:

ISSUE:

REQUIREMENT:

DISCUSSION:

EXAMPLES:

T. J. DELGAIZO

Suction side of AFW pumps 'can be ove'rpressurized through the
3" te'st line, if a single check valve leaks or sticks open.

ANSI B31. 1 requires piping systems to be designed to the
maximum sustained fluid pressures to which the piping is
subjected. Where this is not done, a relief valve capable of
maintaining internal pressure below the design value should
be installed.

A portion of the AFW pump suction side piping has a design
pressure of 23 psig (the remainder is 105 psig). This piping
is schedule 40, A106 Grade B carbon steel with ANSI flange
ratings of 150 psig. ANSI B16.5 flange ratings of 150 psig
are capable of withstanding approximately 245 psig, for fluid
temperatures below 100 F.

When any of the AFW pumps are run for test, rated flow is
established by throttling the manual valve FW 125. For a

typical motor pump the flow is set at 450 gpm which corre-
sponds to a pump head of'180 psig. The air operated test
valves of the idle pumps (e.g. FRV 256 for the TDAFW pump) is
'subjected to the 1180 psig in the reverse direction of normal
test flow. This pressure is under the disc of the valve and
may be sufficient to open the valve by compressing the
closing spring (the spring generates 823 pounds per inch of
compression with 1 1/8 " disc stroke). With FRV 256 open,
the suction side of the TDAFW pump can be subjected to the
entire 1180 psig if check valve FW 135 were to fail to seat
or was leaking. This would substantially overpressurize the
suction side piping. (NOTE: This pressure is normally
relieved or vented since the minimum flow by-pass line of the
idle pump should be open back to the CST. However, should
this line be blocked, the pump suction piping will be pres-
surized.)

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

Failure of suction side piping of any of the three pumps
impacts the suction capability of all three pumps until
manual isolation valves are shut, at which time the capabili-
ties of the other two pumps are fully restored. Since this



condition exists during the test mode only, there is no
direct impact on plant safety, other than in the. highly
unusual situation where an accident occurs coincident with
pump testing and the minimum flow by-pass line (emergency
l.eakoff line) is isolated. Nevertheless, loss of one of the
AFW jumps results in a Technical Spec/LCO condi'tion.



INSPECTION OBSERVATION

NUMBER: TDG-2
REVISION: 1

DATE: 7/22/87

AREA:

INSPECTOR:

ISSUE:

REQUIREMENT:

DISCUSSION:

Mechanical

T. J. DELGAIZO

The design pressure. of the discharge side piping of the TDAFW
pump does not consider the over speed condition of the
turbine and also, the design pressure of the emergency leak
off lines is less than normal system working pressure,

ANSI 831.1 requires piping internal design pressure to be
equal to maximum sustained operating pressure. Where these
pressures are exceeded by occasional loads, maximum stress
limits of article 102.2.4 of ANSI 831. 1 apply.

The piping material specification for pipe class L-14
indicates that the design pressure of the AFW pump discharge
piping is 1635 psig at 102 F. The specification also
indicates that the leak off lines from the AFW pumps to the
condensate storage tank have 1000 psig design pressure.
There are two problems:

(1) At the highest possible turbine over speed
trip point (112%), maximum pump discharge
pressure exceeds 2100 psig.

(2) With the leak off line isolation valve shut
(cog. FW 126 or FW 127), the leak off line is
exposed to full pump head which exceeds 1000
psig.

EXAMPLES: The specification allows ANSI 816.5 flanges rated at 900 psig
in this section of pipe. At 100 F and below, these flanges
can withstand 2160 psig of internal pressure. During a
turbine overspeed condition, the pressure could reach 2150
psig which leaves essentially no safety margin.

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

There is no direct impact on safety unless piping or
components are identified which will exceed stress limits.
(The team noted no cases where limits were exceeded) This
may be a violation of B31. 1, but the margins involved appear
to be sufficient to preclude safety impact.
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NUMBER: TDG-3
REVISION: 0
DATE: 8/12/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA:

INSPECTOR:

Mechanical Systems

T. J. DelGaizo

ISSUE:

REQUIREMENT'he

basis for the minimum water inventory needed to sustain 9
hours in hot standby has not been provided. Further, once
CST low level is reached, there are no design or operational
provisions to prevent drawing down the reserved 175,000 gal.
by non-AFW users (e.g. hot well make-up, feed pump seals,
etc.).

The FSAR states that 175,000 gallons of CST inventory is
required to maintain the plant in a hot standby condition for
9 hours.

DISCUSSION:

EXAMPLES;

The 175,000 gallons was calculated on a thumb-rule that 50 .

gallons of auxiliary feedwater is needed per megawatt thermal
of reactor rating. The basis for this number (50 gal/MWt) is
unknown. Further, there should be design provisions to
ensure that the CST does not drop below the required 175,000
gallons.

There is an 8" make-up line to the condenser hotwell from the
CST. This line penetrates the tank near the tank bottom,
Anytime there is vacuum in the condenser and hotwell level is
low, this line will. be open. Similarly, the Hain Feed Pump
seal pump uses CST water regardless of the level in the CST.
The Technical Specifications give the operator 24 hours to
restore CST level on receipt of a tank low'larm (i.e. when
the CST is down to the 175,000 gallons). During this time, a
substantial amount of the 175,000 gallons can be used by

'otwellmakeup, through an 8" line with a d/p of about 20
pslg.

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

This item is not safety significant since the ESW supply is
always available should insufficient CST water (from either
or both units) is unavailable, However, there is an FSAR
commitment to supply 9 hours of water and also, in a practi-
cal sense, ESW supply will be only be used as an absolute
last resort. (Note: The original source of the 50 gal/MWt
calculation was not identified, however, NS&L calculation
,87-03 (performed in early 1987 in response to certain
fire-protection questions) provides sufficient information to
conclude that the 175,000 gallons of CST inventory is more



than sufficient to meet the design commitment of remaining in
hot standby for 9 hours following a plant 'trip .from full
power. Since the original calculation (using the 50 gal/NWt)
was performed in 1972 and since the functionality of the ,J
system, as designed, has been demonstrated, the issue rela-
tive to the source of the 50 gal/MWt is closed.)



NUMBER: TDG-4
REVISION: 1

DATE: 9/12/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA'NSPECTOR:

ISSUE:

REQUIREMENT:

DISCUSSION:

EXAMPLES:

Mechanical Systems

T. J. DelGaizo

The design control process for preparation, checking, and
verification of design calculations needs to be improved.

NS3L Procedure No. 15, Rev 2 (1/21/87)
ANSI N45.2, 11

The original design calculations for D.C. COOK are early
1970's vintage calculations which are deficient by todays
standards with regard to traceability of, design input infor-
mation, formal verification, etc.. This is not an unaccept-
able situation as long as the design of the system has beqn
or can be demonstrated to be functional. However, more
recent calculations indicate that design control process
improvements are needed. Specifically, recent calculations
have been reviewed which contain nonconservative assumptions,
and which contain various administrative deficiencies which
indicate weaknesses in a formal, controlled process.

In calculation TH-87-03 (dated 5-12-87), CST Inventory Needed
to Cool the RCS from Mode 1 to RHR Operation, the following
problems were noted:

The CST liquid inventory temperature was assumed to be 60F.
This is not a conservative assumption for this calculation.
The conservative. assumption would have been 120F.

100% reactor power was used as the starting point for the
calculation. 102% would provide additional conservativism,

The RCS temperature was taken as Tave. Much of the system is
at Th or some temperature higher than Tave. Using Th would
have been more conservative.

The additional calculation of Appendix 5 is in error in that
the equation for production of decay heat was incorrectly
applied to this situation, although the error is in the
conservative direction.

Appendix 5 was prepared by someone other than the original
preparer (initials RWH) and it was prepared subsequent to the
approval of the original calculation (approved on 5-12-87



with the Appendix prepared on 6-2-87), however it was not
treated as a revision to the calculation.

Neither the total number of pages of the calculation nor the
total number of attachments are identified. Hence, it is not
clear where the calculation ends.

One of the key formula of this calculation was taken from
NSKL calculation 86-08, which was prepared and checked in
January 1987 but was never approved.

COMtiENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

With regard to the specific calculation cited above, there is
no safety significance because there was so much margin in
the original design that the conclusion that sufficient CST
inventory exists remains valid when the nonconservative
assumptions are replaced. Further, the incorrect application
of the decay heat formula in Appendix 5 was in the conserva-
tive direction. In addition, an independent calculation
prepared by the Impell Corporation (Calc. TH-1 dated 4/7/87)
was used to confirm the results of NS&L calculation TH-87-03.

Nevertheless, the generic issue of the design control process
is significant in that these types of problems could lead to
functionality concerns in calculations with less margin and
where independent calculations are not used for verification.



NUMBER: TDG-6
REVISION: 0
DATE: 8/05/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA:

'INSPECTOR:

ISSUE:

REQUIREMENT'echanical

T. J. DelGaizo

A number of plant valves, including normally open valves in
high pressure systems, are not torqued on their backseats
which effectively eliminates one of the two pressure barriers
designed into the valve (i.e. the backseat and the packing).
In the case of HCM 221 and HCH 231 (steam supply to the TDAFW

pump), this practice has led to a substantial amount of valve
repacking and stress on the motor operator from exposure to
steam leaks and excessive ambient temperatures.

Good engineering practice suggests that two barriers be used
against high pressure fluid or steam, where available, rather
than one. Normally open valves in high pressure systems
typically use valve back-seats as the primary pressure
barrier, with the . stem packing as a back-up. The stem
packing becomes the primary barrier on'iy while the valve is
in operation. Further, in the case of remotely operated
valves with environmentally qualified motor operators (e.g.
MCM 221 and 231), excessive packing leakage over sustained
periods of time may create localized ambient temperature
conditions which exceed the qualification basis of the
valves.

DISCUSSION:

EXAMPLES:

In spite of the above considerations, there is no indication
in the design documents or in the safety evaluation for RFC
DC- 12-2934 of a conscious engineering decision that the open
back-seats .are not needed. (NOTE: RFC 2934 removes open
torque swithches from a number of Westinghouse supplied
va'ives„ effectively eliminating the back-seat capability of
the valves with back-seats. AEP purchased motor operators
never contained open torque switches.)

MCM 221 and MCH 231 have AEP purchased motor operators which
never contained open torque switches, therefore the valves,
although normally open, do not use the open back-seats as a
barrier to high pressure main steam. These valves are built
by ROCKWELL and contain stellite back-seats. IHO 128 and ICM
129 are Westinghouse supplied valves, for which the open
torque switches are being removed in accordance with RFC

2934. These valves are normally shut during plant operation
and are open during RHR system operation. They also contain
back-seat capabilities which will be lost when the open



torque switches are removed. The safety evaluation for RFC
2934 does not raise the question of the potential need or
advisability of backseating the valves. In view of the
advantages of backseating certain valves, as evidenced by the
maintenance history of'CM 221 and 231, it appears that the
consequences of removing the torque switches should have been
addressed.

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

The concern of this observation is that safety review are
being conducted and modifications are being performed which
may not reflect the original design basis of the system or
equipment. For example, in RFC 2934, the rea'son for open
torque swithches (i.e. valve back-seats) was not considered.
Similarly, in RFC 2?88, heaters which were removed from the
AB battery room several years earlier over concerns for use
of non-explosive equipment in a hydrogen environment are
being reinstalled to prevent low battery temperatures from
affecting battery capacity. Apparently, the prior RFC did
not consider the need to remain above a minimum battery
temperature when the original heaters were removed.

With regard to MCM 221 and HCH 231, there is no safety
concern in that other than the fact that should the stem
packing fail during plant operation, the appropriate MCM

would have to be shut to isolate the leak, which creates an
inoperable condi'tion on the turbine driven AFW pump for
technical specification purposes, until the valve is
reopened.



NUMBER: RBP-1
REV IS ION: 2
DATE: 8/12/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Instrumentation and Control

INSPECTOR: R. B. Porter

ISSUE: Instrumentation errors are not considered in calculating
setpoints for alarms and controls

REQUIREMENT: Setpoints must include margins to compensate for loop errors
to ensure safe or conservative control actions are initiated
and unambiguous information is provided to the operator.
Regulatory Guide 1, 105 details the requirement.

When the 'CST low low level alarm activates, AEP has advised
the NRC that the operator has 20 minutes to find an alternate
water source before he.must trip the AFW pump at mi'nimum NPSH
on the AFM pump.

DISCUSSION: The CST serves as the normal (or primary) sources of supply
for the auxiliary feedpumps ~ A signal to start either
auxiliary feed pump will result in immediate flow to the pump
from the CST, since the line from the tank to all of the
auxiliary feedpumps is kept full always. This allows the
auxiliary feed pumps .to start immediately.

The setpoints on the CST Levels and minimum NPSH for the AFW

pump are designed to provide warnings to the operator as
follows:

1. High Tank Level at 638'-4"

Marns the operator that the CST is about to overflow.

2. Low Tank Level at 625'-9"

Marns the operator that he has 175000 gallons of water above
the Lo Lo Level. This is the amount required to last 9 hours
at hot shutdown conditions. This quantity will alternately
provide for two hours at hot shutdown plus four hours
cooldown to cold shutdown.

3. Low Low Tank Level at 614'-0"



Warns the operator that he has about 20 minutes of full
auxiliary feed water flow before he must trip the pump on
minimum NPSH. He should be looking for an alternate source
of water at this point.

4. Minimum NPSH Tank Level at 612'-0"

Warns the operator that he is at minimum NPSH for the auxil-
iary feedpump and that he should trip them after verifying
by level indications that minimum NPSH has been reached.

EXAMPLES: 1. CONDENSATE STORAGE TANK LEVEL

Refer to the Sketch 1, CST Error Band. The error band of Lo
Lo Level Switch XPS110 is + 12.3". The error band of min.
NPSH switch CPS245A is + 32.2". The min. NPSH switch could .

activate as high as 614'-8.2", while the Lo Lo Level switch
could activate as low as 612'-9". This would cause an
overlap in which the operator is getting an alarm to trip the
AFW pump before he gets a Lo Lo Level alarm.

The Lo Lo Level switch could activate as low as 612'-9",
while the minimum NPSH switch could activate correctly at
612'-0". This would provide the operator with a warning of
6.6 minutes instead of 20 minutes. He would have very little
time to switch, water sources to the auxiliary feed pumps
before he must trip them.

2. REFUELING WATER STORAGE TANK LEVEL

AEP advised that CST level setpoint accuracies are not too
important,- but that setpoints important 'to safety have errors
of instruments included in their calculations. The RWST
level setpoint calculations were reviewed to check this. The
instrument errors are not considered in these setpoint

, calculations, which were adjusted in July 1987. The instru-
ment errors were not significant regarding the minimum volume
setpoint of 350,000 galllons, which is a technical specifica-
tion requirement. The actual volume available is 364, 355
gallons. The instrument error reduces this by 3, 197 gallons
to 361,158 gallons.

However, these calculations did not consider instrument
error.

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

If the minimum NPSH activates at 609'-3.8", the 3 auxiliary
feed pumps could run dry and be damaged. They would not be
available to provide auxiliary feed water.



SKETCH l
CONOENSATE STORAGE TANK

ERROR BAND BETWEEN LOW-LOW TANK LEYEL ANO MIN. NPSH

~ror ~ for LoLo Pressure Switch XPS110

: 12.3"

614'-0" LoLo Tank Level

612'-0" Min NPSH Tank Level

32. 2"

c. ror ~~~d =or M'a. NPSH Pressure Switch CPS245A + 32.2"
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NUMBER: RBP-2
REVISION: 1

DATE: 8/12/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Instrumentation and Control

INSPECTOR: R. B. Porter

ISSUE: The Tech Spec requ',rement to have a minimum contained volume
of 175,000 gallons of water is not in addition to the amount
of water available at the CST Lo Lo Level alarm.

REQUIREMENT". The system description requires that the CST have 175,000
gallons for 9 .hours at hot shutdown conditions. This is
above the requirement (commitment to the NRC) to have 20
minutes available following the Lo Lo Level alarm to find an
alternate source of water before tripping the pump. The
operator is required to trip the pump at the minimum NPSH
alarm point,

DISCUSSION:

EXAMPLES:

Procedure 1-OHP 4030.STP ~ 030 Operation Daily and Shift
Surveillance Checks Data/Signoff Sheet 6.3 page 13, Item 33
indicates'that the CST Level requirement for the Tech Spec is
greater than 37%. This is a total volume of 196,365 gallons.
The amount of water actually available between CST Level of
37% and CST Low Low Level alarm is 131,440 gallons, This is
43,560 gallons less than required. Even allowing for the
volume between CST level of 37% and the minimum NPSH alarm,
which is 166,820 gallons, this is 8, 180 gallons less than
required. These discussions excluded potential instrument
errors.

NA

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

The CST does not hold 175,000 gallons of water at hot shut-
down conditions above the requirement for 20 minutes avail-
able following the Lo Lo Level alarm. There is only 131,440
gallons. This is a violation of the tech specs as they are
written'mbiguous and inconsistent information is presented
to the operator in his procedures, on the actual alarm points
and contrl board indications. Calculation TH-87-03 (dated
5/12/87)'indicates the minimum requirement for water is less



than 175,000 gallons of water to ensure 9 hours supply of
water for the CST at hot shutdown conditions. The .require-
ments of the CST Level should be reviewed and r evised. All
documents related to the CST Level should be changed to agree
with the actual needs.



SKETCH
l'ONDENSATESTORAGE TANK

LEVEL MONITORING

I Over flov pip—640'-9"
100'4 LvL Tap 640'-4 "~
for CLR
110/111 638'-4" Hi Tank Lvl Alarm

625'-9" Ia Tank Lvl Alarm
622'-0.4" Less than 39% of Irdicator Scale621'-5.2" Greater than 37% of Irdicator
Scale

+14'-2.8" 13% of Recorder/Indicator Scale~ 614'- 0" Lola Tank Lvl Alarm-~612'- 0" MIN. NPSH

0%LVl=Tap 610 -4
for CW 610'3" "'ischarge

t'ipe

610'-9" top of Disch. Pipe Inside Lvl
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NUMBER: RBP-3
REVISION: 0
DATE: 8/6/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Instrumentation and Control

INSPECTOR'E B.

Porter's

ISSUE: The design control process for preparation, checking and
verification of design calculations needs to be improved,

REQUIREMENT: Form MED-237 (ECP Form)
ANSI N45.2.11

DISCUSSION: The original design calculations for D.C. Cook are early '70
vintage with revisions in the early '80s. These are defi-
cient by today's standards with regard to traceability of
design input information back to the design basis, formal
independent design verification and formal interdisciplinary
review of modification packages. This situation is accept-
able if the design of the system can be demonstrated to be
functional. However, calculations completed in 1985, al-
though they indicate a sensitivity to instrument errors, the
errors have not been factored into the setpoints. The new
calculations have'been added to the originals as addenda with
no coversheet control and with new page numbers starting

at'age1. It is very difficult, at best, to know if one has
all of a calculation and what changes to the original calcu-
lation are caused by new addenda. There is no independent or
interdisciplinary review signoff sheet attached to the
calculations.

EXAMPLES: 1. ECP 1-2-Cl-01 condensate Storage Tank Level has sheets 1
to 15 as a basic calculation. Appendix B: Calculation pages
1 to 6 are attached. References to sheets actually changed
are confusing.

2. ECP 1-2-F2-01 Aux F P Test and ELO Contr. 8 Aux F. P. Run
Out Prot System has sheets 1 to 7 as a basic calculation. An
addendum related to RFC-12-2460 is added as sheets 1 to 7 of
calculation No F2-01, with ECP rev.isions 4 and 6 showing on a
cover sheet. There is no clear reference to the addendum
section on the coversheet of the overall package.



COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

Aside from potential setpoint errors due to instrumentation
errors described in other observations,. no safety signifi-
cance can be identified as, related to the examples. However,
the generic issue of the design control process is signifi-
cant in that these types of problems make tracking the design
basis very difficult, if not impossible.



NUMBER: RBP-4
REVISION: 1

DATE: 8/12/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Instrumentation and Control

INSPECTOR: R. B, Porter

ISSUE: Documentation of safety review evaluation procedure for 10
CFR 50.59,

REQUIREMENT; 10CFR50.59 requi'res that design modifications to plant system
be reviewed to evaluate unreviewed safety issues, which might

.be introduced as a result of the change.

DISCUSSION: The safety review of RFC DC-12-2900 Subtask D.19, dated
10/2/86, identifies areas which should be considered, for
further evaluation and design considerations including:

1. High e'nergy line break interaction such as pipe Whip,jet impingement, compartment pressurization, humidity
effects and temperature effects.

2. Separation Criteria

The safety review states that subtask D. 19 o'f RFC-DC-12-2900
does not constitute an unreviewed safety question as defined
in 10 CFR 50.59.

The modification proceeded and has been implemented. The
safety evaluation is not revised to answer the questions left
open. These issues have been addressed in other memos and
checksheets indicate that the modification is being installed
correctly, however, a complete documentation package
demonstrating completion of all these items is not included
in the RFC package.

Additionally, in the EGP 3.0 Design Report Section B.,
quest'ions 6, 8, 9 are marked N/A. To install the transmitter
and conduit seismically, manual or computer calculations
should be identified.

EXAMPLES: Safety Review of RFC DC-12-2900 Subtask D. 19



COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

No potential safety significance can be identified as related
to the example. However, the generic issue of the safety
review being completed at the beginning of the design pro-
cess, is significant in that these types of issues are open
ended and could be missed and not closed before implementing
the modification.



NUMBER: MB-1
REVISION: 1

DATE: 8/10/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Operations

INSPECTOR: M. Beers

ISSUE: A weakness was observed in'ome of the procedures to mitigate
the potential for steam binding.

REQUIREMENT: IE Bulletin 85-01 requires the licensee to develop procedures
for monitoring fluid conditions within the AFW system on a
regular basis and to develop procedures for recognizing steam
binding and restoring the AFW system to operable status,
should steam binding occur.

DISCUSSION: In response to IE Bulletin 85-01, "Steam Binding . In Auxiliary
. Feed Pumps", AEP took action to aid in detecting and correct-

ing steam binding events. These actions included:

o OHP 4030.001.001 (Turbine Building Tour Guide) - Directs
the auxiliary operator to check the AFP discharge lines
are at ambient room temperature on a shift basis. The
temperature points have been marked on the piping near
the pumps and at the flow retention valves.

o OHP 4022.056.002 (Steam Binding in Auxiliary Feed Pumps)
Provides steps to be taken when steam binding is

discovered and how to return the pump to operable
status.

o OHP 4021.056.002 (Operation of Auxiliary Feed Pump
During Plant Startup and Shutdown), OHP
4030.STP.017T,E,W (Auxilary Feed Pump Surveillance
Procedures) - At approximately 30 minutes and 90 minutes
after flow to the steam generators is stopped; the
procedure directs the operator to verify the AFP's
discharge 1'ine at the temperature test points is less
than 140 degress F (i.e., Teletemp indications have not
turned black).

A weakness was identified in the operating and surveillance
procedures'eletemp indicators are small red strips with an



adhesive backing that are affixed to the AFW pipes,
stickers have silver viewing windows that change color to
black as temperature increases in increments of 10 degrees
over a range of 140 to 180 degrees F. The team inspected the
temperature test points in both units and found that approxi-
mately 50% of the stickers were missing. Interviews can-
firmed

That these stickers are frequently missing. Additionally it
was observed that the Teletemp indicator upstream of
2-FHO-211 was all black (greater than 180 degrees F).
Investigation indicated -that this situation had existed since
early in the year. The team is concerned that the procedure
may not be adhered or complied with because stickers are
frequently missing and not replaced after having been exposed
to high temperature.

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

'his

item is considered to be a minor procedural weakness.
It appears that feeling the pipe to verify the AFP discharge
lines are at ambient room temperature may be sufficient to
confirm that the check valves leading to the steam generators
have properly seated. It does appear that without a signoff
on these procedures there is a lack of confidence that the
temperature measuring steps of the procedure has been accom-
plished,

y)



INSPECTION OBSERVATION

NUMBER: MB-2
REVISION: 0
DATE: 7/22/87

AREA: Operations

INSPECTOR: Beers

ISSUE: Information for setting the TDAFP controller to rated flow is
not available at the Hot Standby Panel.

REQUIREMENT: 1-OHP 4021.056.002 Step 6.2.12-1 (operation of AFP)
Reset TDAFP governor controller by running down to minimum
speed setpoint ( 100%) then reset controller to setting from
most recent 1-OHP 4030.STP.0127 performance in accordance to
information tag on governor control valve controller.

DISCUSSION: The operating procedure for the TDAFP requires the operator
to reset the controller to the most recent sruveillance test
data as recorded on the information tag. There is no
information tag (and thus no surveillance data) at the TDAFP
controller on the Hot Standby'anel.

EXANPI,ES: Ref: 1-OHP 4023 ~ 001.011 (Reactor Shutdown at Hot Standby
Panel Due to Control Room Inaccessibility).

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

This'is a minor procedural inadequacy. If the operator were
required to operate the TDAFP from the Hot Standby Panel, the
controller setpoint information is beneficial to determine
the rated flow setting.



NUMBER: MB-4
REVISION: 0
DATE: 8/6/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Operations

INSPECTOR: M. Beers

ISSUE: Procedure Inconsistency

REQUIREMENT:

DISCUSSION: There is inconsistency in various procedures in the required
operator response for Condensate Storage Tank Low, Condensate
Storage Tank Low-Low, and Auxiliary Feed Pump Low Suction
Alarms.

Procedure 01-OHP 4023 ECA-0.0 (Loss of All AE Power) and
01-OHP 4023 ES-0.2 (Natural'irculation Cooldown) says to
switch to.alternate AFW supply if CST level decreases to less
than 13%.

Procedure 01-OHP 4024.116,043 (CST Lo-Lo Level Annunciator
alarm response), Manual Action step 3 says that SRO should
consider shifting suction to the other unit CST.

Procedure 01-OHP 4024. 113.016, 017, 018 (AFP Suction Low/Trip
Annunciator(s)); Manual Action 2.2.2 says that SRO should
consider cross-tieing Unit One and Unit Two CST's.

The concern is that the Emergency Procedures (4023) direct
the operator to switch to the alternate AFW source at 13%
(analogous to CST Low alarm) while the Annunciator Response
for AFW low suction setpoint which is analogous to 5..7% tells
the SRO to

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

Recommend that the inconsistencies be resolved and that
guidance is provided in the procedures as to the time
available during AFW operation from CST Low alarm (13%) to
AFW low suction (5.7%) alarm.
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NUMBER: MB-5
REVISION: 0
DATE: 8/11/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Training

INSPECTOR: M. Beers

ISSUE: Training material used in operator requalification training
contains some conflicting and incorrect information.

REQUIREMENT: Training material promulgated to licensed operators shall be
accurate and up to date.

DISCUSSION: Licensed operator requalification lesson plan Rg-C-1241,
"Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feed Pump", contains some
conflicting and incorrect information. On page 7, the
description of FRV-258 states with this valve open the
minimum reci rc flow of 100 gpm is ensured. On page ll, under
Procedures it states that the minimum recirc flow required is
50 gpm. The 'team could not substantiate the source of either
one of these numbers.

On page 9, the electronic and mechanical overspeed trips for
the Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feedpump are listed as 110% and
125% respectively. The team has determined from surveillance
testing data and other documentation that the overspeed trips
are currently set at 108% and 111% respectively,

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

This item is considered to be a minor weakness. It does
point out the fact that all information contained in training
lesson plans must be verified to be accurate and current.



INSPECTION OBSERVATION

NUMBER: MB-6
REVISION: 0
DATE: 8/12/87

AREA'perations

INSPECTOR: M. L. Beers

ISSUE: Inconsistency on engineering units stated in various
procedures for Condensate Storage Tank Level.

REQUIREMENT: Tech spec 3.7. 1.3 (Modes 1, 2, and 3).
The Condensate Storage Tank (CST) shall be OPERABLE with a
minimum contained volume of 175,000 gallons of water.

DISCUSSION: Procedure 1-OHP 4030.STP.030 Operation Daily and Shift
Surveillance Checks Data/Signoff Sheet 6.3 page 13. Item 33.
CST Level requirement: T.S. greater than 37%, N.L. greater
than 39%.

1-OHP-4024. 116.042 Rev, 2 4/27/82 Annunciator Proc. CST Low
Level - set point 625 feet, 9 inches
1-OHP-4024. 116.043 Rev. 1 4/27/82 Annunciator Proc. CST
Lo-Lo-Level-set point 614 feet 0 inches.
1-0HP-4022.055.003 Loss of Condensate to AFW step 3. 1

Condensate Storage. Tank Low-Low Alarm (614')
1-0HP-4023.ES-0.2 Natural Circulation Cooldown Foldout for
Procedure Page 1

Step 4. AFW Supply Switch over criterion switch to alternate
AFW water supply if CST level decreases to less than 13%.
CLI-113 is the indicator specified as T.S. (STP.030.6.3)
The indicator reads out in % (0-100)

It would be advantageous to the operator from a human factors
standpoint to have all references to CST level expressed in
the same engineering units. Operators interviewed
recommended the CST level expressed in %.
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INSPECTION OBSERVATION

NUMBER: WL-1
REVISION: 2
DATE: 8/12/87

AREA:

INSPECTOR:

ISSUE:

REQUIREMENT:

DISCUSSION:

Maintenance

Levis

An environmentally qualified instrument is not installed in
accordance with the manufacturer's requirements to maintain
qualification.

Step 3.2.4 of PMI5025 Rev. 2 of 4/23/87 requires that
configuration controls be established to ensure the installed
configuration remains consistent with the qualified configu-
ration (and . that) documentation shall be provided '(i.e.,
within the Job Order and/or RFC Package etc.) to demonstrate
that the configuration has been controlled.

Optional flow'ransmitter junction boxes for flow indicators
FFI 220 and FFI 230 are not installed in accordance with
Foxboro requirements to maintain qualification. The flow
transmitters are Foxboro Series NE13 DM MI Hl. The vendor
instruction manual (Vendor Information Control - No.
P-0585-023-N dated 6/17/85) for N-Ell and N-E13 series
transmitters states that these devices can be equipped with
an optional junction box which must be mounted with the
conduit connection facing downward. Contrary to this instal-
lation requirement the optional junction boxes are installed
with the conduit connection facing upward for FFI 220 and FFI
230. The correct configuration is shown below.

OPTIQHAg

COHOVlT
~CONNECTION

COMMENTS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

The current installation invalidates the equipment qualification of the
flow transmitters. The concern is water egress into the internals of
the transmitter. This observation suggests a potential weakness in the
installation procedures used to install safety related environmentally
qualified equipment.



INSPECTION OBSERVATION

NUMBER: WL-2
REVISION: 1

DATE: 8/12/87

AREA'aintenance

INSPECTOR: Levis

ISSUE:

REQUIREMENT:

A weakness exists in the control of greases used in
Limitorque motor operated valves. In addition, several
lubrication inspections of motor operated valves have docu-
mented greases characteristic typical of adverse chemical
reaction caused by mixing greases with different soap bases.

Limitorque Vendor manual SHBI-8d, p 12, prohibits adding
greases with different soap bases without the lubricant
manufacturer's permission.

DISCUSSION: The mixing of greases with different soap bases in the main
gear box of a Limitorque motor operated valve could render
the operation and its associated valve inoperable. This
specific problem was detailed in INPO SER 7-84 which .de-
scribed the specific concerns of mixing greases. When mixed
together the greases react chemically which may result in any
of the following:

o Breakdown into mud-like substance

o Breakdown into watery liquid or

o Separation into hard cake-like substance and watery liquid
Limitorque also cautions against the mixing of greases with
different soap bases on page 12 of their Maintenance and
Instruction Manual SMBI-82C.

As explained in SER 7-84 the Limitorque operators are shipped
with Exxon Nebula EP-0 or EP-1, calcium based greases, in the
main gear box. DC Cook uses either Hobulux EP-2 or
Mobilgrease 77, both lithium based greases for this same
application. Plant maintenance procedures do not require
periodic addition of lubricants to Limitorque MOV's but
rather for complete degreasing and regreasing whenever an
actuator is rebuilt (12MHP 5021.001.006 Rev. 3 and 12
MHP5021.001.042 Rev. 1 4/25/86). However, there are no
controls or precautions in place warning the maintenance
personnel about problems of mixing the two different lubri-
cants. Examples were found where lubricant was added to the



EXAMPLES:

main gear case without removing the old lubricant when an
inspection noted that there was insufficient level (pg. 9 of
12 MHP-SP-122 Att. 1 of MOVATS test data for 1 gMO-225 of
7/10/87). In addition several other lubrication inspections
of Limitorque MOV's showed that the grease exhibited some of
the sign's of mixing noted previously.

o MOVATS inspection sheet for MCM 221 dtd. 7/3/87
o HOVATS inspection sheet for MCM 231 dtd. 7/4/87
o MOVATS inspection sheet for gMO 225 dtd. 7/10/87
o MOVATS inspection sheet for IMO 910 dtd. 7/9/87
o J.O. 109041
o J.O; 715990
o J.O. 015939
o J.O. 713710
o J.O. 004662

COMMENTS AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

The mixing of greases reduces the lubricating properties of
the greases which could lead to common cause failure of the
motor operators.



NUMBER: WL-3
REVISION: 0
DATE: 7/24/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Maintenance

INSPECTOR: Levis

ISSUE:

REQUIREMENT:

DISCUSSION'.

An unqualified lubricant may be used in the main gear case of
Limitorque motor operated valves.

Safety related electrical equipment required to operate when
subjected to harsh environment imposed by Design Basis
Accident must'e environmentally qualified in accordance with
the provision of 10CFR50.49.

Exxon Nebula EP-0'r EP-1 is the lubricant supplied by
Limitorque and qualified by Limitorque in their report 80058
for use in the main gear box of the actuator. DC Cook uses
Mobil lubricants in this application and has qualified Mobil
EP-2 for use in Limitorque main gear case for inside and
outside containment applications. Qualification parameters
are shown on page Gl-1 of the DC Cook SCEW sheets. It was
noted in our review of Maintenance .Procedures 12 MHP

5021.001.006 Rev. 3 and 12 MHP 5021.001.042 Rev. 1 that both
Mobil Mobilux EP-2 and Mobil Grease 77 were specified as
acceptable lubricants for use in the main gear box of
Limitorque SMB and HBC valve operators. However, Mobil
Grease 77 is not listed on the DC Cook SCEW sheets .as a

qualified lubricant. The only information that could be
discovered to support the use of this grease was a January 4,
1985 Memo from J. O. Allard to the Maintenance Supervisors
stating that Mobil Grease 77 was compatible with EP2 and
could be used. This documentation is insufficien't to
establish qualification. It should be noted that a similar
item was identified by NRC Inspection Report Nos ~

50-315/86015; and 50-316/86015 dated August 12, 1986.

COMMENTS AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

The use of unqualified lubricants in motor operated valves
exposed to a harsh environment could lead to common mode
failure.
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NUMBER: WL-4
REVISION: 1

DATE '/12/87
INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Maintenance

INSPECTOR: Levis

ISSUE:

REQUIREMENT:

Inadequate tape splices may have been installed on motor
operated valves.

1. 10CFR50.49 c, requires that documented evidence exists .in
an auditable form to demonstrate that each item requiring
qualification as required by 10 CFR50.49 is qualified for its
application.

2. Step 5 of MHI5030APPA Revision 9 requires that replace-
ment parts used on environmentally qualified equipment be
documented on the stores Issue Ticket.

3. Step 3.2.4 of PMI5025 Rev. 2 of 4/23/87 requires that
configuration controls be established to ensure the installed
configuration remains consistent with,the qualified configu-
ration and that documentation shall be provided (i.e., within
the Job Order and/or RFC Package, etc.) to demonstrate that
the configuration has been controlled.

D I SCUSS ION: Work orders 109041 and 102125 required that the motor leads
for MCM Z31, FMO 211 and FMO 241 be retaped because the wrong
tape had been used previously. However, no procedure is
referenced as to how .the tape is to be .installed and the
right tape to use is not specified. It was noted that the
requirement to document the replacement parts on the Stores
Issue Ticket (Step 5 of MHI 5030 APPA) was not followed for
the replacement tape. This same deficiency was identified

.during a. review of the MOVATS test data for MCM 221 and 231
which stated that the motor leads were retaped upon comple-
tion of the MOVATS testing.

Electrical design standard, 1-2-EDS-613-5 Rev, 5, shows a
method of splicing 600 V motor terminations which is
qualified for harsh environments. Specific, tape type is
identified by a generic identification number, i.e., 692

.Splicing Compound Tape which could be either Scotch 23 or
Bishop W962. However, in order to check out tape from the
storeroom the specific tape Material and Equipment Identifi-
cation number must be known. The following electrical tapes
are currently (7/24/87) in stock in the storeroom:



EXAMPLES:

Scotch Fill Putty ME. 63-947550
Scotch 17 ME 63-944800
Scotch 23 ME 63-045600, ME 63-945300
Scotch 70 ME 63-946500
Scotch 77 ME 63-941050
Okonite Neoprene HE 63-943000

In addition to not having the Bishop 8962 in the stock, the
insulating putty (ME 63-100 500) specified in 1-2-EDS-613-5
was not in stock.

Experience at other nuclear facilities has demonstrated that
the method of application is crucial in verifying that the
spliced connection will perform its design function. Since
no procedural requirements are identified on the work orders,it appears that the application of tape splices is up to the
"skill of the trade" to ensure that the proper .tape is used
and that its method of 'application is proper. Considering
experience at other nuclear facilities, the reliance on
"skill of the trade" for tape splices is a weakness that
frequently results in inadequate installations. As a mini-
mum, the current practice at OC Cook does not provide docu-
mented evidence that the tape materials are proper. In
addition, there is no justification or engineering
calculation which allows the Scotch Fill insulating putty to
be used in environmentally qualified splices.

o J.O. 109041
o J.O. 102125
o MOVATS Inspection Sheet for. MCM 221 dated 7/3/87
o MOVATS Inspection Sheet for HCM 231 dated 7/4/87
o J.O, 004675

COMMENTS AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

Improper material selection or method of application could
cause common mode failure of devices where tape splice is
used. The foregoing suggest that the potential for improper
tape splices is high. The lack of documented evidence and
reliance on skill of the trade practices are considered to be
a significant weakness.



NUMBER: WL-5
REVISION: 1

OATE: 8/12/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Haintenance

INSPECTOR: Levis

ISSUE:

REQUIREMENT:

Actual torque switch settings different than design values

Torque switch settings must be between the minimum and design
values to ensure that valve will operate upon demand.

OI SCUSS ION: The Limitorque Valve Oata Book is used by Maintenance
Oepartment personnel to establish the normal and maximum
torque switch settings required by Maintenance Procedure
12MHP 5021.001.037 Rev. 2, step 3.6, whenever torque switch
or limit switch adjustments on Limitorque MOV's are requireJ.
The Limitorque Valve Oata Book also lists the actual open and
close torque switch settings as determined by maintenance
personnel. We noted on our review of this book the actual
close torque switch setting for FMO-241 (2.75) was set lower
than the minimum specified (3.0), One possible area of
confusion for the maintenance personnel is that the mainte-
nance instruction lists normal and maximum for the torque
switch settings whereas the valve data book lists minimum and
maximum torque switch settings. In our review it appeared
that the normal value corresponded to the minimum value.

Further review of the Limitorque Valve Oata Book, dated April
5, 1987, revealed many discrepancies between required and
actual torque switch settings. The following is a sampling:

Valve No.

IMO-210

IMO-211
IMO-215
IMO-220
IMO-225
IMO-221
ICM-265
CCM-430
CMO-416
CMO-419
CMO-420

Open and closed T.S.S. less than minimum
specified

Open T.S.S. less than minimum specified



IMO-120 Open T.S.S. greater than the maximum specified
IMO-255 n II II II ll

IMO-256 II It ll 'n

IMO-251 ii II II II II

ICM-129 Closed T.S.S. less than the minimum specified

COMMENTS AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

Improper torque switch settings could prevent a motor
operated valve from operating when required.



NUMBER: WL-7
REVISION: 1

DATE: 8/12/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Maintenance

INSPECTOR: Levis

ISSUE:

REQUIREMENT:

Non-performance of vendor required preventative maintenance.
'i

Limitorque Instruction Manual SHBI-82C p 6 step 13 requires
that motors be meggered (> 1 Mohm required) for both AC and
DC motors and Step 19 p 3 requires that brushes be inspected
(for DC motors) on a periodic basis. In addition an 18 month
inspection of the main gear case lubricant and 36 month
inspection of the limit switch compartment lubricant for
quality, quantity, and consistency is required.

DISCUSSION: Limitorque Maintenance and Instruction Manual SHBI-82C
defines the periodic preventative maintenance requirements
for Limitorque Motor Operated Valves. Plant Maintenance
instructions HMI 5030 Att. 12 defines the preventative mainte-
nance actions to be performed an environmentally qualified
operators. We noted that HHI 5030 Att. 12 does not address
the vendor requirement to megger motors or the requirement to
inspect brushes for proper contact and wear when DC motors
are employed. In addition the 18 month main gear box and 36
month limit switch lubrication checks are only being per-
formed on 20% of the, EQ operators every outage. There is no
engineering justification for not performing motor meggering
or brush inspection and why the selection of only 20% of the
EQ operators is a sufficient number. Also no justification
is provided on why the inspection on HHI 5030 Att. 12 are not
being performed on all safety-related Limitorque Motors
Operated Valves as required by the vendor.

EXAMPLES: J.O. 109041
J.O. 715990
J.O. 004662
J.O. 002642
J,O. 74488xl
J.O. 004657



COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

The performance of the vendor recommended maintenance will
allow the detection of adverse trends and the correction of
discrepancies prior to MOV failure.



NUMBER: WL-8
REVISION: 1

DATE: 8/12/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Maintenance

INSPECTOR: Levis

ISSUE: Nonconformance with plant directives and NRC requirements
regarding potential deficiencies in the environmental quali-
fication of equipment

REQUIREMENT: 1. Step 4.4 of PMI5028, Rev, 2 of 4/23/87 and step 4,2.4 of
HHI5030, Rev. 9 of 10/23/80 require that "Whenever any
conditions adverse to maintaining the environmental qualifi„-
cation of applicable safety related electrical equipment are
identified; such as failures, malfunction deficiencies,
material defects, deviations, or nonconformances, a Condition
Report shall be generated as per PHI-7030."

2. NRC Generic Letter 86- 15 requires that "When 'a licensee
discovers a potential. deficiency in the environmental quali-
fication of equipment. . . the licensee shall make a prompt
determination of operability, shall take immediate steps to
establish a plan with a reasonable schedule to correct the
deficiency and shall have written justification for continued
operation.

DISCUSSION: During our review of maintenance work orders the team noted
several examples of where potential deficiencies existed in
the environmental qualification yet no condition report was
generated nor was written justification for continued opera-
tion provided prior to plant startup. Specific examples
include the following:

J.O. 4662 - This work order was written on 9/27/86 to
correct deficiencies noted during a June 1986 Eg inspection
of motor operated valve 1-NMO-153. The deficiencies included
cut watertight conduit and grease breaking down. The work
order had not been completed as of 8/4/87.

J.O. 4675 - This work order was written on 9/29/86 to
corrrect deficiencies noted during a June 1986 Eg,inspection
of 1- ICM-305. The inspection noted that the motor l.eads were
wrapped with friction tape, which is not a qualified splicing



tape. The work order, which was closed out 7/24/87, removed
the friction tape and retaped the leads with Scotch 823 and
Okonite Neoprene which are shown as qualified tapes in
Electrical Design Standard 1-2-EOS-613-5.

The Eg walkdown sheets which noted these deficiencies were
transmitted to AEP via a 22 Sept. 86 memorandum N.L.
Daavettila to C.F. Caso for evaluation. To date no formal
response to the concerns, raised during the walkdown was
found.

EXAMPLES: J.O. 004675
J.O. 004662

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

A deficiency in the environmental qualification of a device
requiring qualifica'tion could prevent its operat'ion during
harsh environments imposed by Design Basis Accidents. This
deficiency demonstrates a weakness in the adherence to the
procedural requirements of MHI5030 .and PMI5025 concerning
Condition Reports.



NUMBER: WL-9
REVISION: 1

DATE: 8/12/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Maintenance

INSPECTOR'evis

ISSUE: Material Deficiencies

REQUIREMENT:

DISCUSSION: While performing a plant inspection the team noted that the
covers were missing from ASCO solenoid valves 1XSO 901,.'SO
909, XSO 911 and XSO 927, A similar deficiency, a cover
missing from an ASCO solenoid va'lve, was noted during the
team's walkdown conducted on 10 July 1987. Also, while
observing the performance of surveillance testing for the
Unit 2. (MDAFW pump-east) the bearings for the inboard and
outboard pump bearings had no level indication.

EXAMfKES: See Above

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

These valves were located at two'ifferent remote shutdown
stations. Their failure could impede the ability of the
operator's to shut down the unit in the event that remote
shutdown was required. Insufficient oil level for the MDAFW
pump bearings could lead to failure of the pump.
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NUMBER.: WL-10
REVISION: 0
DATE: 8/6/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA:

INSPECTOR:

ISSUE:

Maintenance
P

Levis

Deficiency in 12 MHP 5021 0001.037 Rev. 2 "Maitenance
Procedure for'otor and Torque Type Limit Switches On
Limitorque Motor Operated Valves"

REQUIREMENT: Limit switches and torque switches for Limitorque Motor
Operated Valves must be set and adjusted such that the MOVwill perform its design function under design conditions.

DISCUSSION'ondition Report 1-5-87-700 details problems encountered with
valve l-gM0-410, the emergency boration to charging pump
suction valve. Specifically, it describes how the valve
failed to cycle open during the performance of 10HP
4030-STP.002V for 3 successive weeks on 5/5/87, 5/11/87, and
5/18/87. Job Order 714313 was issued on 5/18/87 to investi-
gate the failure and make necessary repairs. During the
conduct of the work a packing leak and incorrect torque
switch settings were discovered. The minimum open torque
switch setting was 1.5 and the actual open setting was 1.0 as
shown on pages 8 and 11 respectively on the work orde'r. To
correct the problems noted, the packing was tightened, the
open torque switch setting was adjusted to 2.10 and thelimits were readjusted. Adjustment of the torque and limit
switches was performed in accordance with maintenance
Procedure 12 HHP 5021.001.037 Rev. 2. The Job Order was
closed out 5/26/87.

Since this valve had encountered previous problems when
opening (C IR' 1-10-85-2030, 1-10-85-2143 and 1-10-85-2183)it was identified as a valve to be HOVATS tested during the
current Unit 1 outage. The HOVATS testing for I-gMO-410 was
completed on 7/28/87 and revealed the following:

o Valve had excessive backseat thrust which required
readjustment of limit switches

o Packing w'as too tight which required the valve to
be repacked.

Excessive backseat thrust can be caused by setting the close
limit switch too close to the actual 'losed positions In



this case there is insufficient allowance for coast of the
valve and the valve is forced against the backseat. The team
then reviewed '12 MHP 5021.001.037 Rev. 2 to determine if this
coast was accounted for in. the setting of the switches. The
team concluded that although coast is mentioned in step 7.1.6
for setting the switches there is insufficient allowance to
allow for coast in the setting of the switch and no require
ment to check .to see if the valve is backseated. This is a
particular concern for those valves which are fast acting.

The team did note that Revision 3 of this procedure which was
written to resolve 1E Bulletin 85-03 concerns does address
this concern. This procedure, however, is currently in draft
form and is not expected to be approved until the end of the
Unit 1 refueling outage.'he team is concerned that Rev. 2
of the procedure which is currently being used, may result in
incorrect limit switch settings for those valves adjusted
previous and during this outage.

EXAMPLES: PR-87-0528 C IR 1-10-85-2185
PR-87-0355 C IR 1-10-85-2143
PR-87-0338 CIR 1-10-85-2030
MOVATS inspection sheet for gMO-410, dated 7/23/87

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

Incorrect limit switch setting could result in excessive
backseating of valves and resultant failure to operate.



NUMBER: RB-1
REVISION: 0
DATE: 8/4/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Surveillance Testing

INSPECTOR: Boyd

ISSUE: The response time of AR Time Delays in the RCP bus
undervoltage circuit for the turbine-driven auxiliary
feedwater pump 'auto start are not included in total channel
response time.

REQUIREMENT: Technical Specification 4.3.2. 1.3 (Table 3.3-15, 12.a)
requires time response testing of the turbine-driven auxilia-
ry feedwater pump on an RCP bus undervoltage signal. Techni.-
cal Specification 1.23 defines Engineered Safety Feature
response time as the time interval from when the monitored
parameter exceeds its ESF actuation setpoint at the channel
sensor until the ESF equipment is capable of performing its
safety function (i.e., the valves travel to their required
positions, pump discharge pressures reach their required
values, etc.).

D I SCUSE ION: Technical specification 'bases allow for sequential tests
provided the total channel repsonse time is tested. Test
procedures **1THP4030 STP. 100A(B), "™12THP4030 STP.218,
**1-OHP4030 STP.017R and **12THP4030 STP.205A(B) are proce-
dures used to arrive at the total channel response time for
the RCP bus undervoltage function; however, the procedures do
not include response time testing of the AR Time Delays.
Also, this time delay does not appear to be included in any
procedure for calibration.

COMMENTS AS TO'SAFETY
SIGNIFICANCE't

present the best indication of the response time for. the
AR Time Delay is 3 to 15 seconds. This information comes
from function diagram OP-1-98502-5 (J-l), "Primary Coolant
Flow System Functional Diagram," Rev.5. A total response
time of less than or equal to 60 seconds is given in the
Technical Specifications. The'ast total response time
results from 11/4/85 for Unit 1 indicate a response time of
19.88 seconds; therefore, if the maximum value of 15 seconds
is used for the response time of the AR Time Delays then the
total .response time would be 34.88 seconds.



aV

In general, the response time testing was found to be recent-
ly revised and the procedures correct. However, four differ-
ent STPs are 'being used to determine the total channel
response time of the TDAFP on RCP bus undervoltage. Three
different groups ( I8C, Performance and

Production) are responsible for different sections of the
total test. Review of these tests with these gor ups reveals
that one group is not tasked responsibility for assessing the
"whole picture". If a single group had respons',bility for
ensuring total channel testing, then the likelihood of
missing a portion of that system or component, can be reduced.
In general, errors are found at the interfaces between
different'rganizations..



NUMBER: RB-2
REVISION: 0
OATE: 8/4/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Surveillance Testing

INSPECTOR: Boyd

ISSUE: The response time of the west Main FPT stop valve closure
relays for the motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps auto
start are not included in surveillance testing for loss of
main feedwater pumps irlitiation.

REQUIREMENT: Technical Specification 4.3.2. 1.3 (Table 3.3-5, 11.a)
requires time respon'se testing of the motor-driven auxiliary
feedwater pump on a loss of main feedwater pumps. jn
accordance with 4.3.2. 1.3 and 3/4,3,2 (ESF instrumentation
bases), the measurement of response time is to provide
assurance that the function associ.ated with each channel is
completed within, the time limit assumed in the accident
analyses. This requires time response testing of both the
East and West Main FPT Stop Valve closure relays.

0! SCUSS ION: The logic to start the motor-diven auxiliary feedwater pump
on loss of main feedwater pump turbines, receuires main
feedwater pump turbine stop valves to close. ""12THP4030
STP.218 simulates west main FPT stop valve closure and then
times actuation of east main FPT stop valve closure relays to
shutting the motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pump breakers.
It does not simulate east main FPT stop valve closure and
then time actuation of west main FPT stop valve closure
relays to shutting the motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pump
breakers.

COMMENTS AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

**12THP4030 STP.218 cannnot verify that the motor-driven
auxiliary feedwater pump can respond within the Technical
Specification time limit. Time response testing of the west
main FPT stop valve closure relays must be included to ensure
that this channel can respond within the time limit assumed
in the accident analysis.
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NUMBER: RB-3
REVISION: 1

DATE: 8/21/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Surveillance Testing

INSPECTOR: Boyd

ISSUE: The response time from when the 4160 Volt Emergency Bus Loss
of Voltage relays sense a loss of voltage to the auto startinitiation of the diesel generator is not being included in
verifying that the Technical Specification Time Responselimit is not being exceeded for the Motor Driven Auxiliary
Feedwater Pumps.

REQUIREMENT: Technical Specification 4.3.2.1.3 (Table 3,3-5, 10.a) requires
. time response testing of the motor driven auxiliary feedwater

pumps on a 4160 Volt Emergency Bus Loss of Voltage, In
accordance with Technical Specification Definitions 1.23
(Engineered Safety Feature Response Time), the response time
"shall be that time interval from when the monitored parame-
ter exceeds its ESF actuation setpoint at the channel sensor
until the ESF equipment is capable of performing its safety
function". This requires including the time from when the
loss of voltage relays reach their setpoint to the initiation
of a diesel generator start.

DISCUSSION: **1THP4030STP.217A(B) response time tests from the tripping
of. the 4160V busses through diesel generator start and
sequencing on the motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps.
**12THP4030STP.205A(B) sums the response times for the diesel
generator from diesel start to energizing the busses, se-
quencing on of the motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps and
for the pumps to. reach required pressure from **1THP4030
StP.217A(B) and *10HP4030STP.017R. It. does not include the
time interval from when the bus voltage exceeds the setpoint
of the undervoltage relays to the diesel generator auto start
signal. The test method used to actuate the undervoltage
relays and to ensure that the slowest relay times are
accounted for was evaluated in LER 86-013 but failed to
evaluate whether this time was being included for Tech Spec
compliance.

COMMENTS AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:
**12THP4030 STP. 205A(B) does not verify that the entire
channel from when the 4160 Volt Loss of Voltage is sensed by
the relays to the motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps



J
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reach required pressure does not exceed the Technical Speci-
fication Time Response limit. The part not being included
contains 3 relays per bus and a 2 second time delay relay
before the diesel generator auto start signal is initiated.
The time associated with these relays to respond to a loss of
voltage must be included to ensure that this function can
respond within the time limit assumed in the accident analy-
ses.

4



INSPECTION OBSERVATION

NUMBER: RB-4
REVISION:
DATE: 8/11/87

AREA'urveillance Testing

INSPECTOR: Boyd

ISSUE: Functional and calibration tests allow instrument setpoints
to be set inconsistent with the Technical Specification Trip
Setpoints For Steam Generator Water Level Low-Low and
High-High.

REQUIREMENT'echnical Specification Limiting condition for Operation
3.3.2. 1 requires the Engineered Safety Feature Actuation
System instrumentation channel to be OPERABLE with their trip
setpoints set consistent with the values shown in the Trip
Setpoint column of Table 3.3-4. Table 3.3-4 (ESF Actuation
System Instrumentation Trip Setpoints), items S.a, 6.a and
7.a provide trip setpoints of < 67% of narrow-range
in.strument span for high-hig'h level and > 17% for low-low
level.

D I SCUDS ION: Calibration procedures *1THP6030IMP. 104-107 and functional
procedures *ITHP4030STP.015-018 provide for steam generator
narrow range water level instrument high-high setpoints of <
17 + .5% of instrument span, This allows for setting the
instrument setpoints inconsistent with Technical
Specifications.

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

This allows for the possibility of operating with steam
generator level instrument setpoints set nonconservative with
Technical Specification Trip Setpoints.
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NUMBER: RB-5
REV IS ION: 0
DATE:. 8/17/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA:'urveillance/Testing

INSPECTOR'oyd

ISSUE: Response Time Testing of Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) Pumps
(pump to pressure) to final discharge pressures that can be
in noncompliance with Technical Specification Definition
1.23.

REQUIREMENT'ISCUSS

ION:

Technical Specification Surveillance Requirement 4.3.2. 1.3
(Table 3,3-5, 9.a, 9.b, 10.a, 11.a and 12,a) requires
response time testing of the Emergency Safety. Feature
Actuation System functions for the AFW system. Technical
Specification Definition 1.23 requires response time testing
from channel sensor until the ESF equipment is capable of
performing its safety function (i.e., pumps reach required
pressures),

The Technical Specification required response time is based
upon the AFW pumps responding to a given pressure/flow within
the times assumed in the FSAR Accident Analyses. This time
begins from when the channel se'nsor reaches its setpoipt(initiating signal) until the pump reaches its required
pressure/flow. **1-0HP4030.STP.017R (AFW Pump Response Time)
only measures the pump response time from pump start to
existing steam generator p'ressure or greater (initial
conditions require. SG pressure > 310 psig), This allows for
the AFW pumps to be response time tested to inconsistent
discharge pressures each time and does not ensure that the
pumps are tested until they reach the parameters assumed in
the a'ccident analyses. The lack of any response time testing
of the Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump was addressed
in IE Inspection Report Nos. 50-315/84-13-03 (DRS) and
50-316/84-15-03 (DRS). The Technical Engineering Response
(July 30, 1985, Bradley to Stietzel) stated that the
procedure would test from throttle . valve actuation to

1 11

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

Surveillance testing does not verify that the AFW system can
respond within the time limits established in the Technical
Specification and assumed time in the accident analyses'
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sh NUMBER: RB-6
REVISION: 0
DATE: 8/17/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Surveillance/Testing

. INSPECTOR: Boyd

ISSUE: Discrepancies in valve lineups and numbering.

REQUIREMENT:

DISCUSSION:

EXAMPLES:

The normal valve lineup for valves in the Auxiliary Feedwater
(AFW) system should be consistent in each controlled document
that includes any of the AFW valves.

Procedures 1-0HP4021.056.001 (Filling and Venting AFW

system), **1-0HP4030.STP.017T (Turbine Driven AFM System
Test), l-OMP4030.STP.035 (Controlled Valve Position Logging)
and Drawing OP 1-5106A (Flow Diagram, Aux-Feedwater) provide
valve positions for the AFW System. The valve positions for
the normal valve lineup provided in the procedures should
agree, but in several instances do not. As witnessed on the
flow diagram, valve positions can be shown as open, closed,
locked open and locked closed. This implies there is a

purpose behind showing valve positions on the diagram. This
purpose should be applied consistently to all valves through-
out the flow diagram for the AFW system. The flow diagram is
inconsistent with the valve positions provided in the
procedures in many instances.

A. 1-0MP4021.056,001, Data/Signoff Sheet 5.1

a ~

Page 1

Valve numbers for E NDAFP Suction Strainer Vents are
1-FW-241-1 and 1-FW-241-2, not 1-FW-240-1 and
1-FW-240-2.

b. Valve I-FW-129 should not be shown as locked closed
(LCL) but as sealed closed (SCL).

2. Page 7



Valve"0

. The valve positions of valves 1-FMO-211 through 241 and
1-FHO-212 through 242 are shown with asterisk (*). The
meaning of the asterisk is not indicated.

3. Page 10

Valve numbers for W HDAFP Suction Strainer Vehts are
I-FW-240-1 and I-FM-240-2, not 1-FW-241-1 and 1-FW-241-2.

B. **1-0HP4030.STP.017T, page 2 of Valve Lineup Sheet 1;
shows valve 1-FW-146 (TDAFP Cooling Mater Supply) as
open. This should be shown as locked open (LOP) in
accordance with l-OHP4021.056.001.

C. 1-0HP4030.STP.035, Administratively Controlled Valve
'ineup Sheet 3, does not include valves 1-FW-146 (TDAFP

Cooling Mater Supply) and 1-C-260 (Condensate Storage
Tank Level Indica'tor Heater Supply). These valves are
normally locked open in accordance with the valve lineup
in 1-0HP4021.056.001.

D. Flow Diagram OP 1-5106A for the Auxiliary Feedwater
System does not agree in many instances with the valve
positions identified in 1-0HP4021.056.001 and
*~I-OHP4030.STP.035. Valve positions can be shown as
open, closed, locked open, or locked closed as witnessed
on the flow diagram. The following are examples of
discs'epancies found in valve positions.

Flow, Diagram 100HP4021. **1-OHP4030.
1-5106A 056.001 STP.035

4

12-CRV51
1-FW242-1
1-FM123
1-FRV-256
1-ESW-115
I-FM175
1-FW146
1-C260

Open (H-9)
Open (H-9)
Locked Open (J-7)
Open (J-8)
Closed (L-8)
Open (E-8)
Closed (K-2)
Open (B-3)

Closed
Closed
Sealed
Closed
Locked
Locked
Locked
Locked

Open

Closed
Open
Open
Open

Sealed Open

Locked Closed
Locked Open

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

AFM System Flow Diagram OP 1-5106A is a document widely used
for indicating the major components and flow paths of the
sy'tem. Wi th thi s in mind, the flow di agram, should
represent, as closely as possible, the actual conditions of
the normal system lineup. This would help prevent any
misinterpretation of system operation or design,



NUMBER: RB-7
REV IS ION: 0
DATE: 8/17/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Surveillance/Testing

INSPECTOR: Boyd

ISSUE: Drawing Errors

REQUIREMENT: Information on controlled documents should be correct and as
built. to reflect modifications to the system.

DISCUSSION: During the review of the elementary diagrams for the
Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFW), several drawing errors were
found.

EXAMPLES: l. East .and West Motor Driven AFW Supply System Elementary
Diagrams OP1-98214 and 1-98218 show Steam Generator Low Low
Level contacts K633 3-8 as Steam Generator Low Level.

2. Motor Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Supply System
Elementary Diagram OP 1-98217 and 1-98215 show flow
retention valve position contacts 13-14 for FMOs-212,
222, 232, 242, 211, 221, 231 and 241 as opening at 3/8"
of valve closure. These have been changed as a result
of completing **1THPSP. 104 (AFW Flow Retention Test),
which adjusted valve flow retention settings.

3. Primary Coolant Flow System Functional Diagram OP
1-98502, Note 1, states that the maximum allowable time
delay between reaching the setpoint value and passing on
the signal to the reactor trip circuitry should not
exceed 0.2 seconds for the Reactor coolant Pump
undervoltage relay response requirement. This Note is
referred to at a point in the circui.try which would
include actuation of the RCP bus undervoltage relays and
the solid State Reactor Protection and Safeguard System
(SSPS) relays. The SSPS relays have time delays of 0.5
+/- .05 seconds. This part of the Note should be
corrected to show an allowable relay response time in
accordance with AEPSC's response to AEP-77-510 (August
11, 1977; Subject D.C. Cook Unit 1 (AEP) Reactor Trip on
Undervoltage; From J.D. Woodward to Mr. J.G. Feinstein).



NUMBER: RB-8
REVISION: '

DATE: 8/19/87

INSPECTiON OBSERVATION

AREA: Surveillance/Testing

INSPECTOR: Boyd

ISSUE: Extrapolating acceptance criteria for the separate response
time testing of the individual pumps (pump start to reaching
required pressure) is incomplete and inappropriate in
**1-0HP4030.STP.017R, Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Response Time.

REQUIREMENT:

DISCUSSION:

The AFW pumps are required to be response time tested from
pump start to reaching required discharge pressure as a
portion of Technical Specification Surveillance Requirement
4.3.2, 1,3 (Table 3.3-5, 9.a, 9.b, 10.a, 11.a, and 12.a) and
Technical Specification Definition 1.23.

The response time allowable limits provided in Technical
Specifications include the time from when the monitored
parameter exceeds the setpoint of the sensor to when the
pumps reach the required pressure. Any acceptance criteria
extrapolated from these limits should be accurate and mean-
ingful. Errors have been found in the process of extrapolat-
ing an acceptance criteria for each AFW pump in the test
procedure. This extrapolated acceptance criteria is not a
Technical Specification value and could easily be misin-
terpreted as such. The Tech Spec response time limits are
used as acceptance criteria for the total,.system in another
surveillance test procedure. Therefore, the extrapolated
acceptance criteria is inappropriate for the individual pump
times.

EXAMPLES: **1-OHP4030. STP. 017R

1. Step 3.6.1 does not specify which time to obtain from
the referenced procedure. This could be Train A or B
for SG Low Low Level, or RCP Bus Undervoltage. Step 7. 1

of the acceptance criteria utilizes this value.

2. The information requested in Step 3.6.2 is not in the
referenced document, nor does it specify which time to
retrieve from the referenced document. Step 7. 1 of the
acceptance criteria utilizes this value.



3. Step 7.2 does not account for the transmitter/bistable
response time, nor the logic to pump breaker closure
time.



NUMBER: RB-9
REVISION: 0
OATE: 8/19/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Surveillance/Testing

INSPECTOR: Boyd

ISSUE: Procedural deficiencies that can lead to errors in
performance.

REQUIREMENT: Plant procedures should be written so as to eliminate the
possibility of personnel errors when conducting the proce-
dure. The procedure should provide direction specific enough
to ensure that the procedures are performed consistently the
same way each time. Human factors must be considered
throughout the development and use of procedures.

0 I SCUSS ION: NRC and INPO have developed documents (NUREG/CR-1369 and INPO
85-026) for evaluating and providing guidance for applying
human factors principles to the writing of maintenance, test,
and calibration procedures. Several items were found that
i.ndicate procedures have not been thoroughly evaluated with
the NUREG or INPO guide. The weakness provided below as
examples are indicative of most all the procedures reviewed.

EXAMPLES: 1. When specifying test equipment, the phrase "or equiva-
lent".is frequently used (**12THP6030 IMP.250, Section 3.0).
This can lead to using test equipment with accuracies less
than that of the equipment being tested. The phrase "or
equivalent" should only be used when equivalency checks are
stated.

2. When referencing from one document to another, the exact
section, paragraph, page, step or specific data to be
retrieved is not being specified ("™12THP4030STP,205A,
Attachment 85, 6.5 Steam Generator Water Level - Low
Low; **1THP6030IMP. 165, Step 7.2.9). Relying on person-
nel performing the procedures to find the correct
sections or steps of the referenced document can lead to
personnel attempting the task without the document or
with the inappropriate sections, steps, or data.
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3.

6.

The level of detail does not ensure that a procedure
will be performed without variation each time
(**1-0HP4030STP.017R, Step 3.8). Mhen relying upon
another department for assistance, specific instructions
for their activities should be provided or referenced to
another document.

More than one action or three functionally related
actions are being directed by one step
(**1-OHP4030.STP.017T, Step 8.40). Too many actions in
a step can lead to over sight of instructions and errors
in misinterpretation.

Items requiring alignment/restoration are not being
individually specified, verified and checked off or
signed off (**12THP4030.STP.218, Steps 6.3 and 6.4).
Two primary factors associated with misalignment are
lack of specificity of instructions and lack of physical
verification of position.

Calibration data or setpoints in procedures should be
traceable to an engineering document
(**1THP6030. IMP.043, Section 2.0). The document that
controls the calibration data and setpoints should be
included as a reference to decrease the possibility of
changing the procedure without consulting the associated
engineering document.

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

The use of a procedure that is deficient with respect to the
above and the criteria established in NUREg/CR-1369 and INPO
Guide 85-026 can lead to errors in performance.



NUMBER: . RB-10
REVISION: 0
DATE: 8/19/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Sur veil l ance/Testing

INSPECTOR: Boyd

ISSUE: Minimum flow requirements and testing for the Auxiliary
Feedwater Pumps.

REQUIREMENT: Procedures requiring operation of any AFW pump have a minimum
flow limitation of greater than or equal to 50 gpm.

DISCUSSION: Throughout review of the surveillance test procedures and any
procedure requiring operation of a AFW pump, this minimum
flow limitation has appeared. There are no instruments
available that give indication of flow through the emergency
leakoff lines; These ELO lines are used at times as the only
path for pump discharge. This limitation also appeared in
the preoperational tests of the AFW pumps, but was not
verified.

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

Without indication of actual ELO flow, the minimum flow
requirement for each pump can not be assured.
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NUMBER: GJO-I
REVISION: 0
DATE:

7/22/87'NSPECTION

OBSERVATION

AREA'raining

INSPECTOR: Overbeck

ISSUE: A systems'anual is not controlled and may lead to errors or
misinformation.

REQUIREMENT: (LATER)

DISCUSSION: A Systems Training Manual (D. C. Cook) exists at the site and
at corporate engineering that is not controlled and is not
revised as systems are modified. This manual contaios
descriptions of the various safety and non safety related
systems and are formatted as lesson plans with various
training objectives. The description of the systems is
incorrect in many instances. For example, Chapter AS-11, the
auxiliary feedwater system training article describes the
system as a two pump system and has not been revised to
reflect the addition of a second motor driven auxiliary.
feedwater pump. The team was informed that these manuals are
unofficial and are not used by the training department.
However, these manuals are commonly found in the possession
of plant and . enigneering personnel. Apparently these
manuals were used as orientation/initial training sources for
new employees and have been retained. The team is concerned
that this superceded, uncontrolled source of information
could be used to perform safety related activities.

COMMENTS AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

The team found no instances where use of these documents
caused inadequate safety related activity. However, their
uncontrolled presence could lead to potentially safety
significant errors.
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NUMBER: CW 1

REVISION: 0
DATE: 8/17/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA:

Training'NSPECTOR:

Craig G. Walenga

ISSUE: Skill of the Trade

REQUIREMENT: 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion II, "The program shall
provide for indoctrination and training of personnel perform-
ing activities affecting quality as necessary to assure that
suitable proficiency is achieved and maintained."

0 ISCUSS ION:

EXAMPLES:

The electrical maintenance group has placed a high degree of
reliance on skill of the trade for environmentally qualified
(Eg) splices and maintenance of Limitorque motor-operated
valves (HOV). The important details involved in the proper
completion of maintenance tasks appear to have been over-
looked in several instances of splicing and maintenance of
MOVs. The training/qualification/requalification program has
only been recently upgraded as a result of the INPO training
accreditati'on program. While the upgraded training and
qualiflication program represents a significant improvement
over past practices, the electrical maintenance group has not
aggressively pursued the potential benefits of the program in
the areas of Limitoruqe HOVs and splicing.

A review of the Task gualification Matrix-Electrical Module
Cards for the fifteen-person electrical maintenance staff
revealed that no staff member had completed the qualification
card requirements for EM-0-B402 "Prepare/Hake Low Voltage
Terminations (600V)" and any of the Limitorque HOV qualifica-
tion cards EM-0-B107 to B118. However, 8 persons were waived
of the requirements of EH-0-B402 and 6 persons were waived of
the requirements of EH-0-8107 to 8118. All but one of these
persons were A-level electricians. It was noted that in the
last half of 1986, the electrical maintenance staff did
attend an 8-hour course on Limitorque HOVs where each person
had an opportunity to disassemble and reassemble an operator
that was available for a training aid.

In reviewing past B-level and A-level qualification cards for
qualification on high or low voltage splicing, it was found



that three persons received the sign-off between 1974-1977,
three between 1981 and 1982, one in 1984 and one who never.
had to complete the A- or 8-level qualification cards as he
was hired at the A-level. /
Since Eg spl icing i s accompl i shed rel atively infrequently,
the technical details are easily forgotten and the completion
of a requalification card may be in order for each electrical
maintenance staf member.

A similar situation exists for Limitorque MOVs. Eleven
qualification cards now exist for MOYS which apparently have
replaced the one item listed on the old D.C. Cook Nuclear
Plant Maintenance Man A (Electrical) Job Demonstration Check
Sheet, That item was number 12 "Demonstrate how to set and
adjust torque limits on Limitorque Operators."

It was noted that each staff member had attended an
eight-hour Limitorque training course in late 1986 where each
person disassembled a Limitorque training courses and reas-
sembled it. This eight-hour course covered material from
four lesson plans dealing with MOV operations, design, limit
switch and torque switch settings, testing and troubleshoot-
ing, and assembly and disassembly. MOVATs training was also

- given to the maintenance staff early in the second quarter of
1987, although attendance records and the course lesson plans
were not available and may not exist.

With the problems being fdentified with MOV maintenance
throughout the industry and at D.C. Cook, the waiving of the
Limitorque qualification card requirements for any member of
the electrical maintenance group because of "skill of trade"
should be reconsidered.

The generic implication of this observation is that there
exists a need of requalification training on a periodic basis
because there is a proficiency half-life to. all human activi-
ties. While the period between retraining or requalification
will vary from person to person, "skill of the trade" cannot
be an assumption in any activity.

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY
SIGNIFICANCE'ersonnel

training is an essential ingredient to ensuring
certain safety-grade equipments retain their qualification
states,



NUMBER PM-1
REVISION: 0
DATE: 8/5/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Seismic III/Seismic I

INSPECTOR: P. Hangan

ISSUE: The design change program does not address safety
concerns associated with the installation of non-seismic
structures, systems or components in safety related areas.

REQUIREMENT: No licensing commitment at time of construction

DISCUSSION: Regulatory Guide 1.29 requires that those portions of
structure systems, or components whose continued function is
not required but whose failure could reduce the functioning
of any safety related plant feature to an unacceptable safety
level should be designed and constructed so that the SSE
would not cause such a failure. Neither the corporate or
plant procedures on design change, 6P 3. 1 and PHI 5040, nor
the NS&L procedure on safety reviews .NS&L, require a
documented analysis of the results of failure of non-seismic
piping installed in safety related areas.

EXAMPLES: A review of RFC 12-1803 showed seismic class III NESW piping
was installed in the 'AFP rooms to supply cooling water to the
AFW pumps. The safety review conducted by NS&L analyzed the
consequences of a loss of cooling water to the AFW pumps.
'However, it is not clear that potential damage to safety
equipment in the AFW pump room from the failure of non-safety
piping was considered, although there is some evidence that
the issue may have been considered (e.g. pipe support anchor
bolts were installed to safety grade 'requirements).

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE:

Seismic Class III piping 'installed in safety related areas
may result in an unanalyzed threat to surrounding safety
related equipment. RFC documentation should include a clear
statement that the potential effects on safety equipment by
the failure of Seismic Class III piping have been considered.
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NUMBER: DK-I
REV'IS ION: 0
DATE: .8/4/87

INSPECTION OBSERVATION

AREA: Surveillance Testing

INSPECTOR: D. Kruer

ISSUE: Incorrect information appears in the auxiliary feedwater
system description concerning the signals used for automaticstart of the motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps.

REQUIREMENT: (LATER)

DISCUSSION: Technical Specification Table 3.3-3 indicates that
the motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps automatically
start on ( 1) low-low steam generator level, (2) 4 kv bus loss
of voltage, (3) safety injection, and (4) loss of main
feedwater pumps. However, System Description No.
SD-DCC-HP109, "Auxiliary Feedwater System," Rev. 5, 2/17/87
incorrectly indicates 'that the motor-driven pumps start on
reactor coolant pump bus undervoltage. Review of the
electrical elementary drawings confirmed that the
motor-driven pumps start on 4 kv bus loss of voltage and not
on reactor coolant pump bus undervoltage.

COMMENT AS TO SAFETY
SIGNIFICANCE'his

observation has no safety significance since the systemdescription's not used as a design document. However, it is
used as reference material and, therefore, should be
consistent with'esign documents.
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Attachment 5

OBSERVATION CLASSIFICATION MATRIX
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OBSBRVA'77OII CATPDORIPS

Design

Design Control Process

Design Oasis

Traceahllity of Design

Design Assumptions

Calculations

Sl'K-I SPK-2 'SFK-3 SFK-I Sl'K-5 SFK4 StrK-7 SPK-8'FK-9 SFK-10 SPK-11 SFK-12 SFK-13 SPK-14
X X X X X X X

Inpul

Methodology

Consistency of Results

Design Veri(ication
Documenlatlon of Engineering Judgment

Documentation Completeness

Documentation Furors

Motor Operated Valves

F~dpment Qualification
Interface Information

Inst alla lion

As-Built

Common Design Features

(Seismic III/I;IIFI,B; Fire Protection, etc.)
Surveillance Testing

Mainlenanre

Operations

Training

Quality Control

I'rorr<hrre
Safety Fvaluation

Invalid Ohsrrvation

X X X X X

X



OBSRRVATIOH CATP(IORIPG

Design

Design Control Process

Design Basis

Waceablllty of Design

Design Assumpl tons

Calculations

Inpul

Methodology

Consistency of Results

Design Verification
Documentation of Engineering Ju<tgment

Documentation Completeness

Documentation Furors

Moto<'petaled Valves

Equipment Qualification
Interface Informalion
Installation

As-Built

Common Design Featurrs

(Seismic III/I;IIFI.II;Fire Protection, etc.)
Sur veil la nr<. Testing
htaintennnrr

Operations

Tra <ni<<g

Quality (:on(mt

procr<i«res

Saf< ly Fvnb<alinn

Invalid Ot>srrvatinn

SMK-I ShtK-2 SMK-3 SMK-4 ShtK-5 ShlK-6 SMK-1 SMK-8 SMK-9 SMK-IO

X X

X X

X X X

X X

X X
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OfSRRVATIOH CATP(IORII?S

Ohs. No.

Desig

Design (.onlrol Process

Design Rhsis

Trhceability of Design

Design Assumption)

Cele ulh Iion)

Input

Methodology

Consistency of Results

Desipn Verification

Documentalion of finginecring Judpmenl

Documentation Completeness

Documentalion Furors

Motor Operated Valves

F~ulpment Qualification
interface Information

Ins I alia t ion
As-Guilt

(,on)mon Design Pealures

(Seismic IIIII;ilFI.B; Fire Protection, etc.)
Surveillance Trsting
Maintenance

Operations

Training

quality Control

Prorrdi)res

Snfcty Fvainhtion

Invalid OI>scrvntlnn

TJD-I TJI) 2 TJD-3 7IDA TJI)-6 TJI)-6

x
X

X X X X

Rni-i RRP-2 RRP-2 RRP-S

Ill
)



OIISPRVATION CATPDDRIP9

Design

Design Control Process

Design Oasis

Traceahiltty of Design

Design Assumptions
Calculations

Input

Melhodology

Consbtency of Results

Design Verification

Documentation of Engineering Judgment

Documentation Completeness

Documentation Errors

Motor Operated Valves

Fquipment qua«rica«on
Interface Information

Ins la lla I ion

As-Bu«t

Common Design Features

(Seismic IB/Ii IIFI.O; Fire protection, ctc.)
Survci«ance Testing

Maintenanre

Operations

MI.B-I Mt O-2 MI,B-3 Mt,tl-s MOO-5 MI.B-6 BB-I BB-2 RB-3 BOA RB-5 BO-6 RB-7 BB-8 RO-9 BB-IO

X X X

Training
:quality I.antral

Proced<a'es

Oaf<.ly Fvah<ntinn

Invnli<l Ol>servnti<m

X X X X. X
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Design

Design Control Process

Design Basis

Traceabitily of Design

Design Assumptions

Ca louie IIons

Inpul

Methodology

Consistency of Results

Design Verification

Documentalion of Fngineering Judgment

.Documentation Completeness

Documentalion Furors

Motor Operated Valves

Equipment Qualification
tnlerface Information

Installation
hs-Built

Common Design Peatures

(Seismic III/I;IIEIB; Fire Prolection, etc.)

Surveillance Tesling

Maintenance

X X X X X X

X X X X X X X

X

X X

X X X X

Wlrt WI;2 WI 2 WIA WlrS Wl -6 WI~1 Wlr 8 Wl -9 Wl IO GJO-I CW-I PM-I DR-I

Operations

Training

Quality Control

Procerha es

Safety Evaluation

Invalid Observation

X

X X

X X X

X X
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VESTEC Safety System Function'al Inspection Report
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1 Riversioe Plaza
Columbus. OH 4321 5

614 223 1000 Z
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T. J. DelGaizo
WESTEC Services, Inc.
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462-.1412

November 18, 1987

Dear Mr. DelGaizo:

Thank you for your Safety System Functional Inspection (SSFI)
Report on the D. C. Cook Plant Unit 1 Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW)
System.

WESTEC personnel are to be commended for their effort in reviewing
and evaluating a large quantity of information. We were very
impressed by the competence of the WESTEC team members and the
thoroughness of their review. Further, we are reassured by the
team's conclusion that the AFW is capable of functioning in
accordance with its design requirements.

While we have had the final WESTEC report in house for a
relatively short period of time, our corporate and plant engineers
have been carefully evaluating the key findings of the inspection
team as they have evolved. These were summarized in the report
as:

o Section 5.0 General Conclusions

o Section 6.0 Specific Technical Area Summaries

o Attachment 4 Specific Observations

Attachments 1, 2 and 3 to this letter contain our corresponding
evaluations and responses to the WESTEC findings. These are being
transmitted for your information. While you will note that we
have taken exception to some of the specific observations, we
trust that you will find that our evaluations and planned actions
address the root issues identified by the team. Additionally,
AEPSC Management continues to deliberate on how we can best
utilize the WESTEC findings to enhance our activities in support



Mr. DelGaizo
November 18, 1987
Page Two

of the Cook Nuclear Plant. Therefore, additional evaluations vill
likely be undertaken and further actions identified to improve the
pl'ant operations and supporting activities.
Sincerely,

M. . Ale ich
Vice President

Attachments



Attachment 1 - Response to Section 5.0 of the
WESTEC Report - General Conclusions

A key asaect of the SSFI inspection me'thodology is the
categorization of specific observations into generic categories-
such as design related, design process related and equipment
related. As noted in Sect on 5.0 of the WESTEC Report, the
results of this categorization process were presented in the
Observation Classification Matrix (Attachment 5 of the WESTEC

Report). Based on both the. individual inspection observations and
the Classification Aatrix, three general conclusions were provided
by the inspection team. These three conclusions are repeated and
responded to individually as follows:

Conclusion 5.1

"In spite of a number of weaknesses identified, as enumerated in
this report, the AFW system was demonstrated to be capable of
functioning in accordance with its design requirements. In
certain instances, design margins were reduced or failure-modes-
and-effects analyses were required to demonstrate functionality.
Nevertheless, functionality was demonstrated. "

Response

Specific weaknesses identified by the inspection team have been
reviewed and evaluated in Attachment 3*, which contains responses
to the individual inspection observations. We are pleased with
the overall finding that functionality of the AFW system was
demonstrated. You will also note that when weaknesses of
potential safety significance were identified, corrective

actions'ere

promptly initiated and implemented. For other items
perceived as weaknesses, longer term corrective actions are
planned, as outlined in our responses. We are confident that both
these near term and longer term actions will enhance the overall
reliability of the plant.

Conclusion 5.2

"Generic weaknesses were identified which, when corrected, will
improve plant reliability. These areas'nclude (1) the lack of a
well documented plant design basis, (2) weaknesses in the formal
documentation of interface information (both interdiscipline
interfaces and engineering/site interfaces), and (3) weaknesses in
the design control and verification process."

* Observations SiK-S, TDG-5, MB-3 and WL-6 are listed as "IiVlALID"
,
in the WESTEC Report. Please submit copies for our records.



Response

(1) We have adopted the following formal definition of "Design
Basis."

"Design Basis" is "that information which identifies the
specific function to be performed by a structure, system or
component of a faci.lity, and the specific values or range of
values chosen for controlling parameters as reference bounds
for design. These values may be (1) restraints derived from
generally accepted "state of the art" practices for achieving
functional goals or (2) requirements derived from analysis
(based on calculations and/or experiments) of the effects of
a postulated accident for which a structure, system or
component must meet its functional goal."

The following documentation contains our design basis:

Accident analysis, general design criteria as defined in the
FSAR, and relevant portions of the FSAR.

Applicable Technical Specifications, license conditions,
explicit design basis information transmitted to the NRC and
intended to be incorporated in the FSAR, regulations, NRC

directives and safety evaluation reports.

Working documents that cc".trol the desig.. process do not form part
of the design basis and tnere'fore changes made to them (after
appropriate review) do not constitute a change in design basis.
These documents incLude:

System descriptions, nuclear safeguards design memoranda,
appropriate licensing review memoranda, pertinent AEP and
industry guides, codes and standards, specifications,
drawings, procedures, vendor furnished requirements, and
other detailed design documentation.

Although we feel the design change process is adequate, we
recognize the WESTEC finding that "the design basis is distributed
over several documents and is difficult to identify without
recourse to personnel." We will issue a revision to AEPSC General
Procedure 3.1, "Design Changes," providing a definition of what
constitutes the design basis of the Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant.
This procedure change will instruct our engineers to: (1)
consider on future RFCs the impact of the design change on the
design basi.s associated with their respective disciplines, and (2)
document in the design change package the design basis documents
that were viewed during the design change process. Additionally,
we intend to enhance our System Descriptions and/or supporting
documents in a manner which would make the design basis more
explicit and useable to the engineer(s) faced with making design
changes. The above program is a major undertaking which will span
about 5 years. We intend to start early next year.



Although we do not perceive that an interface problem exists,
we recognize the importance of continued control of interface
information. Therefore, the Vice President of Nuclear
Operations will issue a policy statement emphasizing the need
for continued coamunication in this area between the
engineering and design divisions and the plant.

(3) WESTEC also identified concerns in the area of design
verification and traceability of design input. We instituted
a Formal Design Verification Upgrade Program in 1983 as part
of our Regulatory Performance Improvement Program (RPIP).
Formal independent design verification was adopted in our
corporate design procedures. We also conducted a historical
review of a large sample of design changes implemented
between 1975 and 1983, to assure ourselves that we had not
overlooked items important to safety and to demonstrate that
design control was adequate. Our program and findings were
documented and sent to the NRC. In order to ensure continued
control in this area, we will issue directives emphasizing
existing programmatic controls governing the methods, extent,
and documentation of design verification, as well as
emphasizing existing programmatic controls governing
documentation and traceability of design inputs and design
analyses.

Conclusion 5. 3

"In view- of the nature and technical depth of the inspection, a
similar inspection of another safety system may reveal a
comparable number of deficiencies, but it can not be concluded
that such concerns would be of greater safety significance or that
the functionality of the system would be in doubt. Nevertheless,
an on-going program of such inspections would (1) provide
confirmation of functionality of other safety systems (2) verify
the effectiveness of corrective actions from this inspection and
(3) might reveal the existence of concerns upon which further
improvements can be based."

Response

We are currently following up on the issues raised in the AFW
SSFI. We anticipate that several of the long term actions
identified will take several years to complete. When these
activities are completed, we will consider performing an SSFI on
another system as an additional long term action.



Attachment 2 - Response to Section 6.0 of the WESTEC Report
Specific Techni'cal Area Summaries

Secti.on 6.0 of he WESTEC report summarized the observations,
findings, and conclusions of several contractor inspectors
discovered during the review of their respective technical areas.
The specific areas addressed were as follows:

6.1 Electrical Design
6.2 Aechanical Design
6.3 Instrumentation & Control Design
6.4 Operations
6.5 .'faintenance
6.6 Surveillance Testing
6.7 Training

For each of these seven areas, the revie~ and approach of the
inspection was stated, significant findings were summarized, and
conclusions were drawn. Table 1 identifies the specific
inspection observations which formed the basis of the technical
area summaries'roblem Reports or LERs (Licensee Event Reports)
were generated to evaluate and document the resolution of
significant deficiencies. Table 2 ties these Problem Reports or
LERs to the corresponding WESTEC observations.

Since the objective of this effort was the identification of
potential improvements in each area, our responses focus on the
conclusion of the inspection team in each area. The seven area
conclusions and our corresponding responses are detailed as
follows:

6.1 Electrical Design

In paragraph one, WESTEC raises a generic observation that,
"improvements in plant design can be directly or indirectly
realized as a result of strengthening the observed weakness in the
design basis documentation."

The example provided in the report was that the Heinemann breaker
problem (ref. WESTEC Observations SFK-8 and SFK-11) would have
been realized during the implementation of RFC-01-2764 (station
battery changeouts) i.f the associ.ated 250VDC short circuit
calculations had been updated. WESTEC concludes that the
subsequent design verification of the increased short circuit
level would have identified the inadequacy in the circuit breaker
interrupting capability.

We agree with the above observation. However, the following
clarification must be made: the example used by WESTEC
exaggerates the claim that the design change review for
RFC-01-2764 should have led to the discovery of the Heinemann



breaker problem. The true weakness was a deficiency in the
documentation of the 250VDC fault calculation and coordination
studies needed, to support the design change process. The
interrupting capabi'ty of protective devices with the replacement
batteries was judged to be negligible .during the initial review of
RFC-01-2764. The main 250VDC distribution panels utilize current
limiting fuses that have an interrupting capability of 200,000
amperes, almost 10 times the available fault current at the first
fuse nearest the battery. The interrupting capability of the
Heinemann breakers was poorly documented and was therefore
overlooked.

Our resolution of this generic concern is to develop electrical
system descriptions and/or supporting documentation. The upgraded
design basis documentation would better support the design change
review process as mentioned in the WESTEC general conclusion.

In paragraph wo. WESTEC states that design verification activity
can also be improved. This can be achieved by the, "incorporation
of a review of equipment nameplate data in the RFC closeout
process."

We agree with this WESTEC finding regarding electrical nameplate
information. Our resolution is to incorporate the'bove WESTEC
recommendation into the design change process. The electrical
equipment nameplate information is to be transmitted to Columbus
upon the receipt of the equipment at the plant. We have agreed to
make this change as noted in the "Future Actions Required" for the"
WESTEC Inspection Observation SFK-1.

We have a comprehensive Electrical Engineering Design Verification
Program that includes formal procedures to ensure independent
verification. Our decision to proceed with Enhanced System
Descriptions and/or supporting documentation will further
strengthen the process.

The third item concludes that the "technical evaluation as part of
the Unreviewed Safety Question Evaluation, l0 CFR 50.59 reporting
requirements, should be strengthened as evidenced by observations
of inaccurate technical information in a safety evaluation, and an
incomplete evaluation in the partial completion of a design change
(RFC)."

The conclusion is based on a single RFC safety review memorandum
and a letter recommending a "temporary fix" to the plant design.
Since we decided not to implement the temporary fix, no safety
review was necessary. The particular safety review in question
has been redone and the conclusion remains the same: there are no
unreviewed safety questions. It is felt that this is an isolated
instance and not a generic problem. We believe we have an
adequate safety review process.



6.2, Mechanical Design

The first concer'n is that the design of the AFW system was not
adequately documented to assure that future modifications to the
system are consistent with the design basis intent. Future
revisions to the AFV system will consider design basis as

discussed in the Section 5.2 response. The AFV system description
will also be revised to include a listing of applicable design
basis documents. ~ These actions will help ensure that future
changes to the AFT system are consistent with the design intent.

The second area of generic "concern is that existing design
analyses are not documented in a form which is traceable and
auditable. Since the audit the Mechanical Engineering Division
has conducted division-wide training for engineering personnel on
MED Procedure 8, "Calculations". This training included a review
of the SSFI findings related to calculations and design analyses,
and emphasized existing programmatic controls covering
documentation and traceability. Additionally, in response to
Findings SMK-1, SMK-2, SMK-3, SMK-4, SMK-5, SMK-9, TDG-1 and
TDG-2, we have either performed additional engineering analyses or
redone calculations to improve the documentation and traceability
of the design basis of the AFW system.

The third conclusion states that design efforts are not being.
consistently coordinated and documented to assure that essential
design information is accurately communicated across
interdisciplinary boundaries. The Mechanical Engineering Division

'has recently conducted division-wide training for engineering
personnel on MED Procedure 10, "Design Control". This training
included a review of the SSFI findings related to interface
control in the design change process, and emphasizing existing
programmatic controls covering documentation of design information
communicated across interdisciplinary boundaries. Additionally,
in response to Finding SMK-7, we will revise the valve procurement
data sheet to include current requirements and informational
needs.

The fourth conclusion cites that inadequacies in design
verification'ave resulted in incorrect engineering evaluations
and analyses. The aforementioned'Mechanical Engineering Division
training on MED 10 "Design Changes," emphasized existing corporate
and division requirements for design verifications. In response
to Findings SMK-5, SMK-10, TDG-1, TDG-2, and TDG-3, we have either
committed to redo calculations in accordance with current
standards, or we have performed additional engineering analyses to
verify system functionality when documentation is incomplete.

The final area of generic concern relating to mechanical design
was that design and modification of safety-related motor-operated
valves has largely been performed on a component basis without
adequate systems engineering input. Mechanical Engineering
Division performs its engineering functions utilizing both system
engineers and equipment engineers. The system engineer is
responsible for the overall system design, and for integrating the



aspects of components, equipment, and controls to assure that the
system wi.ll function as desi.red. The equipment engi.neer furnishes
information regarding the major and minor components required to
make up the system. The major equipment engineer for a system is
usually the system engineer. For those cases in which the.
responsibiliti.es of the system engineer and equipment engineer
reside in different disciplines, Hechanical Engineering Division
training has emphasized existing programmatic controls covering
documentation of design information communicated across
interdisciplinary boundaries. The responses for findings SMK-l,
SMK-4, SMK-6. SEC-7, SiK-10, TDG-6, WL-5, and WL-10 support .our
belief that the existing division of responsibility between che
system engineer and the equipment engineer has resulted in an
adequate design for the safety-related motor-operated valves.

6. 3 Instrumentation and Control Design

Two areas of generic concern relating to instrumentation and
control design were i.dentified. The following actions are
proposed to address these concerns. These actions are in addi.tion
to che corporate effort to address the generic concerns on design
basis, interface information and the design control process.

The SSFI team recommended i.ncorporating instrument'rrors into
secpoint calculacions. In the past, instrument error analysis has
been an inherenc part of the design process, alchough not formally
documenced. As a part of future design changes, the
Instrumentation & Control Section will formally document the
engineering evaluati.on involved in establishing a setpoint. The
documentacion will take che form of inscrument error sensitivity
studies, and will be done through che normal Engineering Control
Procedure (ECP) revision process. Additionally, we have completed
a "horizontal slice" of tank instrument setpoi.nts. This review
included approximately 70 devices on all potentially
safety- interface tanks. Instrument overlap, instrument error,
alarm poi.nts, and design margin were considered. This review
concluded that the instrument error. analysis method used in the
past was appropriate.,

The second generi'c concern regarding instrumentation and control
design is that setpoint calculations should be presented in a form
which is useful to plant operations. The ECP calibration data
sheet will be revised to transmit information in a form useable by
plant operators. Consistency of units of measure has been
previously committed to as part of che Detailed Control Room
Design Review. This effort will result in units of measure which
are meaningful to both I&C personnel performing instrument
calibration, and operations personnel interpreting che output.

6.4 Operations

.The WESTEC review i.n this area concluded that, "A substanti.al
review of plant operations associated with the AFW System revealed
some minor inconsistencies which should be rectified. In general,
however, the system is being operated satisfactorily and no major
weaknesses were noted."



The minor inconsistencies mentioned are bei'ng addressed as noted
in the individual observation responses contained in Attachment 3.
No further actions of a generic nature are required.

6.5 Maintenance

The WESTEC team concluded that the maintenance program for MOVs is
weak. Specifically, maintenance activities were noted to be
corrective in ..ature as oppose'd to preventive. Further,
weaknesses were noted in the control of MOV lubricants.

It should be noted that the WESTEC team conclusion was based on
the observation of two NOVs (NCN-221, -231) that are located in
one of the most severe normal operating environments in the plant.
While the valve operator inspection reports indicated signs of
grease distress, the valves tested successfully against their
design differential pressures (with significant margin) using
NOVATs. Currently, the Cook LVuclear Plant Preventive Maintenance
Program for NOVs includes:

(1) A detailed inspection of the actuators including the
main gear case lubricant, limit switch lubricant,
electrical controls and contacts, and lubrication of the
valve stem. This is performed each refueling outage on
20% o f the MOVs in the Environmental Qualification
Program.

(2) Every refueling cycle, the" exposed stems of 33% of the
safety-related MOVs are cleaned and lubricated.

A Motor-Operated Valve (NOU) Task Force was formed in June 1987 to
assess and address the industry concerns regarding maintenance and
testing of motor-operated valves. While the operating and
maintenance history of our safety-related NOVs does not indicate
that a significant problem exists, one of the objectives of the
task force is to review the current preventive maintenance program
and compare it with the manufacturer's recommendations and our
operating experience. Additionally, the MOV Task Fierce is
assessing the use of the MOUATs device as a predictive tool for
maintenance.

Another issue identified was inadequate control of MOV lubricants.
In response to Observation WL-2, we have committed to provide
recommendations to the Plant Maintenance Department regarding the
use of greases in safety-related motor-operated valve Limitorque
operators. These recommendations will include identification of
safety-related valve motor operators,'lubrication requirements
including identification of acceptable lubricants, and stipulation
of inspection requirements. Vendor recommendations vill be
reviewed and factored into these recommendations as appropriate.



6.6 Surveillance and Testing

Several deficiencies were noted in the area of time response
testing. Specifi'cally, instances of incomplete testing were
identified. In response, it should be noted that the time
response test procedures/program were reviewed in late 1985
through 1986. The plant nevertheless is embarking on a more
comprehensive revalidation of the program, possibly utilizing the
services of a contractor. This review will further strengthen the
surveillance testing programs.

6.7 Training

This section concluded that recent changes have enhanced the
training program. Ve continue to consider training a key aspect
to our operations and will strive to maintain our performance inthis area.



Table 1

Cross Reference For Observation Numbers and
the Report Paragraph

Report
~Para raab

6.1.B.I

- 5 a Ua

Po cent e a 1 =or Common Node
Fai ure of Safety-'Related
'=0 VDC C'rcuic Breaker
Discribuc: on Panels

Observation
~Vumber 'a

SFK-8
SFK-11

6. 1. B.II'ack of Notor Operaced Valve
Overload Protection

SFK- 3

SFK-10

6.1.3.III Inadequate Batcery Capacity
at Nvnimum Design Ambient
Tempe racure

SFK-2

6.1.3.IV Incorrect East Auxiliary Feedwater
Pump Nocor Voltage Rating

SFK-5

6 1& Insuffic.ienc Control of Notor
0:erload Relay Heater Coil
Selection Data

. SFK-3
SFK-10
SFK-13
SFK-14

3~ [ ~ e Discrepancy in Instantaneous Relay
Set"'ng for Vest Notor Driven
Auxili.ary Feedwater Pump Nocor

SFK-1
SFK-12

) ) 3 I Errors in No'tor Operated Valve
Design Bases Documentation

SNK- 1

S !K-4
Si'!K- 10

6.2.B. II Inconsistent Piping Design
Pressures

Si!K-3

6'. 2 . B. III Lack of HVAC Design Basis
Documentation

Si%(-9

6.2.B.IV Deficiencies in Various Design
Analyses

SNK- 5

6.3.B. I Instrument Errors Not Considered
in Setpoint Calculations

RBP-1

6.3.B.lI Inconsistent Units of Neasure NB-6



Report
~para ra h

6.3.B.III

6.3.B.IV

Issue

Inconsistent Calibration Procedures

Failure to Hect FSAR Required
ater Volume

Observation
N~amhar a

RB-4

RBP-2

6.3.B.V

6.4.B. I

Design Control Process t"eakness

Apparent '«eaknesses in Detecting
Ard Steam Binding

NB-1

6.4.B.II

6.5.B.I

Various Procedural Inconsistencies
1

Lack of Control of AOV Lubricants

HB-4

VL-2
VL-3

6. 5. B. II ''«eaknesses in Control of Electrical
Tape Splices

VL-4

6.5.B. III 'weaknesses in Control of .'fOV

Torque S~itch Settings
WL- 5

6.5M. I" .'Jon Per formance o f Vendor
.Recommended Maintenance

VL-7

6. 5.9.V

6.6.B.I

w'eaknesses in Installation Prac tices

Response Time Testing Deficiencies

VL-1

RB-1
RB-2
RB-3

6.6.B.II .'ron Compliance with Technical
Specifications Surveil'nce
Requirements

RB-1
RB -'2

RB-3
RB-4
RB-5

6.6.B.III

6.6.B.IV

6.7.B.I

Special Test Instrumentation

Human Factors

Excessive Reliance on "Skill
of the Trade"

RB-10

RB-9

.CV- 1



Table 2

Observations for Which Problem Reports or LERs
Were Generated

Observation Number

SFK-2
SFK-4
SFK-5
SFK-8
SFK-11
SEC- 1
SEC-4
SiE-10
RBP-1
RBP-2
VL-1
VL 2
VL-3
'VL-4
WL-5
'VL-8
WL- 10
RB-1
RB-2
RB-3
TDG-1
PA-1

'ER Number

50-315-87-20
50-315-87-20

50-315-87-014
50-315-87-014
50-315-87-014

Problem Re ort Number

87-705
87-709
87-716
87-660
87-660
87-714
87-714
87-707
87-715
87-706
87-713
87-710
87-710
87-708
87-736
87-672, 87-673
87-734
87-717
87-717
87-717
87-711
87-712



Attachment 3
AEPSC Response to WESTEC SSFI Enspection Observations'



Observation Number: SFK-1

Issues: a) Motor rated at 4160V (rated 62a), Specification
DCCEE-101-QCN requires 4000V motor, (rated 66a).

b) Design seepo'nt assumed nameplates were identical for all
s miiar ESS motors. Setpoint calculation used 62a from
East Motor D ':en AFWP for the West MDAFP rated at'66a.

Evaluation: In gene al the i,.pact on functionality of equipment is not
viewed as bei..g significant. In the specific, there is no
sign'ficant sa=ety impact due to margin in the relay
set" ng even wi"h assumed nameplate FLA of 62a. The relay
was set using a 10 X FLA factor which contains sufficient
margin "o compensate for the 64 (66a/62a) difference in
rated c'rent =ull load amps (FLA).

Future
Actions
~Re u'red: 1) Revise Relay Setting Documentation such that actual

nameplate d-ta is used in the design for ESS
setpoints. or at least used to verify setpoint.
(; sr ge t Comp le t ion,by EGS -N - 6/88)

2) Revise Site Receipt Inspect''on and/or installation
Checkout Procedure to ensure review of electrical
nameplate data and transmittal to Columbus for relay
design se"points to be finalized. (Target Completion
b: Plant - 9/88)



Observation Number: SFK-2

a) Low temperatures in battery rooms. Capacity based on
70 F. HVAC design basis is 60 F. Actual experiences in

045 F range.

Actual worse-case load data should be used in capacity
calculat'on to ascertain available margin and verify load
survei 'ance testing.

Evaluation: The reference '«ESTEC SSFI inspection observation states
tha- the 1-AB battery is undersized by 7% at the HUAC

design ambient temperature of 60 F. This observation is0

technically correct for the battery at its end of design
life condi=ion. At present, the concern does not exist
because of an addi"ional 25% margin added to the baitery
capacitv as the aging factor.

With ":".is in mind, we believe that the batteries have
sufficient capacity at 60 F for a good portion of the0

rated 20-year battery life. Since the D. C. Cook
batter'es were instaLled approximately two years ago, a
considerable time (greater than several years) of battery

0service at 60 F is allowable. Also, it is our practice to
change these batteries out well before the end of life,
approx ima te Lv a t 10 'ars .

The above estimation is based on the battery design load
which ~as calculated using the full-load nameplate data of
the equ'pment connected to the battery. Additional
temperature/life margin may be determined by further
anal:"ing the actual worse-case battery load. We have
committed to performing this analysis in response to an
I.':PO audit involving a related issue, battery surveillance
test requirements. When completed, the new battery load
calculation will enable a more accurate determination of
battery capacity, battery life and the minimum battery
room ambient temperature. Any new requirements involving
battery room ambient temperature will then be conveyed to
HVAC.

~'feanwhile, we have arranged with the plant to monitor all
D. C. Cook battery room ambient temperatures (Unit 1 and
2, A, B and N-Trains) through the use of temperature data
loggers. These data loggers, already in-service at the
plant, will be relocated to all battery rooms. They can
be used to provide daily high, low average ambient room
temperatures whenever this information is required.

In summary, we believe there is no immediate or near term
battery capacity concern with the present HVAC design

0battery room temperature of 60 F. A pending worst-case
load analysis by EGS-N will show whether 60 F or a higher



temperature is adequate for needed capacity of an aging
battery. EGS-N will use this information to confirm that
our practice of changing out station batteries at
appro:<imately 10 year intervals is conservative.

Future
Actions
R~euleed: 1) Revise batterv capacity calcs. to establish

worst-case loading so that actual margin available
can be determined. Envestigate temperature and aging
'.ong "erm effects on battery. (Target Completion by
"=GS-'.1 with Plant support - 9/88)

2) .'!onitor Battery Room temperatures (Target Completion
bv ?'ant - '«inter 1onchs)



Observation Number: SFK-3

Issues: a) DCCEE-182-QCN (Associated with RFC-2222) requested vendor
to supply heaters sized at 200% x FLA. Vendor supplied
200% x (FLA x 1.25) due to heater look-up tables.

b) According to w'ESTEC, the heaters selected for the
actuators in this RFC could cause motor damage without-
total failure until needed under emergency conditions.

c) The 2004 heater overload setting criteria protects bus
only against locked-up motors. This setting will not
protect ...otors from damage caused by long-term overload
condit'ons.

Evaluation: The 200~ overload setpoint is an arbitrary setting that,
within moderate percentage range, has no technical
signif'cance. This was an NRC mandated Unit 2 license
condition. The design intent was to protect the bus from
locked actuator motors and to raise the overload setting
above any possible spurious tripping. (See RG 1.106)

Future
Actions
Reouired: No Future Action Required.



Observation, Number: SFK-4

Issue: Tech. Spec. !,8.3.2.d table for surveillance load rest
omits Diesel converter load.

Evaluation:
e

Diesel Tnverter is included as a control load under the
T/S, Table 4.S -'A heading of "All Control Circuits." Ve
feel this observation is invalid.

Future
Actions
~Re uired: No Future Actions Required.



Observation Number:

SFK-5'ssues:

a) Nameplate on Unit 1 and 2 East MDAFP is 4160V, spec.
DCCEE-101-QCV required 4kV rati'ng.

b) D. C. Cook Voltage Study requires above 90% voltage on bus
at 4kV base. The lE HDAFP motors are at 88.7% with
incorrect voltage ratings.

Evaluation: As noted in the observation, the motor terminal voltage
mav drop to 88.74 of rated voltage under a worst-case
loading condit'on. With the motor operating at rated load
and 88.78 of rated voltage, an increase in line current of
approx'...ately l.4t would be expected. Increased current
'will result ' additional losses and a higher operating
temperature compared to full voltage operation.

The specific pump load curves were reviewed. Based upon
the cur:es, the design BHP is slightly less than 450HP,
which means that these motors operate at less than 90% of
rating. At 450HP and 88.7% voltage, the calculated line
current is 64.2 amps, which is only 2.6s higher than the
machine's rated curr~nt. it is expected that the marginal
increase in stator I R, rotor I R and stray load losses2

'illbe of=set by a reduction in core loss at the reduced
voltage. Therefore, thy temperature rise. of these motors
at reduced voltage (88. 7%) and reduced load (90%) will
essentially be the same as the temperature rise
correspond'ng to full load, full voltage operation. Since
the machines will operate at their "normal" temperatures,
no accelerated degradation is expected.

Future
ctlons

iieeuired: No Future Actions Required.



Observation Number: SFK-6

issue: There are no Low Temp. Alarms in Battery Rooms. RFC-01-2764
design packet stated that low temp. alarms for the battery
rooms would be provided in RFC-12-2788.

Evaluation: This issue has no direct impact on battery functionality,
Since proper H",AC and room temperature monitoring will
address this issue, no temperature alarms are necessary.

Future
Actions
~Re aired: 1) Addr ss this discrepancy in RFC 01-2764 with memo to

RFC ='. (Target Completion by EGS-N - 1/88)

2) Implement battery room temperature monitoring this
'..=er. (i.arget Completion by Plant - Winter Months)-



Observation Number: SFK-7

Eeaue: Technical Er o"ra in Safety Revieu Memorandum RFC DC-'12-2934

Evaluation: The safety review for the RFC has been reviewed by another
engineer. Tt has been determined that the wording in the,
safety review does not accurately reflect the existing
design. However, this did not alter the conclusion that
no unreviewed safety question existed. Only a portion of
the motor-operated valves in the D. C. Cook Plant had
functioning open torque switches (those purchased from
Westinghouse). The remainder of the valves did not have
funct'oning open torque switches. Thus, deactivating the.
open. torque switch on the Westinghouse supplied. motor
operators "as consistent with the plant design.

'F rthermore, the VRC was informed by our letter of
October l0, 1986 (AEP:NRC:0966B) that we were removing the
open torque switches.

Future
Actions
Receu ire d: Vo further action is required.



Observation eVumber:. SFK-8

issues: a) Fault current interrupting capability for 250VDC circuit,
breakers not .established. Failure to interrupt DC system
faults could cause upstream fuse to blow and isolate

.panel.

b) No short-circuit calculations were performed after
installat'on oi larger replacement batteries in RFC-2764.

Evaluation: Ve did not have an adequate fault calculation- and 250VDC
coordination studied at the time 'of the RFC-2764 review
process.

Ve consider 'ssue a) to be significant. Since the audits,
design changes RFC-01-4087 and RFC-02-2981 have been
installed a" the plant prior to unit start-ups to
eliminate the common mode problem of losing both trains of
250VDC control oower at the panels of concern. Ve
consider issue b) to be of minor significance.

Future
Actions
Resuised: 1. Replace breaker panels with fuse panels or modify

breaker panels to limit fault current. Possibly test
breakers to ascertain their interrupting capability.
R.=C-12-2980 was initiated to cover this work. (Target
Completion by EGS-N - Scope RFC work by 6/88)

2. Perform battery short circui= calculations. (Target
Completion by EGS-V - 6/88)

3. Perform 250VDC coordination study. (Target
Comp le t ion by EGS - 9 - 6/88)



Observation Number: SFK-9

Issue: Failure to evaluate the consequences of a partial implementation
of design change to ensure successful starting of ESS motors.

Evaluation: The te...porarv fix suggested in the August 30, 1985 letter
(paralleling of 12 AWG wires if time d'd not permit
installation of parallel 10 AWG wires) was judged to
improve the situation that generated RFCs 01-2213 and
12-2962.

This temporarv f':< was not implemented. Thus, no safety
rev'ew .-as required. Surveillance testing of the motors
provided assurance that they would start if required to dost
Procedures are in place which require a safety review of
temporary modif'cations.

Future
Actions
eeauised: ."one required.



Observation Number: SFK-10

Issues: No supporting technical documentation for 200t overload setting
for MOV's could be found during SSFI audit.

Evaluation: This is an NRC mandated change. This change is documented
under RFC-12-2130.

Future
Actions
~Ra uired: s

No Future Actions Required.

4



Observation Number SFK-11

Issues: Evaluation and Future Actions Required are the same as
SFK-S.



Observation Number: SFK-12

Issue: Lack of documentation on PJC setting of safety related breaker
T11A2.

Evaluation: There is no direct impact on plant safety. The relay was
within PFC DC-12-2862 guidelines. However, the relay
setpoint s safety related and any change in a setpoint
needs to be aoooroved by AEPSC engineers and recorded in
the relay setting book. No evidence of approval could be
found for tne change in setting from 23 amperes to 27
amperes "hich "as observed on 7/11/87.

The T5C Sect'on does not change relay settings without
appro:al or d'r ct'on from AEPSC Engineering. Although the
cause o= the d'screpancy cannot be identified, this is
considered to be an isolated incident.

Future
Actions
Reeuired: l:one required.



Observation Number: SFK-13

Issues: Overload heater manufacturer revised heater selection tables,
A smail difference may exist between the new and old tables.

Evaluation: The difference ln overload relay heater coil selection
data was noted by 4ESTEC during the implementation of
RFC-12-2903..he table originally used to select the
overload heater coils was Table ST-l from the
Cutler-Hammer Industrial Control Catalog, 86-87 edition.
A slightlv more accurate selection table 15412 Rev. B was
obtained from Cutler-Hammer when an uncertainty of the
accuracv of "able ST-1 was raised.

Table 15412 was used in the final selection of overload
heater coils for RFC-12-2903.

The difference between the two tables is due to a
difference in how the heater coils are grouped for their
NET size starter application. Table ST-1 provides one
general range for NLiA size 00-0-1-1 1/2 applications.
Table 15412 gives one specific range for a NEMA size 1
application which was required for RFC-12-2903.

The actual percentage difference between the general range
(Table ST-1) and the specific range (Table 15412) for the
NE.'iA size 1 heater coil selection in RFC-12-2903 i.s 3% at
the high end and 3.4% at the low end of the range.

Using either overload heater coil selection tables, the
same heater coil unit would have been chosen for
RFC-12-2903.

The SSFI observation SFK-13 compares the new overload
heater coil selection tables referenced above to an old
selection table LA1113 used in RFC-12-2180. Table LA1113
was not used for RFC-12-2903. However, if a heater coil
selection was made from the old table LA113, it would have
given us a heater coil unit that is one range hi.gher in
size than the actual selection made for RFC-12-2903. Th'is
would have provided an overload heater set with an
approximate 12% higher pick-up current. The higher unit
size would not have been signific'ant due to the
conservative direction of the selection.

In summary, a comparison of all three heater coil
selection tables referenced above does not indicate a
significant difference in actual selected unit size. An
incorrect selection of one unit size in either direction
would provide a coil that differs by approximately + 12'4

in overload pick-up current. This percentage error is



considered to not be significant for valve actuator motor
protection due to the intentional margin in our overload
coil selection criteria .of 200% of motor full load
amperes.

Therefore, contrary to the WESTEC conclusion in SFK-13, we
do not 'oelieve that, "Fan and pump motor protection should
be reviewed to ensure that adequate overLoads were
provided in accordance with the applicable manufactures
heater selec 'on criteria."

Future selections of overload heater coils using the most
acc rate and updated manufacturer selected tables andc.iter'a is assured bv our design verification procedures

.and our ',endor 'n ormation Control System.

Future
Actions
Reauired: Xo F"t re Act ons Required.



Observation Number: SFK- 14

.Issues: Limitorque sends out Certified Data Sheet with HP and FLA
information with which we set overload heaters. Actual
nameplates may differ - evidently Certified Data Sheet is only
an estimate of design parameters. Overload heater selection is
therefore incorrect.

Evaluation: This problem ~as noted during the implementation of
RFC-12-2903 and "as corrected before the replacement valve
actuators were pu" into service.

Future
Actions
~Re u'red: See SFN-1 Future Actions Required items 1 and 2 which are

apDLxcable to SFK- 14.



Observation Number: S."'C-1

Issue: Incorrect eva'uat'on of maximum differential pressure across
auxiliary " edwater flow retention valves.

Evaluation: Ve agree tha- the maximum theoretical differential pressure
across the subject valves is higher than that stated in our
response to I. "-. 3ulle tin 85-03. However, we disagree that
the theoretical maximum differential pressure should be used
as the maximum operating differential pressure of the valves
for reasons explained below.

The maximum operating differential pressures of the subject
valves, as documented in our response to I.E. Bulletin 85-03
(Reference 1), are as follows:

~ Ooen Close

F.'f0-211.221,231,241 1240 psid 1365 psid
F.'10-21.2,222,232,242 1430 psid 1335 psid

The above dif".erential pressure values were based on a
calculation, "hich analyzed the accident condition of
isolating'a depressurized steam generator while supplying AFV
to the other steam generators. During this accident scenario,
the 'AFV source would be the condensate storage tank (CST).

VESTEC's observat'ion stated that the essential service water
system should be assumed as the source of AFV which would add
120 psia to the above differential pressure values resulting
in a maximum differential pressure of 1535 psid. Ve disagree .

with that assumption. During the time the valves would be
closed to isolate a faulted steam generator, the AFV source
would be the CST. Such action would occur very soon following
a line break accident.

>'»'ESTEC incorrectly used 120 psia as psi. Maximum essential service water
pressure is 105 psig..



Observation Number: SHK-1 Page 2

Evaluation: (cont'd)

WESTEC states chat the essential service water system is the
alternate source of AFW if the condensate storage tanks are
not available. awhile this is a true statement, the CST i.s

normally in service with AFW pump suction aligned to it. ESW

is used only after =he water inventory in the CST,is depleted.
Since isolac'on of che faulted steam generator would be

performed within minutes (not hours) of a,line break accident,
the AFW sou ce -"'ll be from the CST, as sufficient water
inventory -ould be available ac that time. Postulating an
event which "ou' result in simultaneous and instantaneous
loss of CST in:entory with a line break accident i.s noc
credible. Therefore, ic must be concluded that the suction
source to che Ar4 pumps will be the CST ~hen the valves are
required co close co isolate a depressurized steam generator.

Moreover, before che source of AFW can be switched to ESW from
CST, the AFP is shut down while several manual valves are
realigned per plant procedure l-OHP-4022.055.003. During this
pump shutdown period, the subject FMO valves could be closed
against essencially zero differential 'pressure, i.f required.

In summary, we conclude that the maximum differential
pressure values given in Reference 1 "or FMO valves are
correct, as they are the maximum differential pressures chac
che valves will have co close against. While 1535 psid is a
theoretical maximum differential pressure, we can postulate no
credible sec of accident conditions where the valves would
have to close against chat differential pressure.

Additf;onal engineering review, reference 2, of the maximum
operating differential pressure of the subject valves
concluded that a differential pressure of 1430 psid is
correct. The subject Unic 1 valves were replaced during the
1987 refueling outage, and che new valves are desizned for a
differentia'1 pressure 1550 psid, and chere is no p emblem with
respect to Unit 1 valve operability.

The existing Unit 2 valves, which will also be replaced during
the 1988 oucage, have been stroked against differential
pressures as hi.gh as 1430 psid, which we contend is the
maximum operating differential pressure the valves will have
to stroke against.

The auditor reviewed additional information which was given to
WESTEC during che post inspection period and WESTEC generated
the following additional observations:



Observation Number: SMK-1 Page 3

"The team is concerned that the inability of the FMO to open
against the depressurized steam generator in an accident which
might occur during surveillance testing may impose additional
unnecessary burdens on the operator at this time. In addition
to identi= n" =.".e =aulted steam generator, the operator would
be required =o conc'' de that the reason for one BiO not
opening is =..a" '= 's in the feedline to a depressurized steam
generator. .'.".e "earn is concerned that this may cause further
distrac"'on o:.-.e operator. The team concludes that a system
design -'hich de=eats the safety function of critical motor

~ operated:al"e 'uring a postulated accident scenario is not
sound."

COMMENT: :«q do not understand iESTEC's logic for opening an
FHO valve to a depressurized steam generator. The plant
procedures a 1 require verification of AFW flows and detail
actions wnich must be taken to insure that AFV is supplied to
the steam generators. Additionally, listed in procedure
01-OHP-4023. E-2, Faulted Steam Generator Isolation, the steam
generator is isolated by closing the valve in step 4 "close
AFJ isolation valves as necessary," not by opening the valves.

It also appears that the auditor has misinterpreted. the safety
function of the F.'10 val:es. The safe "y function of the FHO

valves is to prevent pump runout operation while providing
sufficient -ater to the int'act steam =enerators. Pump runout
protection can be accomplished by the valve traveling to some
intermediate position or to the closed position.

Based on the above, VESTEC Finding SHK-1 does not have adverse
safety signi"icance.

Future
Actions
Recuired: The final report on I.E. Bulletin 85-03 will note that the

theoretical maximum differential pressure is 1535 psid and
that the new valves are capable of operating against a
differential pressure of 1550 psid. This report is scheduled
to be submitted to the NRC six months following the completion
of the 1988 i'nit 2 refueling outage.

References:

1. AEP:NRC:0966 dated .'fay 16, 1986, response to I.E. Bulletin Vo. 85-03.
2. Letter from A. Feliciano to J. D. Hoffman, subject: 'Aaximum Valve

Differenti'al Pressure for F30-211, -212, etc., dated September 25, 1987.
~~3. HIP 860522AF.

HXP 870902AF.



0bservation Number: SHK-2

Issue: No design calculations to substantiate the size of the AFW suction
line pressure relief valves which were added as part of a
modification to the plant design.

Evaluation: The AFW system was modified by RFC-12-2540 to add valves
SV-169E and -169W to the NDAFW pump suction line. Also,
included in this modification packet was the replacement of
the piston check valves FW-153 and -160 in the motor driven
auxiliary feedwater (NDAFW) pump emergency leak off lines
with swing check valves.

The function of the valves SV-169E and -169W is to
preclude a minor amount of backleakage from the downstream AFW
system check valves from overpressurizing the AFW suction
piping or strainer. Valves SV-169E and 169W are used as
sentinel valves and not safety, relief valves. They are not
,intended to protect the individual NDAFW pump suction line
from a catastrophic check valve failure.

Design calculations and valve specification sheets have been
completed for these valves. These documents show that the
valves will perform their function of protecting the MDAFW
pump'uction strainers from overpressure. The calculation and
specification sheet for SV-169E and SV-169W have been included
in the RFC package.

Based on the above, the fact that there were no calculations
to substantiate the size of the AFW suction relief valves does
not have .an adverse impact on safety.

Future
Actions
~Re unbred: No further action required.

References: 1. Letter from A. Feliciano to A. J. Lewandowski dated
September 10, 1987.

2. Safetv valve design calculations dated September 25,
1987.



Observation Number: SHK-3

Issue: Incorrect and 'nconsistent design pressures in AEPSC pipe material
Specification DCC?V104QCS.

Evaluation: WESTEC was unable to identify what conditions the plane design
reflected as reLated to pipe design. In addition, there was

no documentation to substantiate whether appropriate piping
wall thicknesses had been calculated for the AFW system
suction 1'ne (or other) piping. WESTEC was concerned that
system design pressures could be exceeded during instances
when check valves leaked or other situations in which maximum
system pressures had not been properly evaluated, thereby,
compromising the integrity of the AFW system.

The maximum possible pressure and temperature (upset
conditions) that the pump suction pipe will be exposed to is
not listed in AEPSC Specification DCCPU104QCS. The boundaries
as described in AEPSC Specification DCCPV104QCS can be
confusing.

Calculations were performed to ensure that the wall
thicknesses of the pipe installed in the AFW system meets the
code, t'SAS B.31.1.0, 1967 edition, required minimum wall
thickness. The maximum design pressures and temperatures used
in calculating the pipe wall thicknesses were supplied by the
system's cognizant engineering section. The results of the
calculations showed that the pipe i,nstalled on the AFW system
met the code requirements for wall thickness. Also, the
fittings and valves in the AFW system were reviewed and
verified to meet the code, A"tSI B16.5 and ANSI B16.34
respectively, requirements for the maximum pressures and
temperatures that'they will be subjected to.

Based on the above, WESTEC Finding SKC-3 does not have adverse
safety significance.

Future
Actions
~Re uired: AEPSC Piping iaterial Speci.fication will be revised to resolve

the pressure and temperature discrepancies and clarify system
boundaries. This will require the system engineers to
reevaluate the systems pressures, temperatures, and boundaries
with the PH&F Section. A new format of the specification
suitable to todays needs has been developed. Expected
completion for safety-related systems - December 1988, for BOP

systems - December 1989.
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References: 1. Letter from A. Feliciano to A. J. Lewandowski dated
Seotember 10, 1987

2. Let"er =rom A. 2'eliciano to A. J. Lewandowski dated
Seotsnbev 1~ ~ 987

«al''.".'kness calculations dated August 27, 1987.



Observation Number: SMK-4

I-sue: Worst case maximum differential pressure not identified for
MOVs MCN-221 and 231.

Evaluation: We agree that =he maximum theoretical differential pressure
across the subject valves is higher than that stated in our
response to I.E. Bulletin 85-03; however, we disagree with the
statement that the valves must close against the maximum
pressure in the steam generator of 1097 psig. Our reasoning
for selecting 600 psi as the maximum differential pressure is
detailed below.

The two valves are 4" motor-operated globe valves in 4" lines
from main steam leads 2 and 3 to the auxiliary feedpump
turbine (A.F.P. T.). They are normally open. These valises are
opened after they are closed for in-service testing. Since
there is no flow during IST, there is no differential pressure
across the valve.

Three cases can be discussed wherein the valves may need to be ~

closed.

Case 1: Steam Generator Tube Leak

For this case, the purpose of closing the valve(s) is to
contain potentially radioactive steam from getting to the
A.F.P.T. In this case, the differential pressure across the
valve is zero since the'line is bottled up by the A.F.P.T.
trip and throttle valve. If the A. F. P. T. is operating, the
differential pressure across the valve would be approximately
0.6 psi at, the design maximum steam flow to the A.F.P.T. The
valve differential pressure will not increase during closing
because the downstream pressure is maintained from the steam
supply from the other steam lead.

Case. 2: 30" Steam Line Break

A break in a 30" main steam line is one case where NCN-221,
231 would be closed. In this case, the valve in the 4" line
connected to the broken steam lead would be closed. The
differential pressure across the valve at that time would be
nearly zero since the main steam line is blowing to
atmospheric pressure and the steam pressure will decay very
rapidly with a 30" line break. The pressure on the (normal)
downstream side of the MCN valve will be equal to that on the
upstream side (near zero) since a downstream check valve
(NS-108) prevents backflow of steam from the other 4" line.
The purpose.oF"c1osing the MCM valve is to stop any small
leakage that might occur across the check valve. Assuming the
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Evaluation: (cont'd)

maximum permissible leakage rate specified in ASME Section XI
(120 ml/hr water), no significant valve differential pressure
would exist, The differential pressure across the MCM valve
in the 30" steam line break case is zero.

Case 3: 4" Steam Line Break

If a 4" steam 'ne upstream of an MCM-221, 231 breaks, closing
the valve will serve the same purpose as in Case 2, and valve
differential pressure will be near zero.

If a 4" line breaks downstream of an MCM valve, the valve
would be closed to stop the steam leak. Should the break
occur at power when the nominal steam line pressure is 713
'psig (770 psig Unit 2), the pressure would drop rapidly,
and the steam generator low pressure steam line isolation
signal would activate at 600 psig. After determining the
problem, the operator would close the appropriate MCM valve.
Maximum differential pressure is 600 psi in this case.
Alternatively, if the unit is in hot shutdown and the steam
generator pressure is over 1000 psig, a break in the 4" steam
line downstream of the MCM valve would also result in a rapid
decrease in steam generator pressure since comparatively
little thermal energy is going into the steam generator.
Again, the low pressure steam line isolation signal (at 600
psig) would activate and the operator would close the
appropriate MCM valve. In either case, the maximum
differential pressure the valve would have to close against is
600 psi.

The capability of these valves to close against 1097 psig has
been demonstrated by MOVATS testing and analysis. The maximum
stem thrust measured during closing against 765 psig was
5200¹. It is estimated that at 1097 psig the required thrust
would be 7,456¹. Since the operator thrust capability is
above 10,500¹, it'an be concluded. that the operator thrust
capability is well in excess of that required to close the
valve against 1097 psig. A subsequent test was performed on
MCM-221 at a differential pressure of 975 psi and the valve
successfully stroked in both directions.

Based on the above, WESTEC finding SMK-4 has no adverse safety
significance. None of the postulated scenarios require
MCM-221, 231 to operate against greater than the specified 600
psid. Further, it has been demonstrated that the capability
of the installation far exceeds the design and can function at
the hypothetical condition postulated by WESTEC.
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Evaluation: (cont'd)

Future
Actions
RecCuired: 1. NOVATS test the Unit 2 valves during the 1988 refueling

outage at differential pressure to demonstrate the
capability to close against 1097 psig. Action by Plant
Naintenance.

2. Indicate ''n he final report for I.E. Bulletin 85-03 that
the valves are capable of closing against 1097 psig. The
final report is scheduled to be submitted to the NRC six
months after the 1988 Unit 2 refueling outage.



Observat'on Number - SMK-5

Zssue: Various def'ciencies in che design analyses and design inpuc for
calculations related to the AFV system and attendant equipment.

Eva lua t ion: The inspection team noted various problems with the Auxilary
Feedwater Svstem calculations and the traceability of their
inputs. The maximum differential pressure for FMO valves,
referenced in calculation HXP860522, has been calculated
again. The new calculation was performed in accordance with
the MED Calculation Procedure (MED 8) and did not use the
inputs from the existing calculation.

The inspection team also reviewed a preliminary, unchecked and
unapproved calculation which was being performed to verify the
adequacy of installed Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Room cooling
equipment. The inspection team identified some
unsubstantiated input data and assumptions. The calculation
has since been issued in accordance with MED 8. All inputs to
the calculation were verified with the exception of the
temperature of the air entering the AEW pump room from the
Turbine Room. Based on recorded operational data, the
temperature of the air entering from the AFV pump rooms from
the Turbine Room was conservatively assumed to be 110 F. This0

temperature is significantly higher than the maximum outdoor0design temperature of 91 F and sufficiently high enough to
yield conservative results in the calculation.

There is no safety significance to these findings because the
48 hour endurance test conducted on the AFW system
demonstrated functionability of the system components and the
new calculation results determined that the FMO valves are
capable of handling the maximum operational differential
pressure. Additionally, EGS-N has reviewed the maximum
calculated ambient temperature in the pump rooms and
determined that the pump motor can tolerate the maximum
temperature for the period required.

Future
Action
~Re uired: 1. The remaining referenced calculation HXP841005AF, Rev. 1,

dated 10/5/84 and HXP841026AFl, dated 10/26/87 will be
reviewed by December 31, 1987.

References: Letter of September 8, 1987 from A. Feliciano to D. F. Powell



Observation Number - SK<-6, Rev. 2, Dated 8/12/87

Issue: !Iotor-Opera-ed ':al: (BOV) Backseat Capabilicy Not Considered in
Safety Review of RFC- '934. The basic problem areas are:

1. Basic design pni'osophy regarding the use of backseats and
open tore 'e switches to preclude steam leakage during
operation.

Safetv Rev' Checklist for the ALARA checklist did not
address that the piping systems involved in the change were
svstems that contas ned radioactive fluids. The safety review
memo contained erroneous information.

Evaluation: The AEP phs'osophv on the use of backseats and open torque
switches is 'n complete disagreement with the WESTEC
philosophy. The reliance on valve packing rather than
backseat to prevent excessive leakage is consistent with the
AEPSC design philosophy. 'Valve packing failure is typically a
'gradual process. inspection tours as well as leakage
detection and monitoring systems provide an early means to
detec" packing leaks. 'The valve backseat can then be used to
isolate the packing rings to allow on-line refurbishment of
the upper packing rings. The use of open limit switches and
not the open torque switohes in NOV's is based on the premise
that the benefit of ensuring reliable valve opening far
outweighs "he slight risk of damaging the operator should the
valve "hang up" or the open limit switch fail during opening.

During the inspection, the WESTEC inspection team was advised
of our phi'osophy regarding the use of backseats and open
torque switches. They chose not to agree with our engineering
experiences and issued the findings based on their engineering
judgement.

The determination of the "wide open" position of AOV's using
only limit switch settings is controlled by maintenance
Procedure No. 12NHP5021.001.037. 'he procedure includes steps
to ensure the valve is not driven into the backseat by the
operator. This is consistent with the AEP system philosophyof not backseating valves using the motor operator. Valves in
extremely harsh services that are open and remain open during
power operat'on can be backseated manually.

For those safety related valves that are being tested in the
AOVATs program, measurements are included to define how close
the valve is to the backseat. This is considered relatively
insignificant since the open limit switch setting is nominally
5% and maximum 10% from the, point of contact with the
backseat. Refer to our response to WESTEC Finding WL-10 for
more information on thrust measurements from HOVAT'S testing.
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Evaluation: (cont')
The differences in design philosophy have no safety
significance. As stated above, valve packing failure is
typically a gradual process. inspection tours and leak
detection and monitoring systems are in place to detect
leakage. '" a:alve's safety function is to close,
backseating has ..o significance in facilitating the safety
function. = =he:alve's safety function is to open the only* function backseating can serve is to preclude insignificant
loss of =lu'd =rom. the system through packing leakage.
EGS-N disagrees with 'wESTEC's interpretation of the ALARM
checklist. "he 'ead engineer states that the responses to the
checklist acc rately reflect the intent of the checklist;i.e., to help keep the exposure levels for plant personnel 'As
Low As Reasonably Achieveable.

''
new safetr revie~ for RFC 2934 has been conducted. This

review inc1uded a new checklist and concluded that neither the
omissions in the original checklist nor the erroneous
statement regarding the motor protection affected the
conclusion of the original safety review.

There is no adverse safety significance to VESTEC Finding
SEC-6 based on the results of the abo':e evaluation.

Addi,ti44lal
Ac-ions
Reouired: No further actions required.

,References: 1) B. D..'!cLean memo to R. C. Carruth/D. G. Rogers dated
October 15, 1987.

2) D. G. Rogers memo to R. A. Kadlec dated October 8, 1987.



Observation Number - SNK-7

issue: Incorrect valve specification sheet.

Evaluation: We agree that maximum theoretical differential pressure across
the auxi'ary feedwater flow retention valves is higher than
that stated in the original valve specification sheets and

was, in fact, the value that the manufacturer provided.

Response to WESTEC inspection observation Six-1 (Incorrect
evaluation of maximum differential pressure across auxiliary
feedwater flow retention valves) explains the system operating
and emergency conditions under which these valves are required
to open or close. It also documents that the existing Unit 2

valves (original purchase) are capable of opening or closing
under the required system conditions.

Existing valve specification data sheet (generic) for
motor,-operated, air-operated, manual, and safety valves have
been reviewed using industry standard ISA-520-1981 (Instrument
Society of America) and discussions with selected valve
manufacturers. The'se data sheets are being revised for
clarification and to provide all necessa'ry design and
operating data needed for future valve procurem'ent.

There is no adverse safety significance to this finding
because the manufacturer supplied a valve that is capable of
closing against the maximum theoretical differential'ressure.

Future
Action
~Re uired: Include the revised specification sheet for procurement of new

control valves in AEPSC specifications. Action by PH6F to be
completed by 12/31/87.



Observation Number - SMK-9

Issue: No design basis documencacion for NVAC design

Evaluation: By today's standards, this observation is valid, There are no
system descriptions or flow diagrams for the AFW Pump Rooms

ventilation systems and calculations are inadequate for
today's standards or non-existent. The HVAC for the AFW

system was designed in two stages, the original design and via
RFC 2186 (the addition of the MDAFP in each unit). While the
HVAC engineers did ..ot fully document how their decisions were
made, the final design is documented via the purchase orders,.
vendor drawings, and HVAC system drawings.

During the inspection, the WESTEC team was advised that this
situation was already identified and actions ar'e being taken
to rectify the situation. Sketches depicting a flow diagram
for the ventilation systems in the AFW Pump Rooms have been
developed and transmitted to the Design Division for drawing
development. In addition, flow diagrams and system
descriptions are presently being developed for other
safety-related HVAC systems which do not already have them.

a

Future
Action
~Re uired:

A calculation has been performed to verify the adequacy of the
AFW ventilation systems. Maximum ambient temperature in the
AFW Rooms ~as determined and has been reviewed by the system
engineer (EGS-N). This revie~ concluded that the installed
electrical equipment can tolerate th's temperature.

1. The Design Division will issue a flow diagram depicting
ventilation systems in the AFW Pump Rooms by December 31,
1987.

2. The PH&F Section will develop and issue a system
description describing the ventilation systems in the AFW
Pump Rooms by March 1, 1988.

3. The PH&F Section will finish developing sketches
depicting a flow diagram for the Electrical Switchgear
Area by November 1, 1987. The Design Division will issue
a flow diagram depicting the Electrical Switchgear Area
by March 1, 1988.

4. The PH&F Section will issue a system description
describing the Electrical Switchgear Area ventilation
system by December 1, 1987.

5. The PH&F Section will review the adequacy of calculations
for other safety-related HVAC systems and upgrade or
develop new calculations. Ongoing effort performed in
conjunction with system modifications.



Observat ion Number: S.Z- '0

issue: Inadequate design differential pressure for INO-390

Evaluati.on: We agree wi=h "he observation that IN0-390, under certai'n
conditions, can ha:e a higher differential pressure than it
has been designed =o meet. However, these conditions do not
occur 'when valve operation is required for safety related
actions.

Valve INO-390 is a motor-operated gate valve located in the
suction 1ine of RHR pumps from the RWST. During normal unit
operation (reactor at normal operating temperature and
pressure), tne RHR system is not in service, but is aligned
for operational readiness as part of the Emergency Core
Cool ing S vs tern. During the cool down phase when r eac tor
coolant temperature and pressure are reduced to approximately

0350 F and 410 'psig, approximately four hours after reactor
shutdown, IMO-390 is closed prior to placing the RHR system in
operation (i.e., valves ICA-129 and IMO-128 are opened).
Similar 1 y, during unit s tartup (heat up), when the reactor
coolant svstem has been completely filled, vented, and
pressurized to approximately 375 ps'ig, valves IMO-128 and
ICN-l.29 are closed, the Reactor Coolant pumps are placed in
service and the RHR system is removed from service. After
depressuri"'ng the RHR system, INO-390 is opened to align the
RWST as a water source. - INO-390 is provided with redundant
control power lockout switches and administratively controlled
to prevent inadvertent closing of the valve.

In analyses for a Mode 4 LOCA during cooldown and heatup,
the system pressure is typically about half that considered in
the full power analysis, decay heat production in the core,
and primary system stored energy is also substantially
reduced, reduci.ng the potential for consequences of the event
in this mode. In the unlikely event of a LOCA'uring a
cooldown, the RCS pressure (and the pressure downstream of
IMO-390) would decay rapidly to containment pressure. The
equalizing line (connecting space betwe'en the valve discs to a
point downstream of the valve) would then allow pressure
between the discs to decay. Since the pressure during such
event should be significantly lower than the valve's design
differential pressure (350 psi between the discs), valve
operation would not be impaired.
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Evaluation: (cont'd)

Check valve SI-150, installed in the equalizing line of
IM0-390, prevents the backflow from the downstream connection
to the :alve discs. There 'have been several instances
documenting =he inability of valve IMO-390 to open due to
leak-by of check salve SI-150 including those referenced in
the WESTEC Finding. This situation was previously resolved
when plant operating procedures 1 and 2-OHP-4021-017-003 were
revised to incorporate a step for relieving pressure prior .,to
opening .MO-390 during heat up prior to return of unit to
service. Oue to this change, even if SI-150 leaks by, system
operation would not be jeopardized. The only consequence from
adding a step to relieve pressure prior to opening IMO-390 is
a slight delay 'n aligning the RHR system for unit power
operation. I

Based on the above, it can be concluded that valve is capable
of opening when required and the low head injection capability
under the condition described above would not be jeopardized.
Therefore, there is no adverse safety significance regarding
WESTEC Finding SiK-10.

Future
Actions
~H.e ut.red: Actions taken to date have resolved this issue.



Observation Number: TDG-1

issue: Suction side of AFW pumps can be overpressurized through
the 3" test line, if a single check valve leaks or sticks

'I

open.

Evaluation: We disagree that the suction side of the AFW pumps can be
overpressurized through the 3" test line. Two of the
three air operated test valves installed in the test line
are of the balanced trim design. This design allows the
pressure above the disc to be equal to the

pressure'backpressure)below the disc. The balance tr'im design
provides a downward closing force slightly greater than
the upward opening force in all pressure ranges. This is
due to the valve's internal configuration which has the
area above the disc being greater than the area below the
disc. Based on this design, the spring closing force is
always available to keep the valve closed against reverse
flow.

The other air operated test valve is of the unbalanced
trim design. However, 'this valve's actuator spring can be
adjusted to aid in overcoming the upward acting force.
This valve's actuator spring was adjusted. The adjustment
along with the packing friction force exerts enough
downward force to overcome the upward force.

The application of the balanced trim design and spring
adjustments precludes system backpressure from affecting
valve closure'.

WESTEC further postulated that with the ELO valve closed,it would be possible to overpressurize the suction piping.
We disagree with the assumption that the ELO valve is
closed. A closed ELO valve on an idle pump would have to
be due to operator error. The closing of an idle pump's
ELO valve is a violation of the plant's operating
procedures. The ELO valve is a fail-open, air-operated
valve which opens (or closes) automatically when the flow
rate to the steam generators or through the test line is
below (or above) the required miriimum set point for the
pump.

The pump test procedure requires verification, before the
pump is started, that the ELO valve is in the open and
automatic position. Upon completion of the pump test,
when the pump is being secured, the ELO valve opens and
remains open after the pump is removed from service.



Observation Number: TDG-1

Evaluation Continued:

The potential for overpressurizing the MDAFP suction line
from backpressure through the ELO line has been addressed
in the response to SMK-2. This review concludes that the
MDAFP suction safety valves will perform their safety
function of protecting the MDAFP suction line.

The ANSI B31.1 requirements of designing to the maximum
sustai.ned fluid pressures and installing an. adequate
suction safety valve were reviewed. This review concluded
that the AFV piping was designed in accordance with ANSI
B31.1 requirements and that the piping stresses induced by
overpressurization are within the maximum allowable by the
code. However, the MDAFP suction straine'rs are not
capable of withstanding the overpressurization.
Therefore, in order to protect this equipment, suction
safety valves have been installed.

Based on the above, there is no safety significance since
the suction side can not be pressurized through the test
line.

Future Actions
~Re uired: There are no future actions required since the

design of the test valve or actuator spring setting
precludes the valve from opening on backpressure.
Additionally, the plant operating procedures correctly
address the position of the ELO valve.

References: 1) ~ Record of telephone conversation dated August
17, 1987. PH&F File No. 4.6.3.13.43

2) Response to Problem Report No. PR-87-711
approved on 9/ll/87. HE&P File No.

3) Surveill'ance test procedure:
1-0HP.4030.STD.017TV
1-0HP.4030.STD.017W
1-0HP.4030.STD.017E

4) PH&F calculation DCCPV01AF01-N dated 8/27/87



Observation Number: TDG -2

Issue: The design pressure of the discharge side pi.ping of the turbi.ne
driven auxili.ary feedwater (TDAFV) pump does not consider the
overspeed condition of the turbine. Also, the design pressure of
the emergency leak off lines is less than the normal system working
pressure.

Evaluation: The pipe material specifi.cation for the TDAW pump discharge
piping (pipe class L- l4) indicates that the design pressure
for the TDAFV pump di.scharge piping is 1635 psi.g at 102 F.
The subject specification also indi.cates that the leak off
lines .from the A'EW pumps (TDAFV and HDAFW) to the condensate
storage tank have a design pressure of 1,000 psig. MESTEC

indicates two problems:

l. At the highest possible turbine overspeed trip point
(112%), maximum pump discharge pressure exceeds 2,100
psig,

2. With the leak off li.ne isolation valve shut (e.g.', FV-126
or FV-127), the leak off line is exposed to full pump
head which exceeds 1,000 psig.

Ve agree with VESTEC's Finding. However, the temperatures and
pressures listed in the AEPSC pipe material specification for
the various piping systems indicate the maximum pressures and
temperatures under normal operating conditions. These include
pressures and temperatures expected without equipment or
component malfunction. For example, the maximum pressures are
determined by stacking maximum discharge pressure of the
various pumps that feed the line. These values are included
in stress analyses. For stress analyses of the piping systems
under normal operating conditions (i.e. without failure of the
Auxiliary Feedwater Turbine speed control), the temperature
and pressure values should be 1666 psig and 120 F,
respectively. ANSI B31.1 permits allowance for variation from
normal operation and recognizes that variations in pressure
and temperature occur. The maximum temperature and pressure
that the discharge pipe could potentially be exposed to is
1666 psig, 120 F.

Calculations were performed to ensure that the wall thickness
of the pipe, valves, and fittings installed meet the
applicable codes at the pressure of 2100 psig. The results of
the calculations indicated that the piping, valves, and
fittings installed in the discharge of the TDAFW pump,
including the ELO line, meet the code requirements.
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Specification DCCPV104QCS has been revised to correct the
listing of pressure and temperature for the TDAFW pump
discharge piging and Emergency Leak Off (ELO) lines to 1666
psig and 120 F.

Based on the above evaluations, WESTEC finding TDG-2 has no
adverse safety signi'ficance. The piping, as specified, is in
compliance with ANSI B31,1, for the normal and maximum
pressure-temperature condition which could obtain. In
addition, it also meets code requirements for the
pressure-temperature condition postulated by WESTEC.

Future
Actions
~Re unbred: No further action required.

References: 1. SSFI Response to Observation Number SMK-3, dated
September 25, 1987.

2. DCCPV01AF02-N.

3. HZP870902 and HXP871008.

4. USAS B.31.1.0, 1967 edition; ANSI B16.34 and ANSI B16.5



0bservation Number: TDG-3

issue: The basis for the minimum water inventory needed to
sustain 9 hours in hot standby has not been provided.
Further, once CST low level is reached, there are no
design or operational provisions to prevent drawing down
the reserved 175.000 gal. by non-AFV users (e.g. hot well
make-up, feed pump seals, etc,).

Evaluation: Ve agree that there are no physical provisions to
prevent,non-AFV users from drawing down the reserved
175,000 gals. However, we disagree with the

statement'hat

there are no operational provisions to prevent draw
down from occurring. In accordance with the annunciator
response procedure, if a low CST level'larm (CST volume-
239,000 gals) has annunciated, make-up to the CST is
started. Additionally, the cause of the low level alarm
must be determined and corrected. The Technical
Specifications require the CST to contain 175,000 gallons
of water. This is a conservative volume on the basis that
only 135,000 gallons of water is required for 9 hours of
hot shutdown operations. Therefore, there is no safety
significance to non-AFW users utilizing CST water, since
the operational procedures instruct the plant to the
actions which must be taken to prevent draw down from
occurring.

Future Action
~eceuired: No future actions are required since the plant procedures

and the T/S requirements adequately address the potential
for drawdown.

References: Annunciator response procedure:
1-0HP.4024.116.042 CST low level
1-0HP.4024.116.043 CST low-low level



Observation Number: TDG-4

Issue: The design process for preparation, checking, and verification
of design calculations needs to be improved.

Evaluation: TDG-4 discusses an NSGL calculati.on, TH-87-03, and notes
several deficiencies, notably a mix of conservative and
non-conservative calculations which are cited as being
inappropriate. TDG-4 was intended to support our
alternate safe shutdown calculations, not size the
condensate tank. TDG-4 was prepared by AEPSC engineers,
but since the personnel were relatively new to the area, a
decision was made to hire an experienced outside
contractor, — impell Corp., to perform the same calculation.
The outside contractor provided fully quantified and
verified calculations in this area. The internal
calculations were approved on the 'basis that the
conclusions of the contractor also supported the internal
documentation. No effort was made to straighten out
differences in assumptions between the two models since it
was concluded this is not cost effective utilization of
manpower. To further rectify the above situation, a
completely independent calculation, TH-87-09 was performed-
specifically to determine the CST inventory needed to cool
the RCS and time until CST Dryout. This calculation
addresses the concerns cited in finding TDG-4.

As was explained to WESTEC personnel, the difficulties
encountered with the use of this calculation are believed
to be an isolated incident which occurred based upon the
availability of a qualified outside contractor to
essentially do the same thing. This does not reflect
normal design control process in America Electric Power
for preparation, verification, and checking of design
calculations, and for this reason, we believe the WESTEC
conclusion in TDG-4 to be unwarranted.

Future
Actions
R~euised: No further action is required.



pbservation '.lumber: TDG-6, 'Rev. 0 Date 8/5/87

Issue: Backseatin- ':ai.ves - The problem areas are

1. Basic philosophy of'backseats and open torque switches.

2. .'!C.'!-221. -".31 have had excessive packing problems which
cou' be e'm'nated bv backseating valves.

Evaluati.on:

The AEP ph''osophy on the use of backseats and open torque
swi"ches is in comp'ete disagreement with the 'w'ESTEC

philosophy.

The AEP practice or. not backseating (normally open) valves is
a long-stand'ng system wide design operating philosophy.
Properly applied and adjusted packing is more than adequate to
preclude unacceptable leakage. For normally open valves, if
backseat',.g were 100% effective, the packing would become
dried ou" in time and thus inefficien" when called upon to
func"ion .hen the valve is operated. The backseating
capability is not defeated; it may be 'mplemented manually for
on-line pack'ng replacement or as an emergency measure to stop
a packing 'eak if required.

During =he inspection, the ls ESTEC insoec t ion team was advised
of our philosophy regarding the use of backseats and open
torque switches. They chose not to agz'ee with our engineering
experiences and issued the fending based on their engineering
iudgemenc.

The removal of open torque switches from westinghouse supplied ~

valves at the D. C. Cook Nuclear Plane ~as based upon the
aforementioned AEP philosophy of not using torque switches in
NOV's to stop valve travel to the open position. The decision
to not use t'h e open torque switch is based on the premise -that
the benefit of ensuring rel.iable valve opening fax'utweighs
the slight re sk of damaging the operator should the valve
"hang up" or the open limit swi.tch fail during opening.



Observation Number: TDG-6, Rev. 0 Date 8/5/87 Page 2

Evaluation: (cont'd)

Problems "i"h .'!C.'1-221, -231 are, in our opinion, overstated
and have =- ready been addressed bv AEPSC in the normal course
of plan" ...a .. 2nance eview. Packing typically fails over a
protracted " ~e "er'od dur'ng which it may be adjusted to stop
or mit'gate eakage. AEP s valve maintenance tracking program
a" the D. :. .ook .':- clear Plant has revealed only a small
percentage o "al:es naving experienced excessive maintenance.
Only some o" =hese "ere a"tributable to packing problems, none
of which ~ere =eneric to valve type, model or service.
Envestigation of "he condit''on of stems and stuffing boxes, as
well as cons'ce ation of installing live loaded packing was
recommended in the "ew cases of severe duty safety related
valves, i..c'uding .'K.'f 221 and HCA 321.

The differences in design philosophy have no safety
signif icance. ",alve packing failure is typically a gradual
process. Redundant means of early detection are in place to
facili"a"e on-1'ne packing replacement. Zf a valve's safety
function 's:o c'ose, backseating has no significance infacil'tat ng "he safetv function. Tf the valve's safety
function is tQ open. the only function backseating can serve
is to preclude insignificant loss of fluid from the system

ough packing leakage

Based on the above, LESTEC ."-inding T~~-6 does not have an
ad:arse sef "r significance.

c'uture
Action

Q lJ .'o future actions required.



Observation Number: RBP-1 Revision 2

fssue: Instrument errors are not considered in calculating setpoints
for alarms and controls

Evaluation: Formal documentat'on of the process oi considering
'nst umentat'on errors is not documented. However, as shown

by the following evaluation instrument errors are factored
into the =s ab 'shment of setpoints by the experience and
judgment ri .".e ngineer. An instrument loop error analysis
has been per; =...ed on the following:

CST Low evel Alarm
CST Low-Lcw e;el Alarm
AFW Pump Low Suction Pressure Alarm
(Referred to as "minimum NPSH" in the NSPECTION OBSERVATION)

The error analysis 'nd'cates that the instrument loop maximum
error's =7.8" =or the CST Low Level and Low-Low 'Level alarms.
Instrument 'oop maximum error ior the existing AFW Low Suction
Pressure alarm is =9.2". This maximum error will be +14.3"
subsequent to 'nstallation of design change RFC DC.-12-2912.
Attachment 1 illustrates setpoint elevations versus instrument
loop maximum errors.

s
a

A listing oi the concerns, raised by INSPECTION OBSERVATION is
given be'ow, along we th a response =o each concern:

Concern I.: The operator must have 20 minutes following the
CST Low-i ow Level alarm to find an alternate water source.
~Res onsa: if t'e CRT Low-Low Level alarm occurs at the
maximum negat've error when compared to the AFW Low Suction
Pressure alarm point, there is approximately 21,470 gallons
remaining. The turbine-driven auxiliary reed pump (TDAFP) at
maximum capacity or the two motor-driven auxiliary feed pumps
(M)AFP 's) at maximum capacity would run for '385 minutes
beiore using 21,470 gallons oi condensate.

Concern 2.: The operator may inadvertently trip the AFW pump
when he needs it.
~Res onsa: Cook plant annunciator Response procedures call for
the operator to verify CST level before tripping an AFW pump,
and the operator has three level channels by which to do this.
In the unlikely event that the CST reached Low-Low level, the
operator would be closely monitoring CST level and would not
be inclinea to trip a pump inadvertently based on actuation of
an alarm.

Concern 3 '. Instrument errors cause a potential overlap of
the CST L'ow-Low Level and the AFW Low Suction Pressure alarms.



~Res onse: Our error analysis indicates that the comhine
error on the CST Low-Low Level alarm, and the AFW Pump Lo
Suction pressure alarm totals 22.1". This total versus a
setpoints di""erence of 24", so an overlap will not occur.

Concern -',: The ~PS'witch (AFV Pump Low Suction Pressure
Switch) :.av not alarm until the water level falls to

609'.8",potentially causing the pump to run dry without the
operator knowing 't.
~ges orse: <'r ="or analysis indicates at a maximum error on
the A;~ ow Suction Pressure alarm the level would still be
above the top o: the CST's outlet pipe. This error represents

~ only 0.5 psig '.ower pressure at the AHv'ump inlet. In view
.of this m nimal pressure difference and the fact that the CST
outlet pipe is not uncovered the present alarm setting
provides adequate pump protection.

Due to above evaluation it was concluded that no physical
corrective action was necessary and that no safety
signif'cance is evident.

Future Actions The above d'scussion shows that our process for establishing
~Re uired:, engi.".seri"..g setpoints although nor, formally documented

provides acceptable results. As part of the overall program
or updating current documents, the I 6 C Section will formally
document the engineering evaluat 'on that takes place i
establishing a setpoint. This will take the form of

a instrument error sensitivity stud'es. These studies will be
done as part of the normal revision process to ECPs for future
design hanges.
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Observation Number: RBP-2 Revision 1

Zssus: The Tech Spec requirement to have a minimum contained volume
of 175,000 gallons of water is not in addition to the amoun
of water available at the CST Lo Lo Level alarm.

Evaluation: The evaluation, incorrectly concluded that the 175,000 gallons
was in addition to a quantity of water necessary to support 20
minutes oi operation after the low low level alarm. Technical
Specification (T/Ss) require a minimum 'contained volume of
175,000 gallons of water in the Condensate Storage Tank (CST)
in Modes ', 2, and 3. In addition, our letter AEP:NRC:0307C
(June,26, 1980) committed us to having the low low level alarm
on the CST set such that the operator would have at least 20
minutes from the time the low-low level alarm came in until he
had to find an alternate water source, 'assuming operation 'of
the largest capacity auxiliary feedwater pump.

A subsequent review addressed by Problem Report 87-706 has
determined that the volume to support 20 minutes of operation
beyond the low-low alarm is not in addition to the 175,000
gallons T/S requirement. Also, our present procedures and
setpoints are adequate to ensure compliance. with our T/Ss and
commitments.

Details of the review of various commitments and additional
information is present below.

1. Commitments

The requirement for at least 20 minutes of time
originated in a letter from Darrel Eisenhut of the NRC to
John E. Dolan of AEPSC, dated October 30, 1979. The
purpose of the letter was to advise us of requirements
for our auxiliary feedwater system in light of the
accident at Three Mile Island. Short-Term Recommendation
No. 1, from the NRC's Lessons Learned Task Force and the
Bulletins and Orders Task Force, stated:

The licensee should provide redundant level
indications and a low-level alarm in the control
room for the AFW system primary water supply to
allow the operator to anticipate the need to make up
water or transfer to an alternate water supply and
prevent a low pump suction pressure condition from
occurring. The low-level alarm setpoint should
allow at least 20 minutes for operator action,
assuming that the largest-capacity AFW pump is
operating.



(RBP-2 Rev. 1 cont'd)

In the same letter, the NRC, in describing our CST,
stated:

Each condensate storage .tank has 'a capacity of
00,000 gallons, of which 175,000 gallons are

reserved by Technical Specification for AFW system
use.

These two quotations from the NRC's letter indicate that
tne XRC understood the amount of water necessary to meet
our commitment for 20 minutes of CST capacity after the
switchover alarm is included in the 175,000 gallons
necessary to meet the T/S requirements.

2. Add't'onal Reviews

For the same of completeness, the CST alarms and Cook
Plant procedures were also reviewed. This was done to
ensure that our present procedures and alarms are
adequate to ensure compliance and safety.

A. T/S Re uirements

T/S require 175,000 gallons of contained water. The
Bases section for both units indicates that this
amount of water is sufficient to maintain hot
shutdown conditions for 9 hours assuming loss of
offsite power. In addition, the Unit g Bases, which
are derived from a later version of the Standard
T/Ss than the Unit 1 Bases, indicate that the
required volume "includes an allowance of water not
usable because of tank discharge line location or
other physical characteristics."

Cook Plant procedures require CST level to be
greater than .37% for T/S compliance. This provides
a volume of ~ater of approximately 176,000 gallons
above the centerline of the discharge pipe.* In
addition, there is over 20,000 gallons below the
centerline of the discharge pipe. Therefore, Cook
Plant .procedures are conservative, since they
provide'or 175,000 gallons of usable water, rather
than 175,000 gallons of contained water, in the CST.

Nuclear Safety & Licensing (NS&L) performed a
calculation to determine the amount of water
necessary for 9 hours of hot shutdown operation
assuming loss of offsite power. The calculation
used 102% of the rating of Unit 2 (since it has the
highest rated power) for purposes of determining the
decay heat load. The NS&L calculation
conservatively determined that approximately 135,000
gallons of water~i'..sufficient for 9 hours of hot
shutdown operations. Thus, the 175,000 gallons
required by T/Ss is adequate, even if the T/S
requirements were taken as usable rather than
contained volume..



(RBP-2 Rev. 1 cont'd)

B. Lastly, NS6L investigated the requirement that th
operator have 20 minutes to switch to an alternate
water source. Cook Plant emergency procedures
require the operator to be'gin the switchover to an
alternate source when the CST level has dropped to
the low-low alarm setpoint. As .described in our
letter AEP:NRC:0976, dated June 13, 1986, 30 minutes
of time is required to drop the level in the CAST
from the low-low level alarm to the centerline of
discharge pipe, based on a conservative pump rate of
"000 gpm. At a pump rate of 900 gpm (the pump rate
o the largest capacity AFW pump, as committed to in
AEP:VRC:0307C), over one hour would be required.
Thus, it is seen that the CST alarms are set so that
they conservatively meet our 20-minute commitment.

t
The above discussion shows that no safety significance is evident.

Future Action iVo future actions are required since the plant procedures and
~Ra unbred: the CST alarms are conservAtive with respect to T/S

requirements and other commitments.



Observation Number: RBP-3 Revision 0

The design control process for preparation, checking and
verification of design calculations need to be improved.

Evaluation There appears to be confusion over the method used to generate
KCPs and their approval process. The issue, discussion and
examples raised questions regarding verification, reviews and
ECP formatting. The process for generation of an ECP and its
relat'on to a RFC or PM are discussed below using the ECP
1-2-C1-01 as an example..

information in the revision description stating what
caused the revision to be made. This information is
given by reference to the initiating change document
(RFC) or other document which impacts the ECP. Each
item is annotated with the letter (A) on the
attached ECP coversheets.

B.) Issue of addenda with coversheet control: The ECP
issues are revisions not addenda. Both the old
style and current ECPs are controlled by the MED
I &,C Section. Evidence of this control is provided
at the top of the ECP 1 package revision record.
See annotation of (B) on the attached. Also, the
Appendix B Calculations are only issued by means of
a ECP 1 package revision record form. This is even
though the calculations have their own review and
approved record coversheet.

C.) Format of the ECP: Each ECP contains a coversheet
which identifies the content of the document. This
includes what Appendices have been issued. These
Appendices are indexed by form ECP 3 showing the
number of pages for each Appendix reference numb'er.
Additionally, each Appendix reference indicates the
number of pages contained on its approval
coversheet. These items are identified by the
annotated (C) on the attached.

D.) Inde endent or interdisci linar review: These
reviews and approvals are shown in two ways on the
ECP document. An authorizing document (such as an
RFC) is identified for the various revisions. These
authorizing documents are subject to a number of
separate verifications and reviews. Additionally,
the ECP is subjected to checks and reviews as
ind'cated by the signatures or initials contained in



(RBP-3 Rev. 0 cont'd)

the approval block on the ECP coversheet and the
Appendix B Calculations approval coversheet. These
items are annotated on the attached as (D).

The above discussion shovs that the ECP is properly controlled
and checked, therefore, no safety significance is evident.

Future Action No future action is required as the points raised by this
~Re unbred: observation are adequately addressed.
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Observat'on Number: RBP-4

Issue: Documentation oi satety review evaluation procedure for 10 CFR
50. 59-.—

Evaluation: This obser:at on addresses a generic concern that safety
rev'ews b'he Nuclear Safety and Licensing Section are
comple "ed at "he beginni..g of the design process and are not
.revised.

Our re'" ew process is c rrently as follows: (1) The RFC is
given to =he .':uclear Safety and Licensing Section for an
independen= co..ceptual review of the design (2) This reviewed
documen" 's ret'ned to the lead engineer for resolution of
reviewer's comments. Open items are addressed and closed out
by documentation in the design change packet. The detailed
eng'nee '..g is a'so independently verified and the addition
of the closeo " .documentation to the package is verified
before trans...'="al to the site. (3) The completed packet is
independent'.': reviewed upon completion of installation by
site personnel. '~e bel'e:e this process meets the
require...en"s of lO CFR 50.59.

FutuM
Ac tlons
Reouired: '.:o further action is required.



Observation Number: ~!B-l

Issue: A weakness was observed in some of the procedures to mitigate the-
potential for steam binding.

Evaluation: The inspection identified the lack of controls on the
teletemp stickers, which are installed to indicate the
temperature of the auxiliary feedwater piping to the steam
generators, and are used to indicate potential steam
binding o the auxiliary eedwater pumps. The procedure
in cuest'on 's OHP4021.056.002, which requires that the
temperature oi the feed lines be verified less than 140 F
at app'ro~:imately 30 and 90 minutes after flow to the steam
generator from he auxiliary feedwater pumps has been
stooped.

The 'te'etemps "ere removed. The operator is instructed to
feel the pipe to see if it is hot and to use the readily
available temperature measuring device available in the SS
office to quantifv the pipe temperature if it is hot to
the touch. Feeling the pipe was used in several other
procedures and has proven effective.

Future
Actions
Receuired: No further .action is required.



Gbservation Number: AB-2

Issue: Information for setting tbe IDAFP oontroller to rated floe is not
available at tbe Hot Standby Panel.

Evaluation: The e s ..o ion"-er a need for the information from
OHP~030.ST2.017T to be posted at the hot shutdown panel or
even on the main control panel. The requirement was
necessary before the last refueling outage when the
governor valves were re-calibrated so that rated flow was
achie:ed a" approximately 0'3. Prior to this change the
rated speed 'as achieved at about 20% on one unit and 10%
on the other..',ow both units are set at 0%. The
verif'cation in STP.017T confirms the calibration has not
dr'=

ted.'uture

Actions
Reou'red: .'o fur"her ac= on is required.



Observation Number: .".B-4

I8Sll8: Procedure inconsistency with direction on when and what to do for
low and low-low (extreme low) condensate storage tank level and
auxiliary feedpump 'ow suction pressure alarms.

Evaluation: The p:an= Operat'ons Department's position is that these
var'a=ions .. ecommended actions are consistent with the
ant'c "a=ed '.".'=''ating .action. However, when the actions
are compared =.gether an appearance of inconsistency does
exist.

Future
Actions
~Ra unbred: The Operations Department will review actions

requ'red bv the alarms in question and determine if the
actions are aporooriate and consistent with the
circumstances the procedures are written to address. The
procedure reriew and any necessary changes will be
completed by the end of the second quarter of 1988.

1
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Observation Number: NS-5

Issue: Training material u"ed in operator requalificatlon training
contains some conrliccing and incorrect information.

Evaluation: .'fB-5 '"as discussed with the plant Training Department, and
thev feel that the numbers listed in the lesson plans are
used :or guidance only. Each lesson plan is revieved by
the '"..str c"or. and any differences are noted and
presented at that t'me.

Future
Actions
R~euired: No further action is required.



Observation Number: MB-6 Revision 0

issue: Inconsistency on engineering units stated in various
procedures for Condensate Storage Tank Level.

Evaluation: The observation is the same as several made by ourselves
during the Deta'led Control Design Review (DCRDR) process
undertaken as part of NUREG0737. -The observation that
consisten'cy of information presentation to operators was
needed was identified by ourselves during the DCRDR process
for che overall plant. A 'umber of . Check List
Observation,'Human Engineering Discrepancies (CLO/HED)
identif'ed that engineering units were not uniform between
items such as Instrument Meter Scales, Annunciator Response
Procedures, Operating Procedures, Recorder Faces, Computer
Displays and Emergency Operating Procedures. Examples of this
are CLO/HED 3.1-13, 5.1-50, 6.1-66, Vl-61 and V2-10. The
detailed schedule and corrections to these items in particular
and the DCRDR Program in general is presented in AEP:NRC:0773X
and 077'3V. Overall completion of DCRDR Program is scheduled
for 12/90. The DCRDR Program has been evaluated by the NRC.
Based on the above no adverse safety significance is evident.

Future Actions The DCRDR process monitoring established by General Procedure-
~Re uired: . 3.l Design Changes assures chat these types of concerns are

addressed in the future. We consider this process which
includes the completion of the committed DCRDR enhancements to
be adequate, therefore, no future action is required.



Observation Number; WL-1 Revision
2'ssue:

An environmentally qualified instrument is not installed in
accordance with the manufacturer's requirements to maintain
qualification..

Evaluation: At the time of the inspection the devices were in the
condition noted. However, a design change was in progress at
the tine'o change the instruments for Reg. Guide 1.97. As
stated .'n Problem Report PR-87-713,, a design change
RFC DC-12-2900 Subtask A.15 was in progress at the time of the
inspection. This change required installation of new cabling
to the Auxiliary Feedwater flow transmitters. As such the
transmitter and its integral junction box had not yet been
accepted for installation configuration. Therefore, the Issue
itself is not valid. Also, since the change i=was still in
progress no safety significance is evident.

Future Action
~Re unbred:

The Design Change Coordinator for RFC DC-12-2900 Subtask A.15
was requested to re-emphasize that the proper installion
configuration be used environmentally * qualified equipment.
This action was completed by August 31, 1987, therefore, no
future actions are required.



Observation Number: WL-2

issue: A weakness exists in the control of greases used in Limitorque
motor operated valves'n addition, several lubrication
inspect'ons of motor operated valves have documented greases
characterest'c typical of adverse chemical reaction caused by
mixing greases with different soap bases.

Evaluation: The mixing of greases with different soap bases in the main
gear box of a Limi"orque motor operated valve could render the
operation and its associated valve inoperable. When mixed
together the greases react chemically which may result in any
of the following:

o Breakdown into mud-like substance

o Breakdown into watery liquid or

o Separation into hard cake-like substance and watery
liquid

Limitorque also cautions against the mixing of greases with tdifferent soap bases on page 12 of "heir Maintenance and
Instruction Manual SMBI-82C.

Limitorque operators with serial numbers greater than 295809
are shipped with Exxon Nebula EP-0 or EP-1 in the main gear
box. Exxon Nebula is a calcium based grease. Limitorque
operators with serial numbers less than 295809 were more than
likely greased with Sun Oil Company 50 EP or Nebula EP-O.
With the exception of the new SMB-000 operators purchased for
the AFW motor operator discharge valves the serial numbers for
the installed MOVs are lower than 295809. Sun Oil Company
grease 50 EP is lithium based.

In the early 1970's, Cook Plant selected Mobil Oil Company as
the supplier for lubricants for plant equipment, Mobilux EP-2
and Mobilgrease 77, which are identical greases with different
brand names, are the greases used at Cook Plant for this
application. ,Mobilux EP-2 is a lithium based grease which is
fully compatible with Sun Oil grease 50 EP.

In December, 1984, a visual inspection of the grease in a
representative sample of safety related motor operators was
conducted. The inpection revealed that there was no abnormal
degradation of the grease and that the lubricating qualities
appeared „satisfactory. Hence the conclusion that mixing
greases at Cook Plant was not a problem.



Observation Number: WL-2 Page 2

We disagree with WESTEC's findings that MOVATS inspections
revealed that some of the grease in motor operated valves
exhibited signs of mixing. Our interpretation of the MOVATS

inspection are as follows:

o The grease in MCM-221 and 231 exhibited caking as a
result'f being exposed to high temperatures.

o The liquid on top of the grease was a result of settling.
The motor operator was not used often and the grease
remained stagnant.

The condition of the grease in the valve operators (MCM-221 &

-231) was not inspected prior to this outage. These valves
are included in the Preventive Maintenance Inspection Plan for
Environmentally Qualified Valves.

The new AFW motor operated valve operators (those with Exxon
Nebula in the main gear box) installed in Unit 1 have been
identified to contain Exxon Nebula grease. Replacement grease
is stored in a special area under the control of the
Maintenance Supervisor.

A sample of Exxon Nebula EP-0 and Mobilux EP-2 have been sent
for laboratory testing to determine the extent of their
incompatiblity. New Limitorque motor operators that are
received with Exxon Nebula EP-0 or EP-1 will be degreased,
cleaned and greased with Mobilux EP-2 or strictly 'controlled
to preclude mixing.

Future
Actions
~Re ui".ed: 1) The PH&F Section will make recommendations to the Plant

Maintenance Department regarding the use of greases in safety
related motor operated valve Limitorque Operators by November
30, 1987.

2) Formalize the established controls to preclude the mixing
of Exxon Nebula and Mobil'ux EP-2 greases. Action by Plant
Maintenance by December 31, 1987.

3) Review the results of the laboratory test and recommend
appropriate course of action. Action by Chem Engineering and
PH&F sections.

References: 1. Letter from P. Fisher to J. Droste dated September 21,
1987.



Observat;on .'lumber: ~L-3

Issue: An unqualified lubr'cant may be used in the main'gear case of
Limitorque motor-operated valves."

Eva lua t ion: Exxon Nebula =P-O or EP-1 is the lubricant supplied by
Limitorque and qual'ied by Limitorque in their report B0058
for use in the main gear box of the actuator. D. C. Cook
Nuclear Plane uses Mobil lubricants in this application and
has accepted the qualification of Nobilux EP-2 for use in
Limitorque main gear case for inside and outside containment
applications .

Qualification parameters are shown on page Gl-1 of the D. C.
Cook SCEV sheets. T.t ~as noted in VESTEC's review of
Naintenance Procedures 12 NHP 5021.001.006 Rev. 3 and 12 NHP
5021.001.042 Rev. 1 that both Nobil-Nobilux EP-2 and
Nobilgrease 77 were specified as acceptable lubricants for use
in the main gear box of Limitorque SNB and HBC valve
operators. However, Nobilgrease 77 is not listed on the D. C.
Cook SCEV sheets as a qualified lubr''ant. However, a letter
dated January 4, 1985 from J. D. Allard to the Maintenance
Supervisors stated that Nobilgrease 77 w'as compatible with
Nobilux EP-2 and could be used.

'Ne disagree with VESTEC's comment as to Nobilgrease 77 being
an unqualified grease. En a telephone conversation with Mobil
Oil Company on July 31, 1987, Mobil again stated that
Nooilgrease 77 and Nobilux EP-2 are the same product with
different brand names. Mobil Oil Company has confirmed this
by letter dated September 16, 1987.

Based on the above evaluation, '~ESTEC Finding VL-3 has no
adverse safety 'significance.

Future
Actions
R~euised: No further action required.

References: 1. Response to PR-87-710 dated 8-18-87, response date is
September 10, 1987.



Observation Number: VL-4

Issues: a) Tape spi'ce found on EQ valve that did not match PDS design
drawing.

b) EQ no" established for invalid splice that was found.

c) Tape sl'ce process and training problems.

E:aluation: As a resu " of =he obser:ation, the larger generic question
of the q ai ";. of splice taping in all of D. C. Cook'
environmentally qualified motor operators, and therefore
their re iabilit'. has been investigated. The concerns
stem from two sources:

A 'ack o; documentation as to what specification was
used as a gu'deline for "aping splices on 1-NCN-221
and 1-:!C.'!-231 and;

Three spec'fic instances where the wrong tape was
found co be covering splices. These instances
'n;olved 1-:!C.'!-231, 1-B!0-221 and 1-FN0-241.

.o answer these speci.fic concerns, the electricians who
performed the re-taping on the yai;es listed above were
contacted. They confirmed that the re-taping was performed
in accordance with applicable electrical design standards
including the use of the correct tape.

To answer the larger generic concern about the
environmental qualification status of D. C. Cook's motor
operators as a whole, an investigation has revealed the
following:

1) Environmental qualification inspections were performed
on all Unit 1 and Unit 2 environmentally qualified
valve operators in 1986 and 1987 as part of the
qualified jumper wire inspection. One of the required
E.Q. inspections is a "visual examination of all
exposed, accessible cables and terminations on or near
the associated E.Q. equipment." Therefore, as of the
end of the jumper wire inspection, all of D. C. Cook'
environmentally qualified motor operators were
:erified as having the proper terminations. It was
during this inspection that the incorrect tape was
discovered in the valve operators listed above. Based
on the inspection of valve operators and the small
n mber of splices found with the incorrect tape, this
problem is non-generic.

2) A complete splice or termination is performed
according to -u~s12NHP5021.082.006, "Power Cable
Termination and Splicing" which requires that splices



be done in accordance with applicable electric design
standards. However, when the job merely requires
replacement of the tape on a splice the procedure is
not required. Discussions with the electrical
supervisors confirmed that taping of E.Q. cables is
always done as directed by applicable electrical
design standards. However, this fact has not always
been documented.

For the reasons stated above, it is reasonable to conclude
that all cable splices in E.Q. valve operators have been
taped in accordance with applicable requirements. There
appear -o be ..o generic implications related to these
inc idents .

Future
~ Actions
"Reauired: .'lo f rther action is required.



Observac'on .':umber:

issue: Actual .'K" =o"= e s'-itch settings differenc than design values

"=va lua c ion: '«nile -e a-ree =hat some .'fOV torque svicch sectings differed
from desi-n. -e "'sazree chat valve operability is in question
as a resul=..h s 'ssue vas reviewed i.. cvo previous
engineer "..- 'ra'c'ons. The firs" review (Reference 1) was
in response =o ."=.."ocice 84-10. The second review was
documented 'n Re erence 2, which compares 1985 and 1986 torque
svicch se""''ngs..he conclusion in both evaluations was that
c..e ac- a =or" e s" cch settings vere acceptable. A third
review (?eference 3 and 4) ~as conducted in response to «L-5,
in vhicn "he fol'ovin~ conclusions vere drawn:

l.. L'...'"or":.e does ..oc consider che design torque switch
settings =o be minimum settings as implied in «estec
r"inc .".= '- -5..he design setting is a nominal value and
che ac=ua1. set"i..g can be above or belov che design
sec='"..-. depe..d ..g on ndividua'aive characteristics.

A'1 of "he Unit 1 and 2 valves "'=h settings below design
vere. =: eved and an engineerinz evaluation made with
.es"ecc "o valre operabilicy, as discussed in
Reference 3. In all cases, che:sbility of che valve co
per=orm ics .safet; =s nccion vas justified.

Based on che above evaluations, «ESTEC "-inding '«L-5 does noc
have adverse safety significance.

e" urdur e

Ac ions
Reouired: '. o further ac cion required.-

References Let er om A. J. 'vandowski to J. D. A'ard, L'mitorque
.'1otor-s ?crated ~Jalve Torqu'e Switch Seccings, I.E.
Informac'on !:ocice .'lo. 84-10, dared Augusc 30, 1985

2. Letter "rom J. D. Hoffman co J. D. Allard, tocor-Operated'i.. e Torque Svitch Set tings, dated Vovember 26, 1986

Let=et from J. D. Hoffman co J. B. Drosce, Hocor-Operated
')aire .orcue Swicch Sec" ings, daced September 3, 1987

4 'ec=er ™om J. D. Hof"man to R. A. Czajka, .'tocor-Operated
".aire .orque Svicch Settings, dated September 11, 1987



Observation Number: WL-7

Issues: Meggering Limicorque motors and other recommended maintenance
items were not fully incorporaced into plant S/M/g program.

Evaluation: L'mitorcs e recommended maintenance manual LC-9 has been
incorporated into the D. C. Cook S/N/R program except for
the meggering o" the motors. We do not believe that
meggering .al:e actuator motors gives accurate life/damage
data.

Future
Actions
Receuirad: Provide documentation in EQ file as to why meggering valve

actuator motors is not necessary. (Target Completion by
EGS-N - 6/SS)



0bservation Number: I<L-8

Issue: Nonconformance uith plant directives and NRC requirements regarding
potential deficiencies in the environmental qualification of
equipment.

Evaluation: Only t-o examples oi this nonconformance'ere cited although no
Condit'on Reports "ere written. Both of these examples had
high level;..anazement attention and when immediate corrective
action "as equ'd, immediate corrective action was taken.

.'!ainte..s"...ce e sir ...ent personnel have been reminded of the
necessity oi 'eporting environmental qualification
nonconform'= es . ia the Condi" ion Report System (P'!I-7030) . Et
is the .'!aintenance Department's policy to,write Condition
Reports when "he're required. Condition Reports for the two
..oncon or.,it.'es were wr'ten on August 10, 1987.

The .'!aintenance Depar"ment does not perceive these two
..onconformit es as a ~eneric problem.

Future
Ac tice
Recuired: Condition Reports will be wre tten when required in the future.



Observation Number: fv'L-9

Issue: Missing valve covers. iVo oil level indication for inboard and
outboard pump bearings.

Evaluation: The covers were ordered and arrived October 3. A job
order "as issued and the work was completed on
October 20, 1987.

The oil 'evels in the auxiliary feedwater pumps are
checked each shift via Operations Procedure OHP
4030.001.001 and are adjusted as necessary.

Future
Actions
R~e uired: .'o fur".her action is required.



ObservatLon .'I aber. .'L-:0

Issue: Deficienc: 'n .'!a'ntenance P.ocedure 12.'P?5021.001.037, Rev. 2,
which cou d resu' in bacc seating of motor-operated valves due to
inertia.

E:a lua t ion: In genera . '-e agree with the observation but do not consider
it a prob =m =or =he iollowing reasons:

Re:is on 3 o" =..e subject procedure. whi.ch has been
iss ec. inc'es add'tsonal steps "o ensure that the open
Li li s~': '.". 's set to al'ow for coas" of the valve stem
to pr cl de backseati.ng. Conseq ently, any future
adi st.-..en=s wi.' preclude backsea" ing.

2. Oi 103 'n't 1 safetv-related val;es in the IST program,
manv ha:e been checked for backseating. Thirty-five
:al:es were set up wi h .'!OVATS equipment during the
cI rren" outage and are known to be ree of backseating..

'An additional 16:al;es were res " as part of .RFC-2934
and have been cnecked to ensure -.hey are not backseating.
Another 2S valves are butterf1':pe in which backseating
is not a concern. Finally, of =.'..e remaining 29 valves,
none are fast acting valves wi=:". motor brakes, which are
-he .a'...es mos" likely to backse '- due to inertia.

3. 0'i "he 35 valves orig'nally set up us'ng Revision 2 of
"he subject procedure and subsequently analyzed with
.'!O'."ATS test equipment, 10 were iound to be backseating
during "as-found" testing. However. in no case did the
backseating thrust exceed the maxi... m allowable operator
or val:e thrust. The valve cited in the VL-10 as an
example, 1-Q.'!0-410, did not have "excessive backseat
thrust" as stated in the report. The measured backseat
thrus t was 4 s 600> as compared to the allowable thrust of
14,000=.

4 All IST:alves are stroke tested per od'callv to ensure
operabili=y.".e know of no case in "hich a valve has
failed due "o backseating. Therefore, we do no" consider
backseat'g a phenomenon likely to ca se va':e iailures
Ln ..e tu Ure .

Based on "'.".e above
~ ".ESTEC Finding tIL-10 does not have an

adverse safety significance.



Observacion Vumber: tr'L- 10 Page 2

Future
Actions
~acauired: ? erform .'fOVATS checks on 35 valves in Unit 2 during

'988 outage and correct any backseating noted.

?er=orm RFC-2934 work on 16 additional IST valves
d r'g 1938 outage and correct any backseating
"..o "ed.

.:".eck '5 "emaining valves in each unit for
backseating dur'ng future outages. Plant
ega, ~

References: '2.".:-:?=".:3'.'<.'0.03,, Rev. 3 date'ffective October 15, 1987.

J. 3.:-:o ffman le t"er to J. Dros te dated October 13, 1987.
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Observation Number: RB-1 Revision 0

Issue: The response time of AR Time Delays in the RCP bus
undervoltage circuit for the turbine-driven auxiliary
feedwater pump auto start are not included in total channel
response time.

Evaluation: The inspection observation issue on missing a response time
is correct. Problem Reports 'PR-87-717 and PR-87-683 were
generated on this item. Additionally, LER 87-14 was written
on Unit 1. The time responses for the AR time delay relays
were tested on Unit 2. These items resulted in a as-left
overal'sponse or less than 45 seconds which is less than
the 60 seconds allowed. The affected procedures have been
changed to incorporate the requirements to time response test
these relays. Tne actual time responses show that no safety
significance is evident.

Future Actions None, the aiiected procedures have been changed.
~Re uired:



0bservation Number:, RB-2 Revision 0

Issue: The response time of the west Main FPT stop valve closure
relays for the motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps auto
start are not included in surveillance testing for loss of
main feedwater pumps initiation.

Evaluation: The inspection observation issue on missing a response time is
correct. Problem Reports PR-87-717 and 87-693 were generated
on this item. Additionally LER 87-14 was written on Unit l.
The time responses for the loss of West Main Feedpump was
tested on Unit 2. These times results in a overall response
of less than 40 seconds which is less than the 60 seconds
allowed. he affected procedures have been changed to
incorporate the requirements to time response test these
logics. The actual time responses show that no safety
significance is evident.

Future Actions None, the affected procedures have been changed.
~Re uired:



Observation Number: RB-3 Revision 1

Issue: The response time from when the 4160 Volt Emergency Bus loss
of Voltage relays sense a loss of voltage to the auto start
initiation of the diesel generator is not being included in
verifying that the Technical Specification Time Response limit
is not being exceeded for the Motor Driven Auxiliary Feedwater
Pumps,

Evaluation: The inspection observation issue on not including data already
taken n a total time response is correct. Problem Report
PR-87-717 was generated on this item. The data was retrieved
from that data already contained in the STP.217 series of
Unit 2 procedures. he addition of these times to the time
response resulted in an overall response . of less than
42 seconds which is less than the 60 seconds allowed. The
Unit 1 procedure has been changed to incorporate the
requirements to compile this data to verify the time response
of these relays. The actual time responses show that no
safety significance is evident.

Future Action
~Re uired:

The Unit " procedure will be changed to incorporate
appropriate requirements prior to completion of the next
surve'llance test.



Observation Number: RB-4 Revision (Not Listed)

Issue: Functional and calibration tests allow instrument setpoints t
be set inconsistent with the Technical Specification Tri
Setpoints for Steam Generator Water Level Low-Low and
High-High.

Evaluation: The inspection observation issue states too narrow
interpretation of the Technical Specification req'uirements.
The values for Technical Specification Trip Setpoint and
Allowable Values are based on analysis which includes a 0.5%
allowance ror calibration errors on both the transmitter and
the channel electronic equipment (i.e. rack). Condition
Report 12-8-87-l.309 and Problem Report PR-87-790 were written
to discuss this observation. Since 'the analysis allows a 0.5%
calibration error the use of this tolerance in performing
actual calibrations is also allowed.

Additionally, the use of the 0.5% tolerance in the proceduresstill leaves the as-left calibration of the devices-within the
bounds of the Technical Specification Allowable Value.
Therefore, the setpoints calibrations are conservative with
respect to Technical Specifications and no safety significance
is evident.

Future Action
~Re uired:

None, the use of the calibration tolerance, leaves the devices

1conservative with respect to Techn'cal Specifications.



Observation Number: RB-5 Revision 0

Issue: Response Time Testing. of Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) Pumps (pump
to pressure) to final discharge pressures that can be in
noncompliance with Technical Specification Definition 1.23.

Evaluation: The observation issue does not reflect that the ~l System
overall time response time is governed by 12-THP-4030.STP.205A
and 12-THP-4030.STP.205B which record total time response from
initiating signal thru pump reaching rated speed and head.
The discussion portion of the observation states that testing
to STP.017R allows for the AFW pumps to be response tested to
inconsistent discharge pressures each time and does not insure
that the pumps are tested until they reach the parameters
assumed in the accident analyses. The TDAFP is tested when
the steam generator pressure is 310 psig. This pressure is
the minimum pressure which must be applied to the turbine in
order to reach the design speed. The accident analyses
assumes that the intact steam generators (i.e., during a
feedwater or steam line break) reach approximately 1100 psig.
When examining the TDAFP performance curve at the design
flow/speed (900 gpm, 4350 rpm), we find that the brake
horsepower is 800. Utilizing this brake horsepower, the steam
pressure can be determined from the turbine expected
performance curve. This curve, with the brake horsepower,
requires a steam pressure of 310 psig to operate at the design
speed. Therefore, as long as the rated speed is obtainable,it is permissible to test with varying steam generator
pressures. Additionally, with the steam being supplied at
higher pressure, it is expected that the turbine should reach
rated speed faster and not slower.

A review of the pump horse power shows that the demand does
not change significantly with increased flow due to lower
steam generator pressures. Therefore, since testing at lower
pressure will result in slow turbine speed response, the low
pressure test is more conservative. Since the lower pressure
is conservative no safety significance is evident.

Future Action. None, the present testing results in a more conservative time
~Re unbred: response.



Observation Number: RB-6

issue: Discrepancies in valve lineups and numbering.

'valuation:Ve agree ~1th the RB-6 findings, although the auditor's
comment as to the safety significance of valve positions
shown on the flow diagrams is not pertinent. It should
be noted that each operating procedure has a valve list
which reflects that procedure's valve line-up; this valvelist is used to align the system as well as insuring that
the system line-up is correct by requiring sign-offs on
the list. |'e feel that there is no safety significance to
the RB-6 findings since the plant is operated using
procedures and not the flow diagram.

Future Action
Receuired: The procedures addressed in the review will be revised

by the plant to eliminate the minor discrepancies.

References: Plant procedures: 1-0HP.4030.STP.017T
1-0HP.4021.056.001
1-0HP.4030.STP.035



Observation Numbe : RB-7 .

Issues: Elenenrary drawing errors.

Evaluation: From the ".ESTEC observation, the drawing errors appear to
be minor.

Future
Actions
~Re uired: Rev'e" drawing ciscrepancies described in RB-7 and correct

dra 'ngs ir necessary (Target Completion by EGS-N - 1/88)



Observation Number: RB-8

Issue: Extrapolating acceptance criteria for the separate response time
testing of the individual pumps (pump start to reaching required
pressure) is incomplete and inappropriate in
><1-0HP4030.STP.017R, Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Response Time,

Evaluation: The purpose oi "-<l-OHP4030.STP.017R is to obtain the timeit takes from "hen an auxiliary feedpump is activated
until the pump is delivering a minimum of design flow to
its associated s=eam generators. The times for each of
the three auxi''ary feedpumps are then provided to
Per ormance Section personnel to make the official
determination. as to the acceptability of the response
times. The maximum times in the OHP are to provide
indica"ion to the operator of a potential problem so this
fac- can be brought to the Performance Section personnel's
attent'on in a ti, ely manner. Therefore the Operations
Depart, e.'.t does not consider the inclusion of the maximum
available times 'n STP.017R a problem.

Future
Ace ons
Reauired: The Operations Department personnel will, prior

to the next use of the procedure (performed at
refuelsng frequency), revise the OHP to clarify which
times are obtained from Performance to determine the OHP
gu'deline times. Also, a clarification will be added to
the procedure to inform the operators of the significance
of exceeding the guideline times and to provide required
actions to be taken when the guideline time is exceeded.



Observation i%umber: RB-9

Issue: Procedural deficiencies that can lead to errors in performance.

Evaluation: While we agree with the philosophy of providing adequate
procedural guidance for the performance of maintenance,
test, and calibration activities, we do not agree that our
procedures do not provide such guidance. The statement is
made that items noted in specific procedures "can lead to
errors in performance." Ve have 'no historical basis at D.
C. Cook to show that the items noted have led to errors in
performance. In most cases, a combination of trained,
qualified personnel, and other programmatic and procedural
attributes provide adequate assurance that error-free
performance of procedures can be expected.

"ruture
Actions
~Re uired: The individual items noted wil} be reviewed by the

respective plant department for possible procedure
enhancement.



Observation Number: RB-10

Issue: Minimum flow requirements and testing for the auxiliary
feedwater pumps.

Evaluation: ~ We agree that there are no physical provisions to measure
the ELO flow. The function of a pump's ELO line is to
protect the pump from overheating and to allow stable pump
operation at the minimum flow condition. As pointed out
by WESTEC, the quantifiable flow through the ELO line was
not verified. Ho~ever, the active flow through the ELO
was verified during the pre-operational test. This flow
was verified by recording the flow change through the 3"
test line (discharge flow path) when the ELO valve was
cycled (opened/closed). Therefore, since the flow through
the test line changed, the active flow through the ELO was
verified but not quantified. The ELO line has been
designed as a fixed flow path and therefore flow throughit must remain constants Consequentially, no flow
instrumentation is required since stable pump operation
indicates that the fixed flow is met. There is no safety
significance since the pump has successfully operated when
aligned to the ELO flow path on numerous occasions during
the past ten years, which indicates the minimum flow
required is being met.

Future A8tion
R~euired: The AFW surveillance test procedure, under limitations,will be revised to delete the flow range. The followingwill be added under limitations: The ELO valve must be

open when the flow path is not to the steam generators or
through the test line. The procedure revision will be
completed during the next biennial revision of the
associated procedures.

References: Plant surveillance test procedures:

1-OH'030,STP.017T TDAFP
1-0HP,4030. STP.,017E EMDAFP
1-0HP.4030.STP.017W WMDAFP



Observation Number: GJ0.-1

Issue: A System's manual is not controlled and may lead to error or
misinformation.

Evaluation: System's Training ifanuals are used for general reference
and are not kept current. They are not used for plant
operations.

J

Future
Actions
~Re unwed: No furthe r ac t'n is required.



Observation Number: CQ-1

Issue: dkfll ef the ttade

Evaluation: "Q's

accomplished relatively infrequently." The technique
used for EQ splices is the same as that used on many
different pieces of equipment throughout the plant. These
splices are done almost daily by the electricians at the
plant; therefore, we have the waivers on qual card
E'A-O-B402 "Prepare/Nake Low Uoltage Terminations." It
should also be noted that a person waived from a task is
qualified to perform that task, just like a person who
takes the prerequisites and completes the qual card.

In the area of .'fOVATS, we have the exam results from the
2-week classes presented on HOUATS training, and the
attendance sheets,„ and course outlines are being sent to
us.

In the area of iMOV training, the people who attended from
the "A" (senior) classification had an average of 8 years
experience in the electrical nuclear field, thus the
reason thev were waived from the NOV qual cards. The "B"
men who attended the eight hour class have not been waived
from the required training, and will complete the HOV qual
cards. It should also be noted that the waiver process is
not determined by the'instructors, but by the individual's
supervisors. This decision was made based upon individual
experience level and daily job performance.

Ve do agree to a point that "skill of the trade" cannot be
an assumption in, any activity, but our waiver process is
not made on assumptions. Each individual's work skills
are reviewed before a waiver is submitted, and for
infrequently performed tasks a review of the material is
given as

appropriately

Future
Actions
Receuired: These concerns will be discussed through quarterly

meetings with the Haintenance Department and
correspondence with Supervisors and the Training
Specialist.



Observation Number: PM-1

Issue: The design change program does not address safety concerns
associated with the installation of non-seismic structures,
systems or components in safety-related areas.

Evaluation: The basis for thi.s observati.on is RFC DC-12-1803. During
the implementation of this RFC, Seismic Class III piping
was installed in the auxiliary 'feedwater pump rooms. The
RFC packet, however, containqd no documentation that the
potential impact of the piping on all safety-related
equipment "as evaluated.

The seismic interaction of the subject cooling piping in
RFC-1803 is not a concern. The piping was installed to
approved procedure DCC-PM-401-QCS. The Seismic Class III
piping (less than 2 inches in diameter) is normally
i.nstalled as per the industry guidelines, and supports are
located as per standard catalogues. The anchor bolts for
the suppor'ts vere i.nstalled per procedure DCC-CE-135-QCN,
which is for safety-related activity. The anchor bolts of
the supports were pull-tested and tested for embedment to
assure their integrity after installation. These
procedures will assure that the piping supports would
resist the seismic forces. Therefore, catastrophic
failure of this piping is an unlikely event. It is
believed that changes to procedures are not required.

NS&L procedures, the safety review'emo and the NSL-QP7
Checklist Guide were reviewed'. There are at least two
quest'ons in the NSL-7 Checklist Guide (I.C and III.B.5)
which examine the potential interactions and possible
missile effects that a proposed design change may create
after installati.on. The safety review memo did mention
the effects of falling pipe without mentioning seismic
event per se. The potential seismic interactions were
considered during the safety evaluation.

It is of note that the design change procedure has always
included the consideration of safety concerns associated
with the installation of non-seismic structures, systems,
or components. As stated above, this is explicitly
included in Nuclear Safety and Licensing procedures, and
by reference to appropriate safety classification in
corporate general procedure's. Further, for plant
modifications, current review procedures require the plant
to consider this as well. For these reasons, we do not
believe the WESTEC Observation PM-1 is supported by the
example cited, or any other condition.

Future
Actions
~eceuired: No further action is required.



Observation Number; DK-1

Issue:
s

Incorrect information appears in the auxiliary feedwater system
description concerning the signals used for automatic start of the
motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps.

Evaluation: We agree the motor driven auxil.iary feedpumps do not start on
reactor coolant pump .bus undervoltage but do start on loss of
normal voltage to the 4Kv safety bus. The auxiliary
feedwater system description was revised on 9/23/87 to
correct this discrepancy. We agree with WESTEC's conclusion
that there is no safety significance.

Future
Action
~Re unbred: None required. Action to date has resolved this item.


